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1. INTRODUCTION

This white paper was developed at the request of the Space Systems and Concepts Division,
Spacecraft and Sensors Branch of the NASA Langley Research Center, under contract NAS 1-
19244, task 15. The purpose is to provide a general guide to the conceptual design of satellite
power and thermal control subsystems with special emphasis on the unique design aspects
associated with small satellites (smallsats). For the purposes of this white paper, small satellites
are defined to be those that can be launched on a Pegasus class of launch vehicle. The focus of

this white paper is further restricted to low Earth orbits (1000 km and below) where the Pegasus
is capable of providing adequate launch performance and where the majority of the current small
satellites operate.

The scope of this paper was limited to the Pegasus vehicle first, because it is projected to be
capable of launching a majority of smaUsat spacecraft, second, because the paper would have
become far too complex if the many other developing smaUsat launch vehicles, such as Taurus,
Conestoga, LLV1, LLV2, etc. were to be included, and third, because it is the smallest and likely
the least costly launch vehicle suitable for most smallsat launches. In general, the conclusions
presented herein will not change if other launch vehicles are used. However, the specific impacts
of increased launch capabilities (higher altitude, longer mission life, etc.) are addressed.

The emphasis of this white paper is also placed on the NASA small satellites as opposed to DoD
and commercial small satellites. Special topics have been incorporated into appropriate sections
at the request of LaRC. For this reason, some topics such as cyro-coolers are discussed at greater
length than other comparable items. Also, the impact on satellite cost and complexity is
discussed, as this is perhaps the number one constraint in the current program development
environment. Issues and conclusions having special relevance to smallsat design are highlighted
in this report using shadowed boxes. These items have also been collected to form Appendix B.

At several places in this document, numeric or graphical examples are provided that refer to the
TIMED (Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics) satellite study. This
GSFC study included an Earth-observing, nadir-oriented lightweight satellite in a 400-km
circular orbit. Examples from this program are used because they provide a good, recent
example of the technologies and design approaches appropriate to modem smallsats.

This white paper is organized into a general design discussion for both power and thermal
control subsystems in Sections 2 and 3, including a review of current design requirements and
future predicted design requirements, and our evaluation of current and predicted subsystem
performance. Section 4 contains results and recommendations. A list of references is provided
in Section 5.
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2. POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 OVERVIEW

A spacecraft's electrical power subsystem (EPS) requires two basic components: an energy

source and an energy converter. The latter converts the source energy to electricity. A variety of
additional components are also used to implement the system. The specific architecture depends
on the application. Nevertheless, the nature and operation of power systems can be generally
described using a limited set of subsystems which incorporate the key components.

The photovoltaic system is the only system discussed here because of extensive experience with
it and its almost exclusive use in low Earth orbit (LEO) for moderate lifetime spacecraft. In
photovoltaic power subsystems, the Sun is the energy source, and the energy converter is a solar

array (:i array of photovoltaic solar cells), which converts solar energy into electricity.

For full-time operation, an alternative energy source is required during eclipsed portions of the

flight or when the solar cells are not facing the Sun. Typically, rechargeable (secondary)
batteries are this energy source. They also provide power during circumstances when payload
power consumption exceeds the capability of the solar array, such as happens when the array is
oriented poorly or during deployment of the array, during emergencies, or with peak loads.

The energy used during an eclipse or during periods of peak demands in excess of array
capability (plus losses) must be fully restored. Therefore, the solar array must be designed to
achieve energy balance; i.e., have the capability to collect energy for powering the spacecraft
during the sunlit portion and during the eclipse. For typical LEO missions, solar array output
must be approximately 2.2 times greater than the total load requirement.

In designing an EPS, a sequence of tasks is generally followed (Figure 2-1). First the mission

requirements and constraints, such as orbit parameters, load requirements, and operational
constraints that drive the EPS architecture are defined. The EPS topology must be selected next,
based on such factors as total load, orbit type, and reliability and cost constraints. This topology
determines whether direct energy transfer or peak power tracking will be used, and the type of
power distribution subsystem. Then, the solar array is designed and sized, and the battery is
selected and sized. Before the design is completed, various nonflight operating phases are
considered. The interaction with other subsystems is then considered. Finally, an analysis is
done of the relative performance of available hardware, from which predictions of EPS cost,
mass, and size can be made. The detailed design effort will then proceed using this analysis as a
basis. Three excellent general source books on spacecraft power systems are References 1, 2,
and 3.

2.2 MISSION REQUIREMENTS

2.2.1 General

The science, operations, or technology objectives of the mission define the orbit, lifetime, and

duty cycle requirements. Selection of these basic mission requirements is determined primarily,
but not entirely, by the payload requirements. The biggest impact on the EPS design is the
magnitude of the power requirements. The power requirements and the orbit, lifetime and duty
cycle requirements drive the EPS design. These requirements should be recognized as negotiable
to reduce the cost, complexity, and risk at the subsystem level. Table 2-1 lists the hierarchy of
design factors that should be followed in making such tradeoffs. This negotiation should be done
as early in the project development as possible.
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Element

Mission Definition

Table 2-1
Hierarchy of Design Factors

Missions

Primary Factors

Launchepoch

Orb# (art.,incl., ecc.)

Significant Parameter

Year
Day of Year
Penod
EclipseFractions

AmbientOrbital
Environments

AccumulatedEffectsLifetime

Payload Requirements Power
Requirements

Field of View •
SpacecraftBus EssentialPower •
Requirements •

Power Subsystem
Impacts

Non-EssentialPower

PulsePower (e.g., Oyro) •
SubsystemImpacts •

Array Design

BatteryDesign

Related Feature

• Solar Flare Rad (Max- Min)

Impacts

• Solar Intensity VS Time
• Thermal CyclingRate
• BatteryTemperatureand DOD
• Temperature Extremes
• AtmosphericDrag
• ParticulateRadiation
• Ultra-VioletRadiation
• AtomicOxygen
• Micrometeoroidsand Debris

ArrayThermal Cycles
RadiationFluence
UV Exposure
AO Exposure
BatteryCharcje/Disch.Cycles
Amount and DutyCycle
Quality
ArraySize, Location,Etc.
Amount
Quality
Amountand DutyCycle
Quality
Amountand DutyCycle
Thruster Exhaust
Temperature/DOD
Field-of-ViewRestrictions
Reflectionsand Shadowing
Temperatureand Reradiation
Outgassing
Magnetic Fields
Magnetic Fields

Orbital factors pertinent to EPS design include: epoch, altitude, inclination, and eccentricity.
These factors, in turn, determine period, eclipse duration, and most of the environmental factors.
The environmental factors include: solar intensity (including infra-red, visible, and ultra-violet),
particulate radiation (including trapped particles, solar flare, and cosmic ray components),

micrometeoroids and debris, and atomic oxygen. The amount and intensity of these factors
depend on the altitude. For example, the Earth's environment varies with the altitude (such as
the amount of atomic oxygen that exists). In addition, the Earth's environment influences

external factors that may impact the spacecraft (such as the Earth's magnetic field and its
shielding against solar flares). Also the orbit parameters change as the altitude changes (such as
eclipse ratios change, affecting time of exposure to UV). For certain regions, inclination must be
considered. For example, spacecraft passing through the South Atlantic region are exposed to
higher flux radiation. This environment is known as the South Atlantic Anomaly. Lifetime
requirements determine the duration of exposure of the components to the environments to which
they may be sensitive. Design interactions are secondary factors that are influenced by the

environment or the spacecraft design or both. They include: temperature and thermal cycling,
magnetic fields, thruster exhaust, and outgassing.

Environmental factors determine the degradation of the solar array. The array must be sized
considering the predicted end-of-life degraded output. Period and eclipse duration relate directly
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to battery cycling. The mission lifetime determines the extent of the degradation or the amount
of the cycling.

Another factor that affects array sizing and configuration is atmospheric drag. For low-altitude
orbits, large arrays can seriously reduce the lifetime of satellites with no on-board propulsion
subsystems, or can require excessive fuel to maintain the orbit. Minimizing the frontal area by
constraining solar arrays to edge-forward geometries may be necessary, but this adjustment
usually requires increased array area. These opposing factors must be traded off in the early
mission design phase.

2.2.2 Imp_¢L5 of Orbit Parameters

The orbit parameters are the second most significant EPS design drivers as summarized in Table
2-2. These parameters, which include altitude, inclination, and eccentricity, and spacecraft
attitude (relative to the Earth and the Sun) affect spacecraft power requirements and the design of
the solar array and the battery. In addition, the variation of solar angle, Beta (the angle between
the sun-line and the plane of the spacecraft orbit), has a major effect on the eclipse duration
(battery discharge time), the sunlight duration (solar panel operation plus recharge time), and the
solar angle of incidence on the array panels (solar array output, depending on design). The duty
cycle or power profile (times when the power is used during the orbit) is also a significant driver.

Table 2-2
Impact of Orbital Parameters on Power Subsystem Design

Parameter
Orbital Factor

Eclipse Duration
• Altitude(s) (period)
• Inclination
• Eccentricity

Beta Angle History
• Epoch
• Nodal Precession

Altitude
Inclination

PSE

Solar Array Solar Array Battery Component
Geometry Sizing Sizing Selection

Yes, design to
assure
adequate
power
generation

Yes, solar
array power to
recharge
batteries.

Yes, design to
designated
worst case
conditions.

Yes, eclipse
period energy
requirement.

Radiation
• Epoch
• Altitude
• Inclination

• Eccentricity
Solar Intensity
• Epoch

capability
throughout
mission

Yes, EOL
power
generation
capability.

Yes, energy
input.

Yes, radiation
hardening to
appropriate
levels.

External
Material

Selection

Thermal cycling of
interconnects and
bonded materials
(usually not a
concern).

Solar array cover
glass thickness
and type of solar
cell

The duration of each eclipse and the number of eclipses over the life of the mission in large part
determine the size of the batteries. Eclipse duration and load power profile determine the

maximum depth of discharge (DOD) of the battery. Over many orbits, the eclipse duration is not
constant, but careful analysis can determine just how often the worst case DOD will occur. This
knowledge can be used to produce a histogram of predicted battery DODs, which provides a
more realistic basis for battery sizing. This process is described in Paragraph 2.7.2.
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2.3 LIFE-CYCLE PHASES(OPERATINGMODES)

TheEPSmustalsoaccommodateall themissionoperatingmodes.Theserequirementscanbea
critical driver in how thesubsystemis designed.

2.3.1 Ground Operations

The preflight testing, storage, and handling of spacecraft EPS components can be critical to
mission success. The hardware must be properly checked out and prepared for flight, yet must
be protected from adverse environments and rough handling (overtest, for example).

2.3.1.1 Batteries--The batteries are the most sensitive components of the EPS. They are
electrochemical devices, have a limited life, and are susceptible to damage through mishandling.
Flight batteries are almost never used for ground tests or operations. Instead a substitute set of
test batteries is used. Although test batteries will not be flown, reasonable care must be exercised
in handling them to preclude damage to the spacecraft under test from overheating, excessive
internal pressure buildup, and explosion. A good guideline is to handle, operate, and monitor the
test battery as if it were a flight battery.

In general, the test batteries will undergo environmental testing with the spacecraft as integrated
components. Flight batteries do not undergo this environmental testing. However, both test and
flight batteries are subjected separately to qualification and acceptance test sequences to verify
that they will be suitable for the intended mission. A typical sequence consists of: physical
measurements, physical inspection, functional tests, vibration, peak load, thermal vacuum,
capacity tests, and a final physical inspection. Functional tests include two types: (A)-electrical
insulation resistance; electrical continuity; connector bonding resistance; temperature sensor,
thermostatic switch, and heater circuit operation; seal leakage test; capacity verification test;
charge-retention test; and peak load test; and (B)--conditioning; seal leakage; charge-retention;
electrical continuity; and connector bonding resistance.

The flight batteries, meanwhile, must be properly stored before launch. The type of storage
depends on the type of battery. Batteries are generally stored in a discharged state at low
temperatures. Certain batteries can be stored with a shorting resistor across the terminals, but
others require an open circuit storage or even a light trickle charge. A short time before launch,
the flight batteries replace the test batteries on the spacecraft. They are reconditioned and
maintained on trickle charge until launch.

A recently issued handbook, Reference 4, provides detailed guidelines for handling and storage
of conventional Nickel-Cadmium batteries. These guidelines can be used as a basis for handling
and storing advanced NiCd batteries. However, additional guidelines should be obtained from
the cell and battery manufacturers. Guidelines for handling and storage of NiH: batteries are
provided in another recently published handbook, Reference 5.

2.3.1.2 Solar Array--The solar array presents a unique set of ground handling problems since it
is difficult to test in a truly space-like environment. Additionally, the large number of exposed
small, fragile parts and interconnections adds risk to dynamic testing of the flight hardware.
Because of this risk, most mechanical tests of solar arrays are performed on an engineering test

panel populated primarily with dummy cells (non-functioning aluminum pieces that represent the
mass of the attached solar cells). Often small portions of the test article will have real cells and

coverglasses installed in areas of high stress or deflection to monitor the design's stability under
test conditions and to verify the assembly process. Use of actual flight hardware is generally
deemed too expensive for most mechanical and environmental tests.
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In general,thesolararraysaretreatedseparatelyfrom thespacecraftfor four reasons:(1) The
arraysareexternalcomponentsandaresubjectedto significantlydifferentenvironments.For
example,theattachmentof thearrayto thespacecraftresultsin significantdifferencesin
vibrationandaccelerationcomparedto thespacecraftwith its hard-mountto thelaunchvehicle
transitionring. Also, the space environment alternately exposes the array to direct sunlight and
to cold space resulting in Wide temperature swings. (2) The arrays are fragile and their
components require special handling and storage. (3) The array's size and shape, especially after
deployment, make it relatively unwieldy. (4) The array schedule frequently trails behind the
schedule of the spacecraft. The delay results because the array design cannot be firmed until the
spacecraft loads are well understood, and the array usually requires a long lead time to build.

Because of the array's make-up and its sensitivity to the various environments, it is usually stored
and shipped, shock-mounted in a sealed container with a dry (desiccated) nitrogen atmosphere (at
a positive pressure). It generally will not be integrated to the spacecraft, except for mating, fit,
and mechanical interference checks, which sometimes include deployment tests. To avoid any

possible damage, it is mated to the spacecraft as late in the launch schedule as possible,
preferably just before the spacecraft is sealed in the nose cone.

Deployment and articulation tests of some sort must be performed to ensure proper actuation of
all mechanisms without interference to other parts of the spacecraft. These tests must be

designed to accommodate array sizes and space limitations and to negate effects of gravity.

Environmental testing usually consists of vibration testing of mechanical panels with mock-up.
cells; full thermal cycle qualification of a small "qual. panel" with live circuits; acoustic vibration
tests to simulate the launch environment, and abbreviated thermal cycling of flight panels. This

last test is done to identify weaknesses, if any, due to improper workmanship.

2.3.1.3 Power Processing Electronics--The power regulators, converters, and battery-charging
electronics do not share the environmental and handling susceptibility of the batteries and solar

arrays. Therefore, these components can be functionally tested on the bench, in concert with
other spacecraft components and subsystems, and during integrated spacecraft environmental

testing.

2.3.1.4 Envirgnments--In designing the EPS, consideration must be given to possible
excursions from nominal conditions during ground operations, including fabrication, testing,

ground transportation, integration, and launch preparations. Conditions in these environments
must be carefully controlled. Control factors include cleanliness, temperature, humidity, and

vibration. In addition, special care must be taken when transporting items. Some items may
need special packaging to avoid damage during transportation. Other items, such as solar arrays,
cannot be transported as one piece and must be assembled at the launch site.

2.3.2 Launch and Ascent

The launch environment consists primarily of vibration, acceleration, and mechanical shock, and

sometimes temperature and thermal shock. These factors are not controlled but must be
adequately known to be accommodated by design and/or verified by test. Vibration and
acceleration are launch-vehicle dependent. Components are usually tested to assure satisfactory

operation during launch, if required, and after launch. The components, especially a honeycomb-
type solar-array substrate, must be rapidly vented to allow for the depressunzation that occurs
with ascent into space. Heating of external surfaces, (especially the solar array because of its
area and proximity) due to reradiation from the aerodynamically heated nose cone must be
considered. Finally, protection of high-voltage circuits against corona must be afforded to
prevent breakdown and insulation failure.
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During this phase,thespacecraftalmostalwaysreliesonexternalpowervia the launch vehicle or
an umbilical. Therefore, the spacecraft EPS design must include this capability for power input.
In addition, since the quality of this power (range of voltage and noise) is often not the same as
provided by the on-orbit components, some input filtering may be required.

The launch vehicle power is removed at satellite separation (or sooner). This factor can drive the
battery size. The spacecraft separation mechanism may also include a switch that activates the
spacecraft processor and/or arms the EPS. Such a switch is often tied into the power distribution
circuits, making it the responsibility of the EPS.

2.3.3 Pre-stabilization and Transfer Orbit

During this mission phase, the spacecraft must depend on the battery (sometimes entirely) until
the solar arrays are deployed and oriented towards the Sun and the spacecraft achieves a power-
positive state. This fact affects the sizing of the battery and control of the electrical load. The
spacecraft must be able to operate on a minimal load budget so as not to overdischarge the
battery. While primarily a function of the command subsystem, the EPS must be configured to
shut down noncritical subsystem loads selectively.

Assuming deployable arrays are used, the spacecraft will be unable to radiate much heat while
the array panels are still wrapped around the spacecraft body. The EPS components must be able
to withstand possible high operating temperatures during this period.

For small spacecraft, launched on currently available launch vehicles, the initial tip-off (error
angle from velocity vector due to unbalanced separation forces) rates pose special concerns for
EPS design. The actual rates depend on many factors, such as spacecraft mass properties, target
orbit, etc.; however, rates as high as 1.0 deg./sec./axis can be achieved. If the attitude control
system (ACS) actuators cannot null this rate quickly, the battery can be depleted before
achieving a power-positive state. Also, any deployed solar arrays must be designed to
accommodate this rate through the deployment sequence.

2.3.4 Normal Operations

The overall mission requirements are based on normal spacecraft operations. The performance

requirements and the orbit environment are the primary drivers for the EPS design. Degraded
performance and operating conditions (orbit parameters, duty cycles, etc.) at the end of the
mission must be determined and used to size the EPS.

2.3.4.1 Temperature--High temperatures result from incident solar energy and Earth albedo
(reflection of incident solar energy). These temperatures are highest for solar-oriented systems
and lower for non-oriented systems, such as spinning spacecraft. Low temperatures result during
eclipse and are lowest at the end of eclipse combined with a minimum of albedo. Performance of
EPS components depends on temperature.

2.3.4.2 Thermal Cycling--Thermal cycling results from the sunlight/eclipse cycling of the
orbiting spacecraft and depends on the sunlight/eclipse ratio, which, in turn, depends on orbital
mechanics (orbit altitude, orbit inclination, time of year, etc.) and on the spacecraft configuration
and lifetime. Thermal cycling is extreme for light-weight (low thermal mass) solar arrays
extended from the spacecraft. Fatigue and thermal expansion coefficient mismatches in the
elements of the solar array result in small interconnect failures and a degradation of power.

2.3.4.3 Radiation--Space radiation (Van Allen Belts, solar flare emissions, cosmic rays)
degrades the EPS component elements, especially semiconductors. The solar,cells on the solar
array are particularly susceptible to degradation because of their exposed location. A harsher
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radiationenvironmentrequiresmoreshielding(thickercoverglasses)andthereforemoremass.
Theradiationenvironmentmaydictatethetypeof solarcell. Forexample,Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs)cellsaresignificantlymoreradiationresistantthanSilicon (Si) cells. For ahigh radiation
orbit, theuseof Si cells imposesa significantmasspenalty,up to 40 percentof arraymassona
smallsatellite.

2.3.4.4 Plasma--Buildup of charge on the array or spacecraft due to space plasma can create
power leakage paths on the array. The solution is to apply special coatings on exposed
conducting surfaces. However, this solution is labor intensive, and adds substantially to the costs
in addition to increasing the mass.

2.3.4.5 UltravioletmSolar ultraviolet radiation can degrade optical materials, and especially
surface coatings. Transmission characteristics of the glass shields used for protection of the solar
cells against radiation can degrade, causing a loss in array power.

2.3.4.6 Micrometeorites--Damage from micrometeorites is frequently discounted because

designs generally include "more than enough" shielding for other reasons. However, the
probability that significant impacts can occur and can cause mechanical damage to sensitive
elements is finite though extremely small.

2.4 INTERACTIONS

In the design of a spacecraft EPS, the foremost considerations are the quantity of power to be
produced and the management of that power. The EPS must produce sufficient power of proper
quality to operate the spacecraft throughout its mission lifetime. In addition, each component of
the EPS must work together without adversely affecting the other EPS components, the payload,
or other spacecraft subsystems.

Frequently, the interactions among components, the payload, and other spacecraft subsystems
depend on the size of the EPS. The impacts increase as the size of the subsystem increases.
Although common design practice accommodates the interactions in general, each must be
considered in the design of the EPS. The primary interactions are summarized below and
illustrated in Table 2-3.

2.4.1 Payload Interactions

The power level and quality of power required from the EPS are largely determined by the
requirements of the payload, whereas the impact of the EPS on the payload and instruments is
primarily a result of its distortion of the immediate environment.

2.4.1.1 Impact on EPS of Payload Requirements--Battery and solar array design are affected by
the payload mission (orbit and lifetime), which determines eclipse time. Battery design depends
on load, eclipse time, and allowable DOD compatible with mission life. Array design depends
on load, sun-light/eclipse ratio (i.e., battery recharge requirements), thermal cycling, and
radiation degradation parameters that are orbit dependent.

Instrument sensitivity influences the design of the power processing electronics. This sensitivity
sets the allowable ripple/noise level in the EPS, limits bus impedance (to prevent cross-talk
between instruments), and may dictate switching frequencies within the EPS.

The size and location of instrument apertures, dedicated radiators, baffles, etc., limit the surface
area that can be used for solar cells in a body-mounted solar array. For deployed arrays, the size,
shape, and orientation of the array must be such that they do not obstruct the field of view (FOV)
of the instruments for all possible array orientations. The reverse is also true. The array
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geometrycanaffect the locationsandorientationsof theinstruments.Sincesomeleewayin
selectinginstrumentlocationsandorientationsusuallyexists,judicious tradeoffscanbemadeto
accommodatetheinstrumentFOV andthearraygeometryrequirements.The limited "real
estate"onsmall satellitescanmaketheseaccommodationsmoredifficult.

I I̧The limited size of small satellites makes it more difficult to avoid interference between payload
fields-of-view and solar array and other appendage geometry.

2.4.1.2 Impact of EPS on Payload and Instruments--The array configuration and location affect
the look angles available for instruments and experiments. Charged particle (plasma) buildup on
the array and subsequent rapid discharge can affect instrument measurements and sensitive
instrument electronic devices or components. Permanent fields created by magnetic materials
and stray fields created by uncompensated current loops (e.g., in the array or battery) can
interfere with instrument measurements. Magnetometer measurements and energetic charged-
particle and plasma measurements can be affected.

2.4.2 Spacecraft Subsystem Interacti0n_

The power must be conditioned to a quality adequate for operation of the particular subsystem.
Simultaneously, radiated electromagnetic interference EMI or RFI must be limited so as not to
affect subsystem operations. In addition to these primary interactions between the EPS and the
other subsystems, many other interactions occur, which are summarized in Table 2-3.

2.4.2.1 Impact on EPS of Other Subsystems_The heat rejection and absolute temperature
control capabilities of the thermal control subsystem have a major effect on the EPS.
Additionally, a heat path must be created to transport the heat from the source to a heat rejection
surface (i.e., radiator). Solar array efficiency, and power output depend on the operating

temperature. Solar array integrity depends on thermal cycling and temperature extremes.
Battery life and acceptable DOD depend on temperature. Predictable and reliable operation of
converters and regulators depends on maintaining equipment temperature within specified limits
for internal devices (transistors, diodes, transformers). Shunt regulators, in particular, require

thermal dissipation of excess power for proper operation.

2.4.2.2 Impg¢t of EPS on Other Subsystems--Other subsystems are primarily affected by the
heatload the EPS creates and the large array area. These effects generate additional

requirements for example, excess power generated by the EPS must be thermally dissipated. In
addition, the thermal subsystem must maintain the battery and power electronics at proper
operating temperatures.

Other subsystems are also affected by the solar array. Aerodynamic and solar pressure torques
on the solar array affect the control load on the attitude control and determination subsystem.
Mechanical frequencies of the solar array react with the spacecraft, coupling into the ACS.
Arrays that continually track the Sun (orbit rate tracking) impose a step-wise continuous
disturbance onto the spacecraft, which may be unacceptable if the satellite is small.

The solar array can obstruct and interfere with Sun- and Earth-sensing instruments. This
interference can occur because the FOV is obstructed, or because the array surfaces (solar cell

coverglass shields) reflect some sunlight.
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Table 2-3
Power Subsystem Interactions

Effect of Power Subsystem
on Other Subsystem

Heat transport path •
Support for solar arrays & other equipment •
May require deployment devices

Disturbance torques from arrays
Vibration from arrays requires control
FOV blockage of Sun & Earth sensors

Drag makeup •
Efficiencies affect heat load •

Waste heat from shunt resistors and •
transistor switches
Waste heat from batteries and electronics
Battery temperature control

Degree of EPS autonomy determines level of
C&DH support required
Battery charge control may be completely
dependent on C&DH
Support for safe modes

Solar array may restrict look angle and/or •
FOV
Solar array charge buildup may induce EMI •

Stray magnetic fields from battery may •
induce EMI •

Other
Subsystems

Structure

Mechanisms

ACDS

Propulsion
Thermal

C&DH

Payload

Effect of Other Subsystems
on Power Subsystems

Heat transport path
Probable limited support for solar arrays
Gimbals, slip rings, and/or flex cables may be
needed

Pointing errors for solar array
Sun & Earth sensors FOV impact on array
placement and motion

Possible contamination of array surface

Heat rejection capability controls minimum
battery temperature and hence DOD and life
Temperature control capability sets array and
electronics operating point and efficiencies

• Interface limitations for charge control modes

• Support for safe modes

Sets the orbit and hence eclipse duration and
radiation environment
Life requirements (affects array sizing and
battery DOD)
Load and duty cycle requirement
If deployed may limit array deployment or
create shadows
Bus quality requirements influence charge
control architecture and electronics design
Switching and isolation requirements
determine power distribution and bussing
design
Requirements for failure and safety modes
and redundancy) influence architecture and

power electronics desicjn

2.4.3 Electromagnetic Interference/Radio Frequency Interference

Radiated EMI or RFI from EPS oscillations or switching transients can interfere with sensitive

instrument operations or measurements and with data handling. Shielding of all susceptible
wiring is mandatory.

2.4.3.1 Regulators--The operation of regulators and/or inverters can produce noise and ripple
on the power bus. This interference can be transient when sequential shunts are turned on or can
be relatively continuous with pulse-width modulated (PWM) regulation or inverter oscillations.

2.4.3.2 Power Returns and Grounding--In implementing power return and grounding schemes,
interactions among instrument busses and returns must be minimized and detrimental ground

loops must be avoided.

2.4.3.3 Outages--Power subsystem outages, such as occur during switching, or overload or
anomalous operation, affect payload and instrument equipment and interrupt or distort the
measurements.
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2.5 ARCHITECTURE

2.5.1 Power Processing (Bus Regulation) Options

The bus voltage for the photovoltaic system is bounded on the high end by the solar array output
voltage during sunlight and on the low side by the battery discharge voltage during eclipse. Both

voltages are variable and depend on the characteristics of the array and battery and on the load.

At times, this voltage must be regulated, such as when an unregulated bus voltage exceeds the
variability limits acceptable for the equipment. Array voltage is controlled by using a shunt
regulator (Figure 2-2) or by inserting a series regulator between the solar array and the battery
(Figure 2-3). The battery voltage is controlled by regulating its charge and discharge. If
required, special series regulators can be used for individual pieces of equipment.

SolarArray

Main Bus

Charge
Switch Regulator*

ql• Shunt
q

• Resistor9
Battery

*Optional

1
[Loads]

Figure 2-2. Basic Shunt Regulator

Solar
Array

PPT Circuit

Switch

Main Bus

ChargeRegulator*

I Battery

*Optional

l Loads l

Figure 2-3. Basic Series Regulator
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A shunt regulated system is also known as a direct energy transfer (DET) system since the solar
array is tied directly to the load bus. It is a relatively simple system. The excess energy is
diverted and dissipated. During discharge periods, the battery regulates the bus voltage (unless

other charge/discharge regulators are used).

Inserting a regulator in a series between the solar array and the battery is generally implemented

as a peak power tracker (PPT). This system adjusts the array current and voltage to draw only
the required power, up to the array maximum power, from the array. Any excess energy is not
dissipated, but instead is left on the array.

2.5.1.1 Choosing a Power Processing Option--A series regulator using PPT adjusts the array

current and voltage to vary the solar array operating point. This enables maximum power to be
drawn when operating at the peak power point. When load demand is reduced, the array is
operated away from the peak power point. Since this approach allows only the required power to
be transferred from the solar array, there is no excess energy to be dissipated, as in a DET design.
This results in a more efficient use of the solar array, which will also now generally operate at a
higher voltage and a lower current. These features generally permit spacecraft with PPT
architectures to have a smaller solar array (Reference 6).

A drawback of PPT designs is that the PPT is usually implemented by a PWM switching
regulator which can be noisy and therefore requires filtering. On the other hand, many shunt
circuits also use PWM switching drives, and the related filters required in DET designs add
weight. In general, the PPT array regulators are advantageous for spacecraft in LEO with loads
less than 1000 watts. For larger loads, the balance favors DET designs (Reference 7). Until
recently, shunt designs using DET have been simpler and less costly to implement. Lately, PPT
control circuits that use microprocessors have become more common. Such designs are planned
for use on smallsats, such as the STEP satellites for the Air Force, NASA GSFC's TOMS-EP,
Orbital Sciences' SeaStar, and GSFC's TRMM and FUSE spacecraft. A simplified flow diagram

of the process used to select an EPS architecture is given in Figure 2-4.

I The development of microprocessor-controlled peak power tracking charge control circuits has
allowed this approach to be competitive with otherwise simpler direct energy transfer power
processing techniques.

2.5.1.2 DET Design Options--DET regulators are shunt regulators (simple resistors or power
transistors) which hold the maximum bus voltage below some predetermined fixed value
regardless of the changes in load current and/or solar array output (Reference 8). Shunt
regulators may be full (across the whole array) or partial (across part of the array). A full linear
shunt design is shown in Figure 2-5. In a partial linear shunt system, the array is broken into

segments, and each is fed through a dedicated regulator.

Most DET regulators have multiple, parallel-shunt stages operated sequentially. Most stages are
either full on or full off, except the final stage which runs in either an analog/linear mode or in a
switching mode with a PWM driver. The latter approach reduces waste heat generated by
transistors operating in the linear region. Note that PWM switching regulators can be used in
both shunt or series architectures.

Many options and variations exist between the extremes of a simple, single-stage linear shunt
and multiphase/multistage PWM regulator. Issues invOlved in choosing an approach include
how the array is split electrically and the effect on switch (power transistor) location and

harnessing. These options are summarized in Table 2--4.
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Table 2-4
Comparison of Shunt Regulator Designs

Characteristic
Full

Linear

Program IMP/RAE
ControlBandwidth Large
Transient response
Ripple
EMI problem

Very fast
Low
Low

Full
Linear

Sequential

SAMPEX

Large
Very fast
Low, withfilter
Low

Efficiency Poor Good
Volume Average Moderate
Mass Low Moderate

High High Highest
SimpleComplexity Simple

Partial
Linear

TIROS

PWM
Single
Stage

PWM
Multi-
Stage

PWM
Multi-
Phase Digital

XTE HST

Good Medium Large
Good Good Good

High
Reduced

High
Very fast
Low
LowLow Large Large

Moderate Moderate Good Medium High
Moderate Low
Moderate Low

Moderate Mod-high Low-mod Low
Medium Medium Simple

The descriptiveterms "High"and Low" are re/ativeforthat item acrossthat row.

2.5.1.2.1 Full Linear Shunt--This design was used on many early satellites; in it, all of the array

segments are bussed together. A single shunt stage or multiple, parallel stages may be used, each
consisting of a large power transistor operating in linear mode. A resistor or resistor set is often
included in series with the power transistors to share some of the load. The design is simple with
a large control bandwidth (good response).

It provides the most continuous control and the lowest noise of all of the shunt options.
Unfortunately, it is not very efficient and has a heat sinking problem. This is because it usually

has only a single stage operating in linear mode which is not very efficient, and therefore
generates a lot of waste heat. This limits its applications to spacecraft with low total load power.
While not used on recent designs, its simple implementation might have value on smallsats.

A simple full linear shunt regulator, while somewhat inefficient, is a viable power processing
candidate for small satellites with very low load power requirements.

2.5.1.2.2 Sequential Linear Shunt--In this shunt design, all of the array segments are bussed
together as in the full linear shunt, but several parallel shunt stages are used instead of a single

power device. The elements operate in sequence, and all but the final stage are either full on or
full off. Little waste heat is dissipated in the spacecraft itself. Instead, it is transferred to shunt
resistors located on the array panels. Figure 2-6 shows the increase in heat as each additional

stage goes through a peak heat dissipation in its linear mode. The final stage is a large power
transistor operating in linear mode. This approach has been used on recent spacecraft such as
COBE and SAMPEX, and is baselined for others in the Small Explorer (SMEX) line.

I Several recent small NASA GSFC spacecraft use a sequential, staged linear shunt regulator for I

I

power processing. I
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Figure 2-6. Full Linear Shunt Sequential Transistor Power Dissipation

2.5.1.2.3 Partial Linear Shunt--Instead of shunting the full solar array (the entire series string of
cells), a partial shunt taps into the array at an intermediate point in the string. The portions of the
array will be mismatched, so the operating point drops down to match the load requirements at
the bus voltage. At the end of life of a satellite with a degraded array, this type of shunt matches
of capability to requirements. However, it results in more waste heat (shunt loads) early in the
mission. Because the array strings are split, locating the switches on the array panels is usually
easier from a cabling point of view. This arrangement requires the shunt transistors to withstand

frequent large temperature cycles.

The shunt circuit for this approach, although used on less than the full array string, is
implemented either as a linear shunt or in a PWM mode. Also note that, because much of the
unused energy is left out on the array and not dumped into loads, this is an example of a non-
dissipative DET system. It has been used for many years on the NIMBUS and TIROS series of
meteorological satellites.

2.5.1.2.4 Poise-Width Modulated (PWM) Single StagenThis design is similar to the Full Linear
Shunt except that a PWM circuit is used as the regulator instead of using a transistor operating in

linear mode. All of the array segments are bussed together, and only a single switching stage is
used. As the power transistor rapidly switches between full on or full off states, less power as
dissipated, and the regulator runs relatively cooler. When the transistor is in the on state, the
array is shorted. Therefore, power is not transferred to the load bus, but the bus voltage is
maintained by a filter capacitance. The disadvantage of using this design is that a large filter is

required to maintain the regulated bus voltage.

2.5.1.2.5 PWM Multistagenln this design, the solar array is divided into several sections. Each
section is shunted by a transistor switch driven by a central PWM control circuit. This
architecture provides for a very high power handling capability. However, all of the switches
operate synchronously and generate large current pulses and significant EMI. Therefore,
filtering is required. The option to have a PPT incorporated into this approach is among the
factors that led to its use on XTE.

2.5.1.2.6 PWM Multiphase--This approach attempts to alleviate the EMI problems of the PWM

Multistage Regulator. All stages duty cycle simultaneously but the controlling PWM signal is
phase shifted for each stage, and the noise is reduced.
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2.5.1.2.7 PWM Multistage and Multiphased--The features of both types of PWM shunt circuits
can be combined to reduce noise since the pulses are out of phase. Despite this, the combined
PWM design is not generally used in a primary array power processor. This design is more often
found in voltage regulators, such as the boost regulators (battery discharge regulators) on TIROS
and EOS-AM.

2.5.1.2.8 Digital Shunt--This regulator is also referred to as an array shedding regulator and is
used on the Hubble Space Telescope. Versions of this architecture have also been used on
GEOSAT, AMPTE/CCE, and the Small Astronomy Satellite (SAS). This approach divides the
solar array into parallel sections which are connected to the load bus only when required. The
array segments are switched full on or full off as required by the total load demand.

I A digital shunt regulator improves its efficiency by disconnecting solar array sections that are not I

I

required to satisfy the load requirement. I
Two versions have been used. In one version, each array segment can be open circuited, except

for the last segment which has a single linear shunt regulator permanently tied across it. In the
other version, the array segments are selectively shorted out by a transistor switch, and a single
shunt circuit is used for f'me adjustments. This f'mal shunt stage is sized to handle the power of
just one solar array section, thus the bus voltage is maintained at a fixed level from no load to
full load. This approach is simple and fairly efficient. It has good transient response. As array
sections are brought on line, however, there can be large current and voltage spikes, resulting in
noise and discrete jumps. This effect can be minimized by carefully designing the array segment
switches and by using filtering. This approach has been shown to work well for larger power
systems. Also, the bus voltage regulators usually used in higher power spacecraft filter out such
noise.

2.5.1.3 Series Regulators--A non-dissipative series regulator uses a buck (switching) converter
with PPT to control the bus power by controlling the output power from the array. The array

voltage is controlled (reduced) by adjusting the desired array operating point via the PWM
switching converter. Series regulation thus permits the array to be operated at any power level
up to maximum power output, making optimum use of the solar array power-producing
capability as required by the load demand. A charge/discharge controller is used to control the

battery functions. In this system, the control unit senses the voltage and current of the array, the
battery, and the bus and the battery temperature. It controls the series regulator and the battery
charge/discharge controller to maintain the desired logical operation of the system. However,

shunt regulator designs can also be used with PPT.

2.5.1.3.1 Series Regulator The Standard Power Regulator Unit (SPRU or sometimes just PRU)
is a PPT series regulator that is tied to the total solar array output. The entire solar array is
bussed together and the SPRU processes the power for delivery to the load bus and battery(s).
The SPRU actually consists of six parallel power stages, each featuring a large PWM-operated

switching transistor.

The SPRU is a component of the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) which has been used
on the Solar Max Mission, Landsats 4 and 5, GRO, UARS, TOPEX, and Explorer Platform

(EUVE).

2.5.1.3.2 Parallel Series Regulator--This series regulator design splits the solar array into

parallel segments, with each segment having a filtered PPT/PWM regulator in series with the
main bus. The PWM control is centralized, similar to the PWM multistage shunt design of

Paragraph 2.5.1.2.5. Here, however, the regulators are a true buck converter design with their
outputs tied together. This design is used on TOMS.
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2.5.1.3.3 Battery Charge and Discharge Regulation and Control----_ most DET and PPT
designs, the conirol circuits that drive the regulators also provide the battery charge and

discharge control functions. The battery charge circuitry must feed into the shunt regulator or
series regulator. An option is to have additional regulators placed in series with the battery
charge and/or discharge paths. Some shunt systems have very coarse current control and do not
provide fine enough control for proper battery charging, so a series regulator is added. The
discharge regulator (a boost regulator) is used during eclipse to maintain the bus voltage at the
required level, essentially providing a regulated bus. Introduction of either of these additional
regulators adds inefficiencies, mass, cost, and complexity.

Separate charge and discharge regulators can simplify the main array power processor by
separating the function of controlling the battery current. Inclusion of such regulators can also be
used to maintain more stringent limits on the bus voltage. This combination permits very tight
regulation, typically +2 percent of the bus voltage. A control unit is incorporated in the system
to sense the bus voltage and provide the desired logical control of both the array and the charge

regulators (and discharge regulator, if used). This control unit is usually autonomous with some
commandable settings. Having three separate regulators can lead to duplication of components,

however, and is not commonly used.

2.5.1.3.4 Battery_ Charging--The current level used for battery charging is described by a ratio
of the battery rated capacity (in ampere-hours) to the time it would take to provide that amount of
charge at a fixed current. For example, a 25 ampere-hour (Ah) battery charged at 2.5 amperes is
a C/10 rate (25 Ah/10 hours = 2.5 A). The same current applied to a 50 Ah battery results in
only a C/20 rate (50 Ah/20 hours = 2.5 A). The C/time ratio provides a useful measure of the

proper charge rate because it is independent of battery size.

Generally, batteries are charged at a high rate (C/2 to C/5) followed by a low rate (C/10 to
C/100) trickle charge to "top off" the battery, often with an intermediate "taper" charge. This
process is shown in Figure 2-7. The battery near full state of charge must not be overcharged.
Overcharging results in excessive oxygen generation and degrades the life of the battery. Two
common methods of accomplishing this charging exist: the temperature compensated voltage

regulated (V/T) method and the constant current method.

2.5.1.3.5 Temperature-Compensated. Voltage Regulated (V/T) Charging--Battery charging
based on a voltage level that varies as a function of temperature is referred to as "V/T" charging.
V/T battery charging has become the preferred method of battery charge control for LEO
satellites. It applies to both DET and PPT designs. Batteries are very sensitive to temperature
and overcharge, and the V/T method is a proven approach to maximizing battery life. This
technique is usually combined with a trickle charge control circuit and an ampere-hour integrator
(AHI). The AHI is a back-up to the V/T controller to ensure that the battery is not overcharged.

The V/T method uses all the available current until a preset voltage limit is reached. Then the
current is exponentially tapered such that the battery voltage is maintained at the appropriate
fixed level. These levels are set according to battery temperature. In a pure V/T controlled

charger, the constant voltage taper mode is maintained until discharge begins. In sy.stems that
include an AHI, taper continues only until a high return factor (usually adjustable via ground
command) is detected, then the trickle charge circuit is used to complete the charge process

without excessively overcharging the battery. This trickle charge controller is usually a more
sensitive means of control than the V/T controller.
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Figure 2-7. Current and Voltage Charge-Discharge Profile for Advanced NiCd Cell

2.5.1.3.6 Constant Current Chargin_With the constant current technique, the battery is
charged at a fixed current rate until a preset return fraction (Ah out/Ah in) is achieved, usually
around 1.05. The actual return fraction is determined depending on the type of battery and its

operating conditions (temperature and end-of-discharge voltage, for example). The charging
then switches to a constant current at a much lower rate, typically C/50. This method is usually

not adjusted for temperature.

This method is most commonly used on geostationary spacecraft, although there are some
methods based on state of charge (SOC) that use constant current modes as an adjunct to vfr
control in LEO applications.

2.5.2 Voltage Regulation for Payloads

The power processing schemes described in the previous sections set limits to the main bus
voltage based on the solar array and battery operating points. When additional regulation is
required, a central regulator can be used to provide a tighter regulation (usually 28+2 volts)
rather than the typical 22-34 volts that an unregulated system provides. However, this procedure
is not often used because most equipment will also need other (+5V, -5V, +15V, etc.) levels that
are inefficient to distribute at low current levels over the spacecraft. This fact may not be as true

for very small satellites, since line losses will be low due to the short run lengths, but the use of a
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centrally regulated bus is still uncommon. Most instrumenters prefer to provide their own
regulators.

A central regulator, however, can provide a clean 28+_2 V that could increase the efficiency and
reduce the size of a user's own regulator. On large satellites, the noise and voltage drops picked

up in cabling throughout the spacecraft negates much of this advantage. On a small satellite with
few payloads and short wire lengths, a central regulator may be worth considering. It could
reduce the size of instrument electronics. However, the interface with such a spacecraft-provided
regulator would have to be tightly coordinated with the instrument designers to assure against
cross-talk.

I A centralized voltage regulator could be a viable option on smallsats if power distribution run I

t

lengths are short enough to minimize voltage drops and noise. I
2.5.2.1 Load Distribution. Switching. and Bus Protection--In many satellites, the power is

distributed to the various loads by one or more power busses. Some loads may require special
ground isolation, and often a separate "dirty" bus for pyro or motor loads is provided. Pyro
busses are also isolated for EMC and safety purposes in order to ensure no stray signals
prematurely initiate events. The main load bus is usually divided into "essential" and
"nonessential" busses, with instruments, payloads and any noncritical subsystems on the
nonessential branch. This allows for load shedding in autonomous safety modes.

The distribution system includes load switching networks for transferring power to the various
loads and fusing protection against faults in the loads. The device is to maintain the integrity of
operation of the EPS by isolating loads.

2.5.3 Power Processing Electronics Performance

2.5.3.1 Regulation and Control (Electronics)--DET systems are used on most current satellites,
but series-regulated designs using PPT can offer very efficient power processing options for
small satellites. For LEO, a regulated bus is seldom used. All of the various combinations
perform well, but specific comparisons depend upon the actual configuration used on a given
application.

Series power regulation with an unregulated bus allows maximum use of the solar array
capability. The voltage on the bus varies approximately +_25 percent. Because of this variation,
control of the series regulator (control of power to the payload) and control of battery charge are
required. This requirement adds to the overhead of control functions and thus increases the mass

charged to the EPS.

For the shunt-regulated system, control of up to three separate regulators (the shunt regulator,
and the battery charge and discharge regulators) is required to regulate the bus voltage. Without
the discharge regulator, the bus voltage is tied to the battery and again varies by 25 percent. If
tighter regulation is desired, usually to about +2 percent, a discharge regulator may be necessary.
In addition, control of operation of the protection system is required for fault handling in both

systems.

The type of architecture selected will affect the solar array sizing, based on the factors used for
each approach in the energy balance equation. The different factors used account for losses in
the power processing electronics. The PPT approach has two factors. The first is the accuracy of
the peak power tracking circuit, usually 0.95. The second is the efficiency of the PWM
regulator, typically 0.92. The DET system has only one factor, known either as the voltage
variation or the solar array utilization factor. This factor accounts for the operation of the DET
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systemoff of thepeakpowerpoint of the solar array, while the array sizing process is based on
peak power output ratings: Depending on the solar array design and the particular
implementation of the DET circuit, this value can range from 0.82 to 0.93.

_.5.3.2 Distribution---The power bus is typically'a low voltage dc bus operating at a nominal 28
volts. Higher voltages of about 35 volts have been used, and the European Space Agency (ESA)
typically uses a 50 volt bus. However, these busses are still considered low-voltage busses.
High voltage is considered to be at least 100 V and is advantageous for applications with very
large loads or involving large physical distribution distance. The design for the EOS-AM (Earth
Observing System) spacecraft uses a 120 volt de bus. The primary problem for higher voltage
busses is that an increased number of battery cells in series is needed, leading to reliability
concerns.

Both positive and negative busses have been used, but the negative bus is used only when
dictated by specialized experiment requirements. Transfer of bus power across rotating joints is
accomplished by multiple redundant slip rings and brushes, or by a flexible cable. In some
designs, the motion is intermittent, and/or the cable is rewindable. Transfer could also be done
using rotary transformers, but only for AC distribution systems. For these distribution systems,
EMI/RFI (electromagnetic compatibility), grounding, (avoidance of ground loops), and system
protection (against faults in user equipment), are serious considerations.

2.5.3.3 F0_ore Electronics Performance--The approach that will provide the most gains for
power processing in smallsats is to use more efficient electronics with robust designs.
Completely redundant units are not generally affordable on small, "inexpensive" satellites, so the
electronics must have selective redundancy and be able to accommodate faults without losing the

entire power processing capability. The electronics must be smarter and more autonomous since
these satellites won't have 100 percent ground contact (i.e., few smallsats have TDRSS

capability). The power electronics will either have their own intelligence or will be tightly
coupled to the spacecraft's core processor for control functions.

I Power processing electronics using high efficiency circuits and robust designs will provide more ]

[

performance and reliability benefits for smallsats than the use of completely redundant units. I
Worthy of future study is the conversion to high voltage (150-300 volt) systems and to AC
systems in order to reduce distribution mass or losses and accommodate high power
requirements. Several previous studies have examined the potential advantages of higher
voltages, but they only considered larger platforms. The current supposition is that small
satellites are not likely to benefit from such measures as high voltage busses because the load
currents and distribution run lengths are too small. Additionally, so much equipment is designed

to operate at 28 volts that conversion to any other level would probably result in more money
expended than could be saved. The recommendation is to conduct a trade study to determine if
high voltage is worthwhile on a smallsat.

Although their relatively low total load power use suggests that high voltage power distribution
offers few benefits to smallsats, a thorough trade study on this topic could identify any potential
mass or cost savings.

2.6 SOLAR ARRAY DESIGN

The selection of the array geometry is driven by many factors. Generally, the designer's options
are bounded by the need for a large solar array area to satisfy the load requirements and by the
small volume and mass allocation available, especially for small launch vehicles.
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Thedesignermustworkwithin theboundsof thesolarinput energythatis availableto the
spacecraft.Theamountof thisenergydependson theorbit characteristics,spacecraft,andarray
geometry.In addition,wide variationsin Betaangle,theanglebetweentheSunline andthe
orbit plane,canleadto wide variationsin solararrayoutput. If aconstantloadcapabilityis to be
maintainedfor all conditionsthroughoutthemission,thenthesolararraymustbe largeto
accommodatethepoorBetaangleor elsearraydrivesmustbeusedto increasearrayoutput.
Becauseof their importanceto arraysizing,eclipsetime, sunlighttime andBetaanglewill be
integralto thediscussionsof thecircularorbit, theelliptical orbit, andthesun-synchronousorbit
thatfollow.

2.6.1 Impacts of Orbit Parameters

2.6.1.1 Circular Orbits---For circular orbits, the orbital period and maximum eclipse time vary
with altitude as shown in Figure 2"8. The equations driving the chart are also provided. The
eclipse duration will vary with time of year. Its rate of change depends on a combination of solar
declinations (seasonal) and orbital precession. The variation in eclipse time depends on
inclination, launch date, and time. When the orbit plane is in the plane of the Earth's orbit, the
eclipse time will remain constant and at the maximum value throughout the year. For other
orbits inclined to the Earth's orbit plane, the eclipse time varies through the year. As the
inclination to the Earth's orbit plane increases toward 90 °, the eclipse time can reduce
significantly and disappear. At a high enough inclination and with precession, the orbit can
theoretically be maintained in full sunlight throughout the year.
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Minimum Sun Time
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Thesefactorsaresignificantly affectedby orbit altitude,with theeffectsbeingmorepronounced
atthehigheraltitudes. This situationresultsfrom thegeometryandthephysics. At thehigher
altitude,theEarth'sshadowintersectsasmallerorbitalangle. In addition,theperiodincreases
with altitudewhile themaximumeclipsetimedecreases.Sincethesumof thesunlighttimeand
theeclipsetimeis equalto theperiod,theresultis a largersunlight-to-eclipseratio.

TheBetaanglealsovariesthroughouttheyear,exceptwhenthespacecraftorbitalplaneis
coincidentwith or perpendicularto theEarth'sorbital planeor theperpendicularorbit is
precessingat360/365.24degrees/day.Thisprecessingorbit is calledsunsynchronous.

2.6.1.2 Elliptical OrbitsmThe same effects must be considered for elliptical orbits as for circular
orbits. However, there are significant differences in the results. Since the spacecraft orbits in an

ellipse with the Earth at one of the foci and since the speed of the spacecraft varies with distance
from the Earth time-of-year effects are modified. For example, at one time of year, the
spacecraft may be in eclipse at perigee where it is moving at a higher speed than at apogee. Later
it is eclipsed at apogee, where, because it is moving slower, the eclipse will be longer, with
associated effects on battery discharge. Simultaneously the sunlight portion of the orbit is
reduced, providing less recharge time.

The variation of Beta angle will be similar to that for circular orbits. However, the possibility
now exists to have an unfavorable Beta angle occur simultaneously with unfavorable eclipse
conditions. The frequency of such worst case situations must be evaluated before the Beta angle

is used to drive EPS sizing.

Also with elliptical orbits the spacecraft is subjected to a variety of altitude-dependent
environments, e.g., radiation, atomic oxygen, etc. While traversing the path from perigee to
apogee. For orbits with apogee altitudes high enough to traverse the radiation belts, this effect
must be incorporated into the calculation of end-of-life (EOL) power generation capability.

Cumulative radiation values on a per orbit basis are typically calculated by determining.the dose
between altitude bands (slices) and adding these values. This laborious slice technique is
required because the radiation data only exists for circular orbits and computer codes for

performing these calculations are not in common use.

2.6.1.3 S0n-Synchronous OrbitsmAs noted above, sun-synchronous orbits can be attained with

orbit precession at high inclinations. The required inclination depends on altitude as shown in
Figure 2-9. For these orbits, the line of nodes (the intersection of the orbit plane with the Earth's
equatorial plane) rotates eastward at precisely the same rate as the mean Sun (360 degrees per
year). However, other Beta angles, depending on payload requirements, could be selected by
varying the launch time. With fully synchronous precession, the Beta angle would stay f'Lxed.
Drift in Beta angle occurs because of non-idealities such as orbit-altitude decay and the
nonspherical shape of the Earth. This drift which, if not adequately compensated by on-board
orbit (altitude and inclination) maintenance, results in Beta angle variation and associated

changes in eclipse conditions that affect both the array and battery designs.

2.6.2 Configuration Options

Figure 2-10 is a simplified flow chart of the array geometry design process. The initial factor
used to determine the appropriate array configuration is the load requirement. If the loads are
very small, body-mounted arrays may be adequate. Once the power requirement reaches a value
where body-mounted arrays will no longer suffice, deployed panels become the only option. As
power requirements increase further, the array area must get larger or orientation devices
(gimbals) must be added to maximize the solar energy collected.
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Figure 2-9. Sun-Synchronous Orbit Inclination

Orbit characteristics and spacecraft orientation are the next major factors to consider. If the
spacecraft is not pointing to the Sun, the sun angle will continuously vary for fixed solar arrays

(body-mounted or deployed). In this case, the deployed arrays will need to be large enough to
accommodate the worst sun angles and may require one or two axes-of-orientation mechanisms.
For many satellites, especially those in sun-synchronous orbits, the design has one side
designated as the "sun side" always facing the Sun. This side can be used for mounting solar
arrays. Since the opposite side sees dark space most of the time, it is used for thermal radiators.
These factors affect the placement and orientation of body-mounted and deployed arrays.

If the satellite is in a very low altitude orbit, atmospheric drag may be enough of a problem that
the arrays must be always oriented edge-forward to minimize the drag. This configuration
generally limits the average energy output and drives up the total area requirement. This factor is
especially a concern for small satellites with low ballistic coefficients, which are often in low
orbits.

J The impact of atmospheric drag on solar array configurations is a significant issue for spacecraft J

=

in low orbits. I
An option is to design movable panels. The "down side" is that drive and packaging of movable
panels adds cost and increases reliability risks. In addition, the drive motors must be packaged
carefully and software and testing for the drive and gimbal systems adds additional costs. These
negatives must be balanced by the gains in performance offered by gimbaled solar arrays.
Providing constant orientation to the Sun can greatly reduce the overall size, mass, and cost of

the array. This advantage can balance the cost and mass of the drive motors. It also makes some
missions possible when power capabilities of fixed arrays are exceeded.
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2.6.2.1 Body-mounted Arrays--Body-mounted arrays do not require extra structure, deployment
pyros, hinges, or gimbals. However, body-mounted arrays may not be an acceptable choice for
small satellites. Because of their limited body area and because only one side of the body can
face the Sun at a time, they can support only about 150 watts of load. In addition to the solar
ceils, room must be made for thermal radiators, structural attachments, and instrument apertures.
Body-mounted arrays also complicate the spacecraft thermal design because while they are
efficient collectors of solar energy, they are poor radiators of heat.

2.6.2.2 Deployed Fixed Arrays--When the power requirements grow beyond the capabilities of
body-mounted solar arrays, fixed deployable arrays are an option. Many configurations and
geometries are possible, but the arrays are always fixed relative to the main spacecraft body.
Thus area is added without introducing drive motors and slip rings or cabling for power transfer.
The deployment mechanisms are usually simple pre-tensioned, spring-driven devices released by
pyrotechnic or similar one-shot actuators. Recently heat-actuated Nitinol devices have came into
common use.

If atmospheric drag is not an issue, a large fixed deployed array can accommodate many small
satellite mission requirements. For higher power requirements deployed arrays, oriented using
either one or two axis gimbals may be necessary. The substrates are rigid, lightweight structures,
usually aluminum honeycomb with bonded skins.

As long as atmospheric drag is not an issue, a simple deployed, fixed, solar array panel is often
the simplest design solution for smallsats.

2.6.2.3 Deployed Oriented Arrays--Solar array drives are generally used in two ways, both of
which assume a nadir-oriented spacecraft. The first way is to use an orbit-rate drive that makes
up for the orbital motion of the spacecraft as it proceeds around the Earth. This drive motor must
be in constant use as it drives the array one revolution each orbit (about 90-100 minutes). Slip
rings or a complete rewind during eclipse are necessary to transfer power and signal lines across
this mechanism. A rotary transformer could also be used.

The other way to use a drive is for Beta angle adjustment. The Beta angle changes seasonally,
usually a degree or two every few days. The exact amounts depend on orbital inclination and
altitude. This approach can also reduce the array size substantially, depending on the particular

spacecraft orientation and array geometry. Two advantages of using this type of drive are that
the motion is occasional and is not a full 360 degrees. The need for a slip ring is eliminated. A
flexible cable is all that is needed. Jitter and vibration transferred to sensitive instruments are
reduced.

If atmospheric drag is a concern, the arrays may require an edge-forward configuration to
minimize frontal area. A Beta-tracking drive can still be used to provide significantly more orbit
average power than a fixed array. If drag is not a problem, use of the orbit-rate drive provides
greater and more uniform power over a single orbit, although it may not be best for orbits that
have a wide range of Beta angles.

Trade studies have been performed for various deployed array configurations for nadir-oriented
satellites. Results for one such study (Reference 9) of a case where atmosphere drag was a
significant issue are summarized in Figure 2-11. The study evaluated five array configurations
as shown in the figure. Two (the Dart and the Twin Panels with Beta tracker) had edge forward
arrays, which resulted in rather large areas. The others all had orbit rate drives, which reduced
the total area but increased the drag area to an unacceptable level. Therefore, the drag problem
led to an edge forward array design (Twin Panels with Beta tracker) as a selected feature. From
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the results, it was also concluded that the selected approach should feature two deployed panels

using gimbals to make occasional adjustments for the seasonal Beta angle changes.
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Figure 2-11. Relative Merits of Candidate Solar Array Geometries

2.6.3 Paqk_ging Issues

Limited launch vehicle shroud volume constrains the solar array to be as small as possible. This

constraint usually conflicts with the payload requirement to have as much power available as
possible. Deployment mechanisms (hinges, lock-downs, release devices, etc.) and orientation
mechanisms (drive motors, gimbals, etc.) require additional mass and volume. These
mechanisms also increase costs and add some mission risk. To keep costs down the overall load

power requirement must be strictly managed. For smallsats it is critical that project management
prevent requirements from growing beyond what a "simple" power subsystem can provide.

I Project managers most take an active role in maintaining and controlling realistic performance I

I

requirements in order to minimize cost and complexity. I
2.6.3.1 Deolovable Panel Packaging Options--Deployed panels may be packaged accordion

style against two opposing sides of the spacecraft or wrapped around the entire vehicle. The first
option is most appropriate for satellites with rectangular cross sections, while the second option
is appropriate for many-sided satellites. Considerations include available mounting and de-down
points, instrument accommodations (location and view factor), shroud volume, and access to the
satellite.
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Deployable arrays should be designed as opposing pairs to maintain symmetry. This is
especially important on smaUsats where the attitude control capability may be limited. Small
simple arrays consisting of single rigid panel may be readily folded against the sides of the
spacecraft. If the area of one wing is larger than the face of the spacecraft body, the wing must
be divided into several hinged panels and folded. Simple, spring-loaded hinges that are compact
and reliable are used. A single motor can perform double duty as the deployment drive and the
articulation drive for gimbaled arrays if the hinge line for the deployment motion is the same as
the gimbal axis. If the deployment axis is different, the drive motor must be placed closer to the
spacecraft than to the deployment axis to avoid having the power and signal transfer cables flex
across both the deployment axis and the gimbal axis. Keeping the gimbal drive closer to the
spacecraft also permits it to be partially buried in the spacecraft structure, thus simplifying the

packaging.

2.6.3.2 Rigid Substrates Versus Flexible BlanketswUsually, the primary design driver for the
array structure is achieving low mass. However, the panels also must maintain orientation,
survive the launch environment, and not pass disturbances to the spacecraft via thermal "twang"
or reinforcement of frequencies of the basic structure. These factors drive the array's minimum
stiffness level. The standard approach is to use a honeycomb structure made out of aluminum,
composites, or a combination. All composite panels have a rigid carbon fiber frame and solar
cells made of a very thin carbon fiber substrate (Reference 10). The Solar Maximum Mission
(SMM) satellite, which was launched in February 1990, used an aluminum core with graphite
epoxy skins.

Very large arrays can minimize mass by avoiding rigid substrates. In these designs, the solar
cells (including coverglasses, interconnects, etc.) are attached directly to a lightweight flexible
blanket, such as Kapton Figure 2-12. Stiffeners and deployment structures, such as bi-stems, are
still required. This type of design minimizes mass and can be used for both large and small
satellites.

Solar cell blanket (adhesives, cells,
coverglass, interconnect, etc.)

/
_Thin, flexible substrate

Stiffener

Iltllllllllllllllllllllll

_ Rigid honeycomb substrate

Figure 2-12. Cross-Section of Flexible and Rigid Array Panel Substrates

I The use of flexible substrates offers the possibility of significant solar array panel mass reduction. I

An array can be stowed most efficiently if the array blanket is made of a flexible substrate. Then
all that is required is a hinged structural frame. The Ranger telerobotics technology satellite,
under development by NASA and the University of Maryland, may be designed with a parasol-
fan type of deployment mechanism (Figure 2-13) (Reference 11).
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deployed Halfway deployed

Fully deployed

Figure 2-13. Flexible Parasol Deployable Solar Array Concept

2.6.4 Sizing the Array

2.6.4.1 General--Driving the size of the array are the spacecraft's power requirements. For this
determination, spacecraft power can be defined as the spacecraft bus power, the instrument or
payload power, the power required for recharging the batteries, the power lost due to subsystem
inefficiencies, the power required to meet energy balance conditions, and the power margins that
must be added to cover power growth during project development and required margin of safety
to limit the risk.

The power generation capability of the solar array also influences the size of the array. This
capability is determined first by determining the production efficiency of a solar cell, increasing
the area of the array to compensate for the degradation of the cells that may occur during the

panel fabrication process, and subtracting the effects of operating in orbit over the mission
lifetime on the power generation capability of the cells.

Basic solar array design results from conducting iterative trade-off studies that compare solar cell

and coverglass properties against end-of-life power generation, mass, size, and cost. These
trade-off studies include pertinent factors in the array system, such as substrates, drives, etc.
From these studies, the cell type is selected and the array is sized. The overall sizing and cell

selection process is illustrated in Figure 2-14.

Among the earliest trade studies in the design of a power subsystem is the trade to select the type
of solar cell to be used in the array. The factors used in selection are: flightworthiness (stability

and qualification status), size, mass, cost, and availability (including availability of a
performance data base). At the present time only Silicon and GaAs solar cells meet the first and
last of these requirement factors. As a result the trade studies involve only these two cell types.
The array size relates directly to the on-orbit EOL efficiency. This is determined by the BOL
efficiency, the temperature and temperature coefficient of power, and the radiation and radiation
degradation. Because radiation at the low altitudes of smallsats is relatively benign, differences
due to radiation are relatively insignificant. The combined effects of BOL efficiency and
temperature can be significant. On TRMM, for example, the Si/GaAs array area ratio is
approximately 1.4. This results in similar impact on the array mass; because the entire substrate,
hinges, and other mechanical system components are involved. These must be traded against
array cost. GaAs cell costs are significantly (as much as a factor of 10) higher than Si cell costs,
but because of the reduced area (number of cells required, substrate size, complexity, and other
factors) the cost ratio at the array level is reduced to about 1.5. Final cell selection is based on
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Figure 2-14. Solar Cell Selection and Array Sizing Flowchart
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detailed trades among these factors. It should be noted that any one could be an over-riding
factor. For example, on SAMPEX and FAST, Si arrays, because of size limitations, could not
meet the power requirements, while on XTE GaAs pricing uncertainties led to the selection of Si.

Gallium arsenide solar cells offer a significant reduction in array area compared to silicon, but
careful cost trade-offs must be made before a final cell selection is made.

2.6.4.2 Solar Array Performance

2.6.4.2.1 Current TechnologymSilicon solar cells are usually used on current satellites, although

GaAs is becoming increasingly common.

Typical solar cell performance characteristics are shown in Table 2-5. Data for Si and GaAs/Ge
cells are obtained from manufacturer's literature and proposals. Tandem cells and InP cells are

currently considered experimental. Their performance estimates are based on discussions with
the cell developers (References 12, 13, and 14). Note that radiation degradation is given for a
1000 km orbit. For a 400 km orbit, which is more typical for smaUsats, the radiation degradation
is less than 1 percent for all types. For the cells, the primary factor of significance is efficiency.
Low temperature coefficients and radiation resistance are significant because they help maintain
the efficiency through the lifetime of the array. For the array, the cell efficiency is even more
important because high efficiency allows for proportionate reduction in array size and overall
(including blanket, substrate, and mechanisms) mass. A cross section of typical array
mechanical design features is shown in Figure 2-15. In combination, these features lead to

higher EOL efficiency, which increases both specific power (W/kg) and power density (W/m2),
as shown in Tables 2-6 (Reference 15), and 2-7.

Table 2-5
Solar Cells

GaAs/Ge
Tandem (GalnP2/

GaAs/Ge)Parameter Silicon InP

Efficiency (%) 14.5 18.0 22.0 19.0

PWR. Temp. Coeff. (%/°C) 0.46 0.22 0.22 0.22

Rad. Deg.* (%) 5.1 4.7 4.7 2.5

*,?.-Yr.at 1000 km

Cell Type

Silicon

GaAs/Ge

Table 2-6
Solar Array Specific Power (W/kg) at 2 Year EOL

Flat Plate Rigid Fold-Out Flexible Roll-Out

20-25 20 (TRMM) 16 (HST)-24

50 27 (TRAM) 32 (EOS)

Flexible Fold-Out

66 (SAFE)-130 (APSA)

NA
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Table 2-7
Nominal Calculated Cell and Array Power Output

Production
Staqe

Bareproductionsolarcell

Silicon

Degradation
factor

1.000

Power
density, W/m2

196.2

GaAs

Degradation
factor

1.000

Power
density, W/m2

243.5

After arrayfab. (p.f. = 0.9) 0.809 158.7 0.809 197.0

Array BOL (T = 70°C) 0.725 115.1 160.80.816

0.946:Array EOL (2-yr. @ 400 km) 0.946 108.8 152.3

Array EOL (2-yr. @ 1000 km) 0.897 103.2 0.901 144.9

*Assumesa circularorbitat altitudeshown,inclinations from30° to 90°, 70°C celloperatingtemperature (typical for
deployedarraysonhoneycombsubstrates),and6 milcoverglasses.Degradationwillbe slightlylowerfor lower
inclinations.

_////////////////////////t
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Item Thickness, Areal Density
cm (gm/sq. cm)

Coverglass 0.0127 0.0331
(6 mil)
Adhesive 0.0102 0.0110

Solar cell 0.0140 0.0842

Adhesive 0.0102 0.0110

Insulator 0.0064 0.0065

Adhesive 0.0102 0.0110

Aluminum 0.0152 0.0411
facesheet

Core adhesive 0.0127 0.0178 each
(withincore)

Aluminum core 1.27 0.0107

Aluminum 0.0152 0.0411
facesheet

Thermal paint 0.0178 0.0267

Figure 2-15. TIMED Solar Array Cross Section
(Outermost 2 of 3 Panels)

The differences in specific power going from Si to GaAs/Ge solar cells shown in Table 2-6
result from power increases due to the three factors shown in Table 2-5, and from mass
reductions due to the reduced panel area made possible by the higher power capability. The
BOL efficiency of GaAs/Ge cells is 24 percent greater than for Si. The temperature coefficient
of power is different by a factor of 2.09, resulting in a difference of 8 percent at 60°C. The
radiation degration, however, is not significant at the low, 1000 km altitude, and only amounts to
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about 0.5 percent. This total of 32.5 percent translates to a 32.5 percent reduction in array area.
In addition to mass reductions because of the reduced area there are mass reductions due to the

elimination of hinges, wire lengths, etc., resulting in an overall gain of as much as a factor of 2

depending on details of the array design.

2.6.4.2.2 Future Performance_The use of GaAs cells is now common. Although more

expensive and heavier than silicon cells, the increased performance (higher efficiency, low
temperature coefficient and radiation insensitivity) makes up for the differences in all but the
simplest applications. The use of new coverglasses with bandpass (as opposed to low
wavelength cut off) filters can add 1-3 percent to the array's performance.

Multi-bandgap solar cells have the potential to achieve 30 percent energy conversion efficiency

compared to 18 percent. Small experimental cells with efficiencies in excess of 25 percent have
been made. Large cells suitable for flight solar arrays with efficiencies of 22 percent have been
built. Because of the MOCVD production techniques used, the efficiency gain (20 percent
compared to GaAs) for these cells is expected to exceed the increased cost (10 percent compared
to GaAs). In addition, higher performance cells will reduce array size and therefore the total
manufacturing costs. This gain in performance could benefit missions that need smaller arrays to
meet size and mass limitations.

I New multi-bandgap solar cells could be very beneficial to small satellites with severe constraints Ion solar array size and mass. I

The use of lighter weight array substrates made of composite materials is also becoming more
common and is especially applicable to smallsats. The advantage is the lower mass. As
manufacturing techniques become more mature and as standardized designs and components
become available, costs will decrease and approach the cost of aluminum honeycomb designs.

Solar array panel substrates made of lightweight composite materials offer mass savings for Ismallsats. I

2.6.4.3 Loads--Spacecraft power requirements (the load) are determined by adding the
requirements for each of the subsystems and each of the instruments. Each element's power-time
profile is calculated. The power requirement is prorated according to each element's proposed

duty cycle.

Since the energy balance calculations are based on the combination of a full orbit's eclipse and
sun periods, orbit average loads can be used if they are roughly the same during eclipse as they
are in sunlight. If the loads are appreciably different, and the power-time profile includes

significant load level changes, more complex calculations are required.

2.6.4.4 Energy Balance--The power necessary to recharge the batteries is the energy (power x
time) used from the batteries to operate the spacecraft during eclipse or at peak load conditions
when solar array power alone is inadequate. The "Energy Balance Equation" is then applied to
determine the solar array power generation requirement by integrating the power used, the
inefficiencies of the subsystem, and the energy balance requirements imposed.

The basic energy balance equation for PPT systems is shown below and in Figure 2-16:
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Figure 2-16. DET Energy Balance Equation
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Nsl I x Npp t x Npdu x Nreg 1 + N b x Nbl I

In these expressions, Psa is the required array power on an orbit average basis, P1 is the required
load power (total of spacecraft plus instruments), Te/Ts is the discharge-to-charge time ratio, and
the various Ns are the power subsystem efficiency factors. Typical values (which will vary
depending on details of the design) and definition of these factors are as follows:

Ns, = 0.99

_iPpdPt = 0.95
u = 0.99

Nreg = 0.92
Nb = 0.82
Nb]l = 0.99
Nvv = 0.82 to 0.93

= line loss between solar array and main bus
= accuracy of peak power tracker
= line loss between main bus and power distribution unit

(PDU), including loss in PDU
= loss in array series regulator
= battery charge-discharge inefficiency
= line loss between main bus and battery
= voltage variation factor for DET

Sometimes a diode drop factor is included in energy balance equations. This factor is related to
the isolation diode at the solar array output. In this discussion, that factor will be assumed to be
included in the factors used to size the solar array. Another potential factor that applies to PPT
and DET systems is the solar array charge profile. If, for example, the array geometry creates a
charge profile shaped like a sine function as seen in Figure 2-17 (initially low, highest at orbit
noon, then low at sunset), the battery will not recharge optimally. Battery recharge is most
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efficient whentheinitial rateis high. Therefore,apenaltymustbeassessedin thesizingprocess
to accountfor apoorchargeprofile.

Anotherfactorin theenergybalanceequation,theeffectiveeclipseratio (T'e/T'sor discharge-to-
chargeratio), is alsobasedonarraygeometry.This mustbeconsideredafterthe"raw" array
arearequirementis calculatedusingthe"true"eclipseratio,Te/Ts,basedsolelyon time in
eclipse. Theenergybalanceequationis usedto calculatetheenergyrequiredfrom thearrayeach
sunperiod. To determinethearrayareathatwill deliver thisenergy,correctionsmustbemade
for thetime-integratedactualareaprojectedtowardstheSuneachorbit.

This determinestheeffectiveeclipseperiod,becausethetrueeclipseperiod,which is determined
by orbitalparametersonly, is oftennot thesameasthedurationthatthebatteriesaredischarging.
Effectively,thespacecraft/solarpanelcombinationmustrotateinto asunorientationafter
cominginto orbitalday. Thedifferencebetweentheseratios(timein eclipse/timein sunversus
timedischarging/timecharging)canchangethesolararraysizethatwas determinedfrom the
energybalanceequation.With sunsynchronousor orbit-rategimbaledarrays,thisprocessis
simplified. Forfixed or Betatrackingarraysin Earth-orientedsatellites,thegeometry
calculationsaremorecomplex.

Figure2-17showsthreetime intervalsthatmustbecalculated: 1) thetimethespacecraftis in
sunlight,Ts; 2) thetime theSunilluminatesthesolarcells,Tsa;and3) thetime thearraycurrent
is greaterthantheloaddemandthusallowingthebatteryto becharged,Ts". Thisparticularplot
is for thearrayconfigurationusedon thetwoTIMED spacecraft,a fixed edge-forwardarrayat a
Betaangleof 0° (Sunin theorbit plane). Thusthepeakoutputis atnoonandis at minimumjust
aftersunriseandjust beforesunset.Any fixed arraywill haveasimilar sine-shapedcurve,
althoughthepeaksandvalleysmightbeatdifferent times. As theBetaangleincreases,the Sun
will illuminatethearrayfor a longerperiodof time(eclipsedurationdecreasesasBetaincreases)
andtheincidenceanglebecomescloserto normalat sunriseandsunset.Thisassumesadrive
mechanismis usedto adjustthearrayabouttheBetatrackingaxis. Notethatbeginningaround
Beta= 30°, thereareportionsof theorbit whenthearrayis facing theSunbut thespacecraftis
still in theeclipsedportionof theorbit. At Beta= 90°, theSunis normalto theorbit plane,and
hencethesolararray(for aedge-forwardarray)throughouttheorbit. Figure2-18showsthe
arrayoutputoverthecourseof theorbit asafunction of theBetaanglefor aBeta-tracking,edge-
forwardarray(Reference16).

Theenergybalancecalculationsdeterminehowlargethearraymustbe to meetthe load
requirements,andthis is generallydonefor worstcaseconditions.As canbeseenin Figure
2-18, if thearrayoutputis orbit averaged(overthe illuminatedportionof theorbit), the0° Beta
caseis theworst in termsof energyproduction.At higherBetaanglestherequiredarrayarea
wouldbesmaller,sincetheeclipsesareshorterandtheaverageincidenceangleis more
favorable. For fixed arrays,especiallyedge-forwardones,thisresultsin a largedivergencein
arrayoutputversusarraypowerrequired,aschartedin Figure2-19.

For elliptical orbits, thecalculationsaremorechallenging.Theprojectedareageometry
calculationsarenow time-dependent,astheorbital motionaroundtheEarth(andhence,the
angleof thesolararrayrelativeto theSun)is notconstant.Also, seasonallydependentfactors,
suchasthelocationof thespacecraftduringeclipseor sunlightrelativeto perigeeor apogee,
becomeverysignificantbecauseof this time-dependencyandaddto thecomplexity.
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2.6.4.5 Array Degradation----Once the "raw" EOL array output requirement is determined by the
energy balance and geometry calculations, degradation factors are applied to obtain the
beginning of life (BOL) values.

The solar panel power is calculated based on power density (power per unit area) starting with
the electrical characteristics of the selected cell type. A typical set of values for GaAs cells is
shown in Table 2-8. This output is reduced by anticipated manufacturing losses, such as shown
in Table 2-9. These losses include those associated with assembly of the individual cells into an
array. The packing factor can range from 0.85 for irregular surfaces with cut-outs to 0.92 for
clear unobstructed surfaces. Cell performance data and manufacturing loss estimates are
obtained from current American cell manufacturer's literature and proposals (References 17
through 20).

The BOL power is further reduced by the operational effects due to seasonal solar intensity
variation, due to operating in space at a temperature different from laboratory standard tests and
the cell's temperature coefficient of power, and due to operating at a voltage point, not at the
peak power point, for DET systems (Table 2-10). Finally, EOL power is determined using
degradation factors for UV, radiation, and thermal cycle losses for the particular cell assembly
type, orbit and lifetime. Typical values for a 2-year mission in a 400 km circular orbit are shown
in Table 2-11.

Table 2-8
Initial GaAs Cell Characteristics

Characteristic

Efficiency (%)

Pmp (mw/cm 2) 24.35

Vmp (volts) 0.87

Jmp (maJcm2) 28.00

Jsc (ma/cm 2) 30.40

Voc (volts) 1.02

Prop (w/rn2) 243.54

Product. Spec.

18.00

Table 2-9
Manufactu ring Loss Factors

Element Factor

0.985Glassing
Mismatch 0.980

Measurement 0.980

Cleanliness 0.990

Packing Factor 0.900

Harness & Diodes

COMBINED

0.960

0.809
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Table 2-10
GaAs Operational Loss Factors

Element

Solar Int. (w/m2)
Temperature (°C)

Value Factor

1353 0.967

70 0.908

Temp. Coeff. (%1°C) -0.22

Voltage Offset 0.930

COMBINED 0.817

Table 2-11
2-Yr Flight Loss Factors

Element Si Factor GaAs Factor

UV Degradation 0.965 0.965

Rad. Degr. (1000km)* 0.949 0.953

ThermaVRandom 0.980 0.980

COMBINED 0.897 0.901

*At 800km and below, radiation degradation is negligible.

As part of this process, trade studies must be made to select such component parameters as the
coverglass thickness. This value is highly dependent on the radiation environment. For satellites
in 400 km circular orbits, radiation degradation is not severe and generally a 6 mil. coverglass
will suffice. However, an extreme example would be the radiation degradation for a spacecraft

in a 4350 x 146 km orbit. Figure 2-20 shows the effect of the coverglass thickness on the overall
radiation degradation over the first year in orbit. This analysis is one of several trade studies that
must be performed as part of the array design process.
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I Solar array degradation is negligible for circular Earth orbits of 500 km or less, regardless of ]

=

cell type. I
The array sizing analysis proceeds by applying the degradation factors for the two-year, 400 km

orbit example to the initial BOL cell output value of 243.5 WIm 2, as given in Table 2-8.

Applying the loss factors from the next three tables results in an EOL array output of:

243.5 W/m 2 x 0.809 x 0.817 x 0.946 = 152.3 W/m 2

Note that for a low 400 km orbit the radiation degradation in Table 2-11 would be 1.000,
resulting in a flight loss factor of 0.946. To determine the cell circuit configuration, the number

of cells required must be calculated. The EOL output of 216.5 W/m 2 was obtained assuming a
packing factor of 0.9. To calculate the number of cells required, one must get back to the cell
level, and this packing factor must be taken out.

152.3 W/m 2 / 0.9 = 169.2 W/m 2

The output for a 2 x 6 cm cell is found via:

169.2 W rn2 2 cm x 6 cm 0.203 W
,x x --

m 2 10000 cm 2 cell cell

The number of cells required is based on the EOL orbit average array power requirement as
determined by the energy balance calculations (including geometry effects). The energy balance
equation is discussed in another section of this paper. The cell quantity calculation is a
straightforward division of the load requirement by the individual cell output. For example, if
the array power required is 500 W, then:

500 W

0.203 W/cell
= 2463 cells

The number of cells per string depends on the EOL voltage output at maximum power (Vmp).

This voltage is reduced at EOL according to the following factors:

Mismatch 0.98
Measurement 0.99

Radiation 0.99
Combined 0.96

Vmp(EOL) = Vmp (BOL) x combined factor
= 0.87 V/cell x 0.96
= 0.836 V/cell

This value is based on cell data taken at 28°C, and must be corrected for the predicted operating

temperature of the array in space. Assuming a typical temperature of 70°C, the cell voltage is
found via:
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0.836 V - (70°C - 28°C) x 2.1 mV/°C
= 0.836 V - 0.088 V

= 0.748 V per cell

The EOL array terminal voltage required is found by increasing the required load bus voltage of
32 volts according to:

32.0 V required at the output
+1.5 V array harness and diode drop
+1.0 V margin
34.5 V required at the cell string terminals

Therefore the number of series ceils required is:

34.5 V / 0.748 V/cell = 46.1 cells

This must be rounded up to an integral 47 series cells per string. To determine the number of

parallel strings needed, divide the number of cells in series into the total number of cells
required:

2463 / 47 = 52.4 strings

Round this up to a whole number, 53. If the spacecraft has two solar panels, is would be
desirable to have the number of strings divisible by two. Adding one additional string provides
some margin and gives the actual number of cells used:

53 strings x 47 series cells = 2491 cells

The total cell area is then:

2491 cells x 2 cm x 6 cm = 2.99 m 2

The total required array area reintroduces the packing factor of 0.90:

2.99 m 2 / 0.9 = 3.32 m 2

The ratio between the EOL array output and the load requirement is a good measure of the
efficiency of the overall solar array design. This ratio is a strong function of geometry and orbit
parameters as previously discussed. One of the fundamental drivers of this value is the actual
eclipse ratio (time in the Earth's shadow versus time in sunlight), which is a function of altitude.
Because of altitude effects on radiation degradation, a comparison can be made based on solar

cell types, which have different radiation susceptibility.

Design estimates for the ratio of EOL solar array power to load requirement for various orbit
altitudes are shown in Table 2-12. The table also shows that the required BOL ratios are

essentially the same for Silicon arrays as for GaAs arrays. This is because the degradation is
primarily due to UV and thermal cycling, with only a small amount of radiation exposure at these
low altitudes. As a result, the radiation resistance capabilities of GaAs compared to Si arrays is
of little advantage. However, the efficiency advantage of GaAs is significant because it results in

an array of proportionately lower mass and size, factors of importance to smallsats.
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While the radiation tolerance of GaAs cells offers little advantage for most smallsats, its high
efficiency results in smaller, lighter, and easier-to-package solar arrays.

Table 2-12
Array Design Estimates

Altitude

(kin)

Max.
Eclipse
(rain.)

Min. Sun
(min.)

Ratio
Sun/ EOL

Eclipse Ratio*
BOL Ratio*

Si (2-Yr.)
BOL Ratio*

GaAs (2-Yr.)
400 36.1 56.5 1.57 2.04 2.16 2.16

600 35.5 61.2 1.72 1.97 : 2.08 2.08

800 35.1 65.8 1.87 1.91 2.03 2.03

1000 34.9 71.2 2.04 1.86 2.08 2.07

*Solar array power/Ioad requirement (assumes oriented array).

2.6.4.6 Performance Analyses--Once the array size is determined, its predicted performance can
be analyzed over the operational conditions of the mission. The effects of changes in Beta angle,
load profiles, and array output can be modeled with relatively simple computer programs. These
studies can verify the occurrence of worst case conditions and identify periods of high and low
performance (as influenced by Beta angle and array degradation). "Campaigns," in which the
spacecraft payload operates at a high-duty cycle for one orbit out of several, can also be
evaluated using this technique.

Figure 2-21 shows the energy budget simulation for a small spacecraft (TIMED-L) in a 400 km,

49 ° orbit over a 2-year mission. A 6.57m 2 Beta-tracking solar array was used. For this mission,
the solar array size was fixed by project-imposed limitations, rather than by load requirements,
and maximum load capability was not always possible. Therefore, a performance analysis was
done to determine the available power versus time, based on a particular array size. Because of
the variation in Beta angle, periods when the array output is adequate to meet energy balance,
and other periods exist when the array output is not sufficient. During these deficit periods, the
instrument payload can be operated at less than 100 percent duty cycle. Figure 2-22 shows the
available duty cycle during the mission. Two curves are plotted, with one allotting all available
power to instrument operation and the other withholding 25 percent growth margin (resulting in

lower duty cycle capability).

Another type of analysis calculates the heat rejection capabilities of the thermal subsystem as a
function of Beta angle. This Beta dependence makes it convenient to combine the thermal
analysis with the computer program that predicts the power subsystem performance. Like the
power analysis, the thermal analysis compares capabilities versus requirements. The heat
rejection limitations of the spacecraft radiators are compared to the heat generated by the

spacecraft equipment and payload.

Heat rejection capability is calculated based on an assumed bulk spacecraft temperature and set
of curves provided by the thermal engineer. The basic heat rejection requirements are based on
rejecting all of the electrical power used on the spacecraft as heat. In addition to the basic
electrical loads, two sources of waste heat exist. The first is the shunt transistors, which generate
heat when they switch excess array power to the shunt resistors located on the solar panels. The
second source is the batteries, which generate heat when they are discharging. These waste heat
values are determined by the computer model. These results are plotted in Figure 2-23 for the
same 400 km, 49 ° inclination spacecraft (TIMED) as the previous examples. The plot shows the
requirements versus capabilities, with two curves for the heat rejection requirement. One curve
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is for the maximum requested loads regardless of whether enough array power is available to

satisfy those loads. The other, more meaningful curve, is the heat dissipation requirement using
loads based on actual capabilities. The heat dissipation requirements are represented by the two
heavy lines, while the spacecraft's heat rejection capability at 23°C is shown by the lighter line.

These types of analyses enable trade studies to be made for various array designs, including the

overall configuration and deployment geometries. This is particularly useful in smallsat power
subsystem design, as array size and mass are highly constrained.

Solar array configuration and area, precious commodities on smallsats, can be optimized by
evaluating the power subsystem's predicted performance over the duration of the mission, thus
identifying more realistic worst-case conditions on which to set sizing requirements.

2.7 BA'II'ERIES

2.7.1 General

Battery performance, reliability, and length of life are all important factors in selecting batteries.
In analyzing batteries for small satellites, the objective is to find light-weight, low-cost batteries
that have an acceptable depth of discharge (DOD). The number of cycles, battery operating
temperature, and type and capacity of battery are analyzed to determine the DOD for that battery.
Then battery lifetime can be matched to mission lifetime. A simplified flow chart for the battery
sizing process is shown in Figure 2-24. A typical nickel-cadmium (NiCd) battery configuration
is shown in Figure 2-25.

Not shown:
• Wiring
• Electrical connectors
° Structural details

Temperature gradient
measured across the

battery

Terminal

End Plate

Temperature
gradient

measured top
to bottom

Figure 2-25. Features of a Typical 22-Cell Nickel Cadmium Battery
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Inputs: Loads, programmatics

(risk, cost), mass limits, life, orbit
characteristics, etc.

,_re loads small and/o_Can max temp beY__ Does mission \have modest k Y

mass not a ddver? F _kept below 25°C._ _ v _ cycling /_

Y _f _ requirements? /
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I Use dual-cell
common pressure

vessel

I
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I

/ ' - \ N 71s mass more
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<_ volume critical?/_'_P"_ important than // _cost or volume?

"I *+
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I I
i

Consider alternate types:

• lead acid
• Commercial NiCd
• Silver zinc
• Silver cadmium
• D-cell NiCd

Analyze load requirements
for DOD distribution

Select battery size based on
DOD vs. required life and
temperature predictions

Confirm size is adequate for
deployment phase. Adjust
battery size or deployment

sequence, as required.

Determine number of
batteries required based on:

• redundancy & reliability
• temperature control
• mass/volume

• charge control approach

Figure 2-24. Battery Selection and Sizing Flowchart
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2.7.2 Battery_ Sizin_

2.7.2.1 Normal Operations--Battery performance and reliability depend on the expected number
of charge/discharge cycles, the battery operating temperature, and the DOD. These factors are
depicted for NiCd batteries in Figure 2-26. Low cycle number, low temperature, and shallow
DOD are the conditions to be desired. There is presently insufficient statistical data for advanced
NiCd or NiH2 batteries to estimate lifetime curves, but they would show similar trends. Other

factors, such as pre-launch environments, wet life, pre-launch cycling, and reconditioning also
affect battery operations. Because of these factors, the variability of cell manufacturing and
especially the problems of battery failures in flight spacecraft, battery designs are usually ve_g_
conservative compared to those shown in the figure.
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Figure 2-26. NiCd Battery Lifetime

The number of cycles is determined from the mission lifetime and the orbit. Nominally, 6000,
35-minute discharge cycles per year can be anticipated for a spacecraft in a low inclination,
circular LEO. However, these numbers will vary considerably with inclination and orbit
synchronization with the Sun. For example, in the higher inclination orbits, there are significant
periods of eclipse-free (full sunlight) operation. Similarly for elliptical orbits, eclipse time and
numbers vary significantly with inclination and time of year. For example, an apogee eclipse
would be considerably longer than a perigee eclipse in the same orbit and would result in a
significantly higher percent of battery discharge. However, the number of cycles can be
calculated. DOD trend curves and histograms of DOD are useful ways to display this data.
Examples of such plots from the TIMED study are provided in Figures 2-28 and 2-28.

The battery operating temperature is determined by the design of the spacecraft. Such factors as
location, heat sinking, use of heat pipes or other thermal control, etc., affect the battery
temperature. It is desirable to keep battery temperatures between 0°C and 10°C. This often is
difficult to accomplish. Since control methods usually do not bring batteries to as low a
temperature as desired, the requirement then becomes to keep the battery at as low a temperature
as possible. Since the number of cycles is determined by mission requirements, the DOD must
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be reduced to compensate for battery temperatures that are higher than optimum and to maintain
reliability. However, a lower DOD may result in the need for a larger capacity battery, which
increases the bus mass.

Multiple batteries must be maintained within 5°C, or less, of each other as determined by the
batteries' voltage response at different temperatures. The acceptable maximum thermal gradient
from the bottom of a battery to the top is 5°C (Reference 21). The end-to-end gradient across the
top of a battery cannot exceed 3°C (see Figure 2-26) (Reference 22). Ideally, heat pipes can be
used to equalize battery temperatures and ensure uniformity of battery response and equal current
sharing. They are often necessary on small satellites that have more than one battery since there
isn't room to mount two heavy batteries close together.

I Heat pipes can be used to equalize the temperature of two batteries when they cannot be located I

I

in thermally identical environments, as is usually the case with small satellites. I
Battery discharge is determined by the load profile on the battery during the orbit. From lifetime
performance curves (for the type of battery used), such as shown in Figure 2-28 for standard
NiCd batteries, and the predicted battery temperature; the maximum DOD is determined as a
percent of the battery nameplate capacity. Once this figure is known, the required capacity can
be calculated. However, it might not be a standard, off-the-shelf capacity. This discrepancy may
require a trade off between a new design (requiring qualification) and a design with a different
capacity. A higher capacity battery would weigh more and take up more space. On the other
hand a lower capacity battery would have increased DOD and risk. An alternative option is to
use two or more smaller batteries, which grants some degree of redundancy but increases the

complexity of the system.

Maximum DOD design requirements for various loads during eclipse are shown for various
battery capacities in Table 2-13. The primary purpose of the table is to illustrate the dependence
of these requirements on the load and the battery capacity requirements for various allowable
DODs. It is readily apparent that increasing the allowable DOD permits the use of lower
capacity (and hence cheaper, lighter, smaller) batteries. In addition, it can be seen that, although
eclipse durations are decreased as altitude increases, the decrease is not sufficient to make a
significant difference in DOD.

Table 2-13
Battery Maximum DOD Designs

Altitude

(kin)
Total Load

(w)
*Battery

Disch. (Ah)

% DOD

(10 Ah)

% DOD

(20 Ah)

% DOD

(30 Ah)

% DOD

(40 Ah)

% DOD
(50 Ah)

400 200 4.30 43.0 21.5 14.3 10.8 8.6

400 8.60 86.0 43.0 28.7 21.5 17.2

600 12.89 XXX 64.5 43.0 32.2 25.8

800 17.19 XXX 85.6 57.3 43.0 34.4

1000 21.49 XXX XXX 71.6 53.7 43.0

1000 200 4.15 41.5 20.8 13.8 10.4 8.3

600 12.46 XXX 62.3 41.5 31.2 24.9

1000 20.77 XXX XXX 69.2 51.9 41.5

*Assumes 28 volts.

2.7.2.2 Deployment Mode Operations--In addition to normal operations, the battery must also
be sized to provide energy for the initial orbits before the solar arrays are deployed and oriented
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towardtheSun. If thebatteryis completelydischargedbeforethearraysareout andthe
spacecraftproperlyoriented,thespacecraftwill be lost.

This problemis asignificantonefor smallsatellitesthatdonot havelargebatteriesandmust
accommodatelargeinitial attituderatesfrom thelaunchvehicle. While small satellitesgenerally
haveproportionallylowerbus loadsthanlargerspacecraft,thebatterycapacityis typically
reducedby alargerratio. For example,a largesatellitemighthave100Ah of storagewith a200
W busload. Thebatterycanmaintainthis loadfor 10.5hoursat which timeit reaches75 percent
DOD. Thetypical smallsathasabatteryof 9 Ah anda busloadof 100W. Thebatterycanonly
maintainthis loadfor 1.9hoursto a75percentDOD. Figure2-29 showsapredictedload
profile, includingbatterystate-of-charge,of thefirst two orbitsof theTotal OzoneMapping
Spectrometer-EarthProbe(TOMS-EP)spacecraft.This is anexampleof a pre-flightcomputer
simulationdoneto verify thatthebatteryhassufficientcapacityto survivevariousearly orbit
contingencies.

I The lower battery capacity typical of srnallsats cannot accommodate extended deployment mode Ioperations prior to solar array deployment and attitude stabilization. I
Typically, the batteries are not sized for the one-time deployment phase. Operations planning
minimizes the loads until the arrays are deployed allowing only a single occurrence of high
DOD. The solar arrays can also be stowed with cells exposed before deployment, so some
energy will be generated for support the load.

2.7.2.3 Choosing to Use One or Two Batteries---Because batteries are large and heavy, using
two batteries on a small satellite is difficult to justify. Occasionally, two batteries are necessary
because the required battery size is not available as an off-the-shelf item (see Table 2-15). The
failure of the battery in single battery design will cause loss of the mission, although complete
battery failures are rare. In a two-battery system, loss of one battery will reduce the capability,
but some capability can be maintained by the remaining battery operating at a higher DOD for
the remainder of the mission. Mission lifetime and payload operations will generally have to be
reduced.

Due to recent problems with spacecraft batteries, the trend is to overdesign using excessive
capacity and complex control systems when two batteries are used. Using multiple batteries can
lead to the development of complex charging circuitry for individually charging each battery.
This requires adding a capability for additional cell monitoring and a capability for
reconditioning. These measures minimize program risk but increase the cost, complexity, and
mass.

Another factor to consider in selecting a two-battery design is the requirement that multiple
batteries must be kept at nearly the same temperature. The spacecraft's thermal control
subsystem design must accommodate this requirement.

A common approach is to use an extra cell in each battery. A nominal 28 volt, NiCd battery
requires 21 cells. Most failures are short-circuits on the cell level, so this is a simple option to

improve reliability.

2.7.3 Battery Performance

2.7.3.1 Battery_ Selection---Currently, only two battery chemistries are available for use on
moderate life (1-3 years) small satellites in LEO, on which 5000 to 20,000 charge/discharge
cycles are required. They are NiCd and NiH 2. Each of these has several design variations to
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consider. For small satellites in LEO, cycling capability is the overriding factor in battery
selection. Although NiCd batteries are the most common type on LEO spacecraft, NiH: batteries
are starting to be used in LEO applications.

Because the battery is critical to the survival of the spacecraft, battery reliability is of prime
importance. Secondary trade studies that address performance, mass, volume, and cost must also
be considered. Specific performance parameters that compare different battery types are
presented in Paragraph 2.7.3.4 of this report.

The choice between NiCd and NiH2 batteries becomes one primarily of the importance of mass
versus volume. If mass is significant, then NiH2 is selected to take advantage of the higher (by a
factor of 1.7) specific energy (Wh/kg). If volume is more important, then NiCd is selected,
taking advantage of the higher (by a factor of 1.4) energy density (Wh/1). Other factors of
significance, such as operating temperature and allowable DOD for the particular cycle life under
consideration must also be considered in the overall trade.

Unusual requirements, such as stringent non-magnetic requirements, or unusual cases, such as
minimal cycling conditions, could lead to the selection of a battery with an alternative cell
chemistry, for example a AgCd battery to eliminate nickel which is paramagnetic.

2.7.3.2 Current NiCd Battery_ Technology---Of any battery type used in space, NiCd batteries
have the most extensive use. Through the years slow, but steady, progress has been made in
reducing mass and volume, i.e., increasing specific energy (Wh/kg) and energy density (Wh/l).
However, in spite of a tremendous amount of cycle-life testing under a wide variety of ambient
conditions, uncertainty in reliability continues as an enduring problem. One reason is that the
designs have been subjected to many changes. Some of these are major changes, such as the
forced changes in separator materials (due to discontinued production, etc.).

The extensive testing has defined expected performance and requirements, including design,
manufacture, testing, and handling for standard cells and batteries. However, cells and batteries
cannot be consistently manufactured to perform reliably. As a result, extensive testing and
matching is necessary to build confidence in the cells, and extensive controls are needed in space
to bound the external influences on battery performance. It is precisely this lack of certainty that
leads to design requirements for in-flight monitoring, even at the cell level, for voltage and/or
temperature divergence; for state of charge (ampere-hour integration) monitoring in addition to
partially automated (V/T) charging; and for on-orbit reconditioning of the batteries. It is also this
lack of confidence that drives the continuous search for "better" alternatives, either in battery

design or battery type.

Alternative NiCd designs that have been flown in recent years are called "advanced" cells
because they are designed to perform more reliably under more adverse conditions of DOD,

temperature, or cycle life. One such cell is the Hughes Super NiCd TM, which incorporates a
zirconium oxide separator and a 31 percent KOH electrolyte with a proprietary additive. Its
electrode impregnation is done by electrochemical deposition. Laboratory
DOD/temperature/cycle-life data for these types of cell are sparse. As a result, the operating
levels acceptable for conventional NiCd cells are used as the guideline. The advantage becomes
one of a small gain in energy density and specific energy, but at higher cost. Another advanced

cell type is the Eagle-Picher Magnum TM cell, which is nearly identical to the Hughes Super-
NiCd, but uses a polypropylene separator. It is proposed that this cell has the performance
characteristics of the Hughes cell, but costs less because of the change in separator. Testing of
this cell is yet to be accomplished, and since the cell is yet to be flown, there are no flight data.
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In summary,it is thespecialcarein thepreparation,handling,andoperationof thesecells thatis
of prime importance,ratherthanthesmalldifferencesin design.

2.7.3.3 Current NiH z B_ttery Technology--The advantage of NiH2 batteries is a high specific
energy compared to NiCd batteries. It is about 30 percent higher in the 20 to 25 Ah capacity
range and it increases as capacity increases. This increase in energy results in significant mass
reduction. The drawback is that the energy density of NiI-I_ batteries is much less than that (as

low as 50 percent) of NiCd, resulting in a much larger volume requirement. These
characteristics are inherent to the cells because of the electrodes and the external configuration of

the NiH 2 cells which must, of necessity, be pressure vessels (domed cylinders). This reduced
energy density results in a lighter cell because the hydrogen electrode replaces the cadmium
electrode of the NiCd cells. A larger volume requirement results because of the lost space in the
domes and in the packaging of cylinders compared to the prismatic NiCd cells. NiH 2 batteries

also require lower operating temperatures than NiCd batteries, placing more stringent

requirements on the thermal subsystem.

The volume problem can be partially overcome by packaging more than one cell in the same
pressure vessel. Thus, there are three major categories of NiH 2 cells/batteries to be considered:

The individual pressure vessel (IPV) cells, common pressure vessel (CPV) cells, and single

pressure vessel (SPV) batteries. The CPV most frequently.contains two cells, while the SPV
contains the full number of cells necessary for the battery; Le., 22 cells for a 28 volt battery.

The negative aspects for the CPV and SPV batteries are threefold. First, the energy density
problem is not completely solved. Second, monitoring, isolation, thermal control, and other
desirable cell level features are difficult. Third, a negligible amount of LEO orbit test and flight

performance information is available.

The applications of NiH 2 batteries have been increasing continually since they were first flown
on Intelsat V in 1980. Most applications have been in geosynchronous orbit where eclipse

durations are long (up to 79 minutes), but infrequent (two seasons per year of only 44 cycles
each). Thus, the batteries undergo deep discharge cycling, but cycling is limited to less than

1000 cycles, even for a spacecraft with a 10-year lifetime. These flight results do not apply to
LEO spacecraft. Some NiH 2 batteries have been flown in LEO, but these batteries are generally

large, high capacity batteries (80 Ah on HST, for example) not appropriate for a smaUsat.
However, a few smaller NiH 2 batteries have flown in LEO, and an SPV design was used

successfully on Clementine, and the number of proposed applications is increasing.

!

I Small nickel hydrogen batteries have been developed specifically for small satellite applications Iand have been used successfully. I

As the number of applications increase, and test and flight data become more extensive, more
confidence will be gained in the reliability of the designs. At the present time, there is a justified
reluctance to use these cells to their fullest apparent capability. Again the reliability under the

necessary conditions of performance is the driving factor in the selection.

2.7.3.4 Relative Performance--Typically, NiCd battery capacity has been in the 20 to 50 Ah
range, but smaller sizes (5 and 9Ah, for example) are becoming available to meet the demand of
smallsat designers (see Table 2-14). Operational temperature limitsare set to 10°C +10°C, and
DOD is limited to accommodate lifetime requirements.
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Table 2-14
Selected Battery Sizes Based on Current Production Cells

Advanced NiCd:

Capacity (AH) Size (LxWxH) (cm) I Mass (kg) Call Manufacturer

5 33x16x15 6.2 Hughes
9 30x18x11 12 Hughes
19 41x22x28 20.6 Hughes/EP

21 47x24x19 23.5 Hughes

Comments

Used on SAMPEX
Estimate for TIMED

Allowable DOD is based on the results of life testing performed by various Government and
industry facilities. The relative status of battery cell testing is illustrated in Table 2-15. There is
a wealth of cycle-life testing information available for conventional NiCd battery cells. As a
result it is possible to define general cycle-life/DOD/temperature limits for NiCd battery designs,
but not for others. However, because factors such as manufacturer, vintage, and proprietary
design information cause considerable variability, it is generally necessary to use quite
conservative designs, even for NiCd cells. This approach can lead to excessive battery cost,
mass, and volume. The need for a broad database to reduce conservatism becomes obvious when

it is noted that there is only limited elevated temperature testing of new cell types, which are
hopefully capable of higher DOD.

Table 2-15
Battery Cell Cycle-Ufe Test Results

Cell Type Size (Ah)
Voltage

(Volts/Cell)

NiCd 20 1.22
A-NiCd 21 1.22

NiH2-1PV 50 1.25

NiH2-CPV-(2 CELLS) 10 2.50

NiH2oSPV-(26 CELLS)* 24 1.23
NiMH 22 1.22

*32 Volt Battery
(I) Extensive cycling test data are available.

Test Results LEO
Life/DOD/T (Cuclss/

Percent/°C)

(1)
15,000/40/20
29,000/40/20

9,100140110

7,0O0144/?

4,236/50/25

Smaller sized NiH2 batteries are being produced by cell manufacturers to meet smaUsat demands.

These new offerings include several CPV and SPV designs. SeaStar uses a 6 Ah design with two
cells per pressure vessel. Clementine used a 28 volt battery in a single pressure vessel design. A
sampling of currently manufactured sizes is shown in Table 2-16.
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Table 2-16
Sample of Currently Manufactured Battery Sizes

NiH2 (Typically 1.25 V/cell)

Capacity
(Ah)

6

Size (L x W x H)
(cm) I Mssa (k9) I

12.5

Cell
Mfr.

E.P.

Type Comments
CPV
SPVlO 2.8 J.C.

15 7.86 J.C. SPV 22 cells
19 54x30x32 15.8 J.C. SPV Estimate for TIMED
25 18.6 E.P. SPV 22 cells
35 16x12x12 22 E.P. IPV GeoSat
40 23.7 J.C. SPV 22 cells

10 cells, for SeaStar
10 cells

J.C. = Johnson Controls
E.P. = Eagle Picher

The performance characteristics of specific energy and energy density for various battery cells
are shown in Table 2-17. Comparison of the usable portions of these factors shows the battery
cell potential, which depends on the possible DOD in the battery design. The table illustrates
improvements that are now beginning to be used in space. It also shows the potential of future
developments. Significant gains in both usable specific energy and in usable energy density can
come with higher allowable DODs. This factor is significant for smallsats.

I More efficient battery use can be achieved by simply increasing the maximum allowable depth-of- I

=

discharge. I
Table 2-17

Battery Cell Energy Data

Size
Cell Type (Ah)

NiCd 20
S-NiCd 19
NiH2-1PV 20
NiH2-CPV-(2 ) 10
NiH2-SPV-(26) 20
NiMH 24

Total
Specific
Energy
(Wh/kg)

25

Total Usable Usable
Energy Conservative Spe¢. Energy
Density DOD LIMITS* Energy Density
(Wh/l) (% at 20°C) (Wh/kg) (Wh/l)

86 20 5.0 17.2
29 87
42 61

47 61

43 N/A

25 5.8 21.8

40 16.8 24.4

40 18.8 24.4
40 17.2 N/A

44 151 50 22.0 75.5

*Based on 18,000 cycles (3.year lifetime).

2.7.3.5 Fo_lre Performance--Smallsats have been on the vanguard in the use of new battery
technology. One of the early users of an advanced NiCd battery was the SAMPEX Project.
Clementine used a single pressure vessel NiH2 design. Such designs will continue to find
applications in smallsats because of their excellent performance and low mass. On the near
horizon, is the use of a low-capacity (around 10 Ah) common pressure vessel with two cells
specifically designed for the lightsat market. As with solar cell and panel technology, battery
costs should decrease as more designers use this technology and these new batteries become part

of standard designs.

Higher battery DOD should also be achievable when more reliable separators are incorporated
and electrolyte formulations are improved. Once NiMH cells mature, they should provide
improved energy density and battery life. This could be of significant value to smallsats.
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i Improvements to current cell technologies and the introduction of new battery types, such as Inickel metal hydride, should offer significant improvement in battery energy density. I
2.8 EPS REQUIREMENTS

2.8.1 Current Requirement_

The primary design driver for the EPS is the total electrical load that must be satisfied. This

discussion is limited to electrical load requirements measured as an orbit average value.

Considering recent vintage spacecraft designed for LEO operations, the power requirements
range up to about 300 W. Approximately 50 percent of the power is for the payload instruments
and 50 percent for the spacecraft subsystems (bus). This ratio is improving (from the payload
pomt of view) as subsystems become more efficient and payloads demand more resources.

For small satellites, the payload-to-bus ratio is not as good. On small satellites, the total

spacecraft bus has minimum load requirement of about 100 watts. This requirement is still rather
large perhaps because of an attempt to use components originally designed for large satellites on
a smaller platform. But as newer satellites take advantage of subsystems designed specifically
for smallsats, the subsystem loads should go down, and the ratio should improve. A more
enlightened design philosophy (driven by spacecraft capabilities rather than payload
requirements) also improves this ratio.

The relatively fixed load requirement of the spacecraft bus leaves proportionally less power
available for payloads on small satellites with a low total load power capability.

Table 2-18 lists the load requirements for recent small satellites, with the bus and payload
requirements listed separately if that data was available. The mass fraction is defined as the ratio
of the EPS mass to the total spacecraft bus (no payload or instrument) mass. This data is not
available for the list of newer programs.

For the older programs listed in the top table, the average power requirements for payloads runs
about 60 W, while the spacecraft bus typically requires 120 W. For the newer programs, the load
capability is a larger fraction of the total power output.

2.8.2 Future Requirement_

Despite the trend towards smaller spacecraft, performance requirements are expected to continue
to increase. While actual load requirements will go up, the amount of usable power that can be
generated is limited for a small spacecraft. The trend will be to get more from less, both in
performance per unit mass and performance per unit cost.

It is difficult to translate this into specific component performance requirements. It is obvious
that the overall efficacy of power subsystem components must increase in order to get the "more
fr " " " " * "om less as just noted. Solar cell efficmncms must maprove, battenes that can be operated at
greater depths of discharge will be required, and more efficient power electronics must be
developed. Because these components work together as a complete system, it is not possible to
assign specific numeric performance requirements to individual subsystem items.
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Table 2-18
Load Requirements of Recent Satellites

Current or Near- Term Projects:

Spacecraft
Alexis
HCMM
SAGE

Viking
AMPTE
SAMPEX
HETE

MSTI-1
STEP0
STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
TOMS-EP

SeaStar
APEX
MicroLab
Clementine
FAST
SWAS
NEAR
ACE

Average

Payload
(w) Bus

5O

Total

Capability
100

EPS Mass
Fraction

50
25 155 180 .26
21 159 180 .47

56
40

67

100

66
60

43

95
35
55
75

70

40

122
100
79
110
90
195
105
95
15580

.26

.45

.29

.33

.29

.37

.38

Type of Payload
Astronomy
Earth obsewing
Earth obsewing
In s_uscience

Earth observing
Astronomy
Astronomy
Earth observing

Autonomous Ops.
Insituscience

Comm technology

25 103 128 .18

58 142 200 Earth observing
117 100 177-280 .25

3065
68
17

.25

.40

.29

95-228

360 (1Au)
55
23085

292
38

145

Technology Demo.
Earth observing

High Rad. Technology
Varies

Remote sensing
Earth observing

41 360 400

96 276 374 Astronomy
59 120 170

Astronomy
Remote sensing

Short-Term Future:

Spacecraft
Payload

(w) Bus (W)
Total

Capability

SA-3 310
COMET 181

120G EOSAT follow-on
11
95

2O0
PROFILE 10

18

320

AV/SAT (T-24)
SALT (T-35)
TI_CHSAT A

21
113

Type of Payload

Material processing
Oceanography

97 34 131

40 70 110 Technology testbed

Average 73 66 169

A big growth area for small satellites will be constellations of small, LEO, and mid-altitude
communications satellites. Loads will be higher and steadier than for science satellites. Loads

will not be driven by seasons or the day-night cycle, rather the load profiles will be based on
whether the ground track is over populated areas or not. The assembly line fabrication planned
for these constellations will hopefully drive down costs and perhaps make many subsystem
components more affordable for other users and spacecraft developers.

Smallsat-class direct broadcast satellites are being developed (by CTA for a South American
country). These satellites will have relatively high loads. Specifically, a payload with maximum
load requirements ranging from 200 to 300 watts, and bus loads leveling out at about 100 watts,
might become a reality. This bus load cannot be reduced much further, especially since stringent
attitude control is required for the direct broadcast payload. Many smaller applications with
modest load requirements will exist, but they will demand high performance as the total
spacecraft bus mass will be strictly limited.
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I Future smallsats could achieve a total load capability of around 400 W with reasonable sized I

I

solar arrays. !
2.8.3 General EPS Reqoirements

2.8.3.1 Payload Requirements--Payload requirements can either directly or indirectly affect the
EPS. A direct effect would be a payload that requires unusual duty cycles. An indirect effect

would be a requirement that does not directly affect the EPS, but imposes a requirement on
another subsystem, which, in turn, affects the EPS.

2.8.3.1.1 Direct Impact Requirements--Instruments, such as radar systems and lasers, that

operate in a pulsed mode directly affect the EPS design. They require alternately large amounts
of power and then much less power. Normal design practices use an orbit average load as the
design point, but with such a unique duty cycle, this point must be modified. One approach
would be to design for the basic orbit average loads, ignoring the pulse requirement, and then
augment the design for the pulse requirements. The specifics of the system would depend on the
frequency and relative magnitude of the pulse loads.

A less extreme case might be a sensor that requires a high load but only by a factor or two or
three times higher than its standby load. In this case, the system would be designed for whatever
the orbit average worked out for the worst case load profile. The result might be that a system is
oversized for 75 percent of the conditions. For these situations, special operating modes could be
considered. These modes include "campaigns" that are temporary operating profiles. The
payload has the power it needs for a limited amount of time. Then, the payload power is reduced
while the EPS "catches up" or while it goes through a period of less favorable orbital conditions
(i.e., poor Beta angles). Types of payload that are candidates for "campaign" modes include
infrared sensors that require a stifling cycle or some other power-hungry cooler.

A trade off may be made between the payload duty cycle and power delivery capability. If
payload requirements are high but the power subsystem cannot provide the required power in the
worst-case, end-of-life conditions, it may be desirable to limit payload operation to less than 100
percent duty cycle in the periods of low energy availability. This situation is also a candidate for

"campaign" mode operations, where the payload operates for a full orbit but the power
subsystem does not reach energy balance within the same orbit (i.e., the batteries are not fully
recharged at the end of the sun period). During the following orbit, the payload is either shut
down or operates at a reduced duty cycle in order to allow the batteries to come to full charge. A
variation would be to operate the instruments at a reduced duty cycle during any orbit that is
energy poor. The specific design depends in the orbital conditions, the instrument requirements,
and the power subsystem capability.

In all of the special cases, restricting payload operations to sunlight periods only could have a
significant effect on the design of the EPS. This approach can be termed a capabilities-driven
design approach, rather than the more traditional requirements-driven design approach, and is
likely to be necessary for many smaUsats.

I Smallsat costs and complexity are contained by designing according to the subsystems' available I

I

capabilities rather than by unconstrained payload requirements. I
Other direct impacts, not related to loads, are the FOV requirements. For deployed, and
especially gimbaled, an-ays, interference between the arrays and the instrument FOV can be a
major design driver.
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2.8.3.1.2 Indirect Impact Requirements--An instrument that requires very accurate pointing
may need large reaction wheels that draw a large amount of power, which indirectly affects the
design of the EPS. The EPS could also be indirectly affected by a instrument that requires an
extremely stable platform. This requirement could influence the design of the solar array, which
would require some minimum stiffness for reducing vibration and jitter. Certain types of
payloads with motors may create motor loads or generate noise on the power bus. These effects
could result in a design that includes filtering and isolation.

In almost all cases, the spacecraft bus is designed to be at a positive potential, with the return
being grounded or negative. Because this is the common design, spacecraft components and
devices for use with positive busses are readily available. There is, however, a special class of
instruments that make in situ measurements of low energy plasmas in low, near-Earth orbits.
These instruments include Langmuir probes, retarding potential analyzers, ion drift meters, etc.
Since positive solar array interconnect tabs attract large electron currents, the spacecraft will
achieve a large negative potential. These potentials preclude ionospheric electron measurements
and severely compromise ion measurements. As a result, the solar array must either be a
negative array or, if the array is positive, all conductors must be insulated from the ambient

plasma. Both solutions are possible, but the latter is the usual solution. Insulation coatings were
used early on Canadian Alouette and ISIS I and II, and on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter. Negative
busses have also been used, for example on the Dynamics Explorers, DE-1 and DE-2.

Since small satellites provide a likely opportunity for this type of instrument, trade offs among
the availability and cost of equipment and devices for a negative bus versus instrument
sensitivity, and cost of insulating conductors will be required to determine the "best" solution for
any given set of instruments.

Instrument payloads requiring a negative bus are most likely to be flown on smallsats, and will
require careful trade studies to meet this unique requirement in a cost-effective manner.

2.8.3.2 Spacecraft Bus Requirements--As with the payload requirements, the spacecraft bus and
its subsystems can have special requirements that affect the EPS.

2.8.3.2.1 Direct Impact Requirements--Primary among the items that directly affect the EPS are
the inefficiencies in any subsystem's use of power, which result in increasing the power required
from the array-battery combination.

The requirement that the bus operate during launch and orbit acquisition on battery power can
result in deep discharge of the battery. Therefore, design limits for discharge must be set to
preclude loss of the mission. Similarly, safe mode requirements for minimal power, for
spacecraft orientation, for array sun-pointing, etc., place a variety of power requirements on the
design of the subsystem. Most of the power required by the thermal subsystem is for operation
of either heaters or refrigerators, which directly affects the EPS. Because of the orbital cycling
of the spacecraft between sunlight and eclipse, the thermal subsystem places cyclic power
requirements on the EPS. In addition, thermal subsystem limitations result directly in higher
battery temperature and hence, limiting the allowable battery DOD. The effectiveness of thermal

paints in maintaining a low array temperature directly affect the array efficiencies.

Structural elements also directly affect the EPS design. Since they are thermal conductors,

maintenance of the low temperatures required for arrays, batteries, and power conditioning
equipment becomes a necessary design element. Structural requirements also affect the size and
weight of the arrays and batteries. The instrument structure can affect the output of the array if a
part of it, such as a boom, comes between the Sun and the solar cells. This can be significant
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becausetheneteffectof shadowingasinglecell is to createanopencircuit for theentirecell
string,althoughbypassdiodesareoccasionallyusedto overcomethis effect. Structuresalso
affectdeploymentpossibilitiesfor thesolararrays.Deploymentof structureswith pyrotechnics
requirepulsepower.

Theattitudecontrolsubsystem(ACS) is amajorpoweruser.Themorestringentthe
requirementsfor attitudecontrol,themorepowerwill berequired.This statementappliesto the
requirementsfor attitudecontrolof boththebusandthearray. Thesize,stowageand
deploymentof thearraycanall beaffectedby ACSconsiderationswith respectto dragmoments.

Theexhaustfrom thepropulsionsubsystemdirectly affectsthe locationof thearray. Thearray
mustbeprotectedfrom contamination.In addition,the impingementof theexhaustmustbe
preventedfrom placingunwantedtorqueson thespacecraft.

2.8.3.2.2IndirectImpactReouirements--Requirementsfor thermalsurfacesandassociated
pathsfor heatrejectioncanre-suitin restrictionsonpossiblearraylocations. Designof the
structure,includinghinges,reenforcements,availableattachpoint locations,etc.,canaffect cell
layoutandpackingfactor. In addition,the locationof structuralelementscancausereflections
andthermalemissionsresultingin undesirableheatingof thearray. Field of view requirements
for ACS sensorscanrestrictarraylocationandarticulation.Conversely,thearraydesignmust
preventreflectionsfrom interferingwith thesensors.
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3. THERMAL SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 OVERVIEW

The thermal design of a large or small spacecraft is basically the same. The components,
analyses, and technologies used are identical. The difference comes from the requirements of the
spacecraft and payload components, their operational scenarios, and the spacecraft orbits.

Due to NASA's current emphasis on flying "cheaper, smaller, and faster" missions, small

spacecraft with a standard bus architecture and expandable capabilities are being developed.
This emphasis also discards the design approach of using unique spacecraft components and
embraces the use of existing, modular, and expandable spacecraft components.

In this type of environment, the imperative becomes to constantly challenge the flight worthiness
of the existing designs for a particular mission. This injunction becomes particularly important
when designing thermal subsystems since they are extremely sensitive to the orbital

environment. A bus that is designed and optimized for a sun-synchronous orbit will not provide
stable thermal control for non-sun-synchronous orbits during which the Sun radiates all
spacecraft faces. Through eclipse periods and during spacecraft operation, noncritical loads are
switched off to provide for the survival of the components.

This section describes the function of the thermal design, the four life cycle
conditions/boundaries that must be accommodated, their unique characteristics, a brief overview
of the spacecraft subsystem characteristics with "problem components" identified, and a brief
discussion the environment (References 8 and 23 through 26).

3.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The function of a satellite thermal control subsystem is to maintain the temperature of all

spacecraft components within defined limits over the mission lifetime, subject to a given range of
environmental conditions and operating modes. Thermal control subsystem design is unusual in

that, given good technique and reasonable circumstances, the thermal subsystem may involve
little or no actual spacecraft hardware, whereas more demanding subsystems require on-board
hardware. Even so, the thermal control engineer must participate in the design of all on-board
subsystems. Specifically, the thermal design must maintain component temperature limits

throughout the mission under changes in attitude, power dissipation, sun angles, and operating
modes (power levels). In addition, the power, weight, and volume allowed for the thermal
control subsystem are constrained. In the case of small satellites, these resources are further

limited by the reduced spacecraft size and the limited launch vehicle performance.

3.2.1 Impacts of Orbit Parameters

An orbiting spacecraft attempts to reach thermal equilibrium with its surrounding environment.
The environmental inputs of solar radiation, Earth albedo, and Earth infrared (IR) radiation are
balanced against the radiated spacecraft thermal energy, as depicted in Figure 3-1. Orbit

parameters, such as altitude and inclination, influence these three environmental inputs and the
view factors governing the spacecraft radiated output. Normalized views of the solar and Earth

inputs are integrated to define the total input flux radiation environment that the spacecraft must
accommodate. The normal sun-incident radiation dominates the thermal design at all altitudes.
Because of this fact, the thermal design is evaluated against the "hot" and "cold" thermal cases,
which are driven by the sun-incident angle on the spacecraft. The variation in incident angle
defining the "hot" to "cold" cases is primarily a function of orbital altitude and inclination. For
slowly precessing orbits, the time-of-day of launch determines where the mission starts on the

periodic variation of incident angle with time. This starting time could affect the thermal design
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for short duration missions. Also, variations in load power due to operating scenarios or
contingency situations can contribute to the definition of the hot and cold cases.

TO SPACE

/RADIATED

Figure 3-1. Energy Balance for an Earth Orbiting Spacecraft

The Sun provides a secondary radiative input as reflected energy off the Earth. This input is
called Earth albedo and is usually accounted for as a percentage of the direct sunlight. Figure 3-2
presents spacecraft incident energy as a function of altitude and sun-incident angle.
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Figure 3-2. Incident Earth Albedo Per Unit Cross-Sectional Area of a Spherical
Satellite as a Function of Altitude (Courtesy of NASA)
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The Earthcan be representedas a blackbody which emits long wave IR radiationand has an

average temperatureof approximately 254K. Itprovidesan additionalradiativeinputto the

orbiting spacecraft as illustrated in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3. Earth Emitted Radiation to Sphere of Unit Projected Area
(The Earth is Considered a Black Body at 254 K) (Courtesy of NASA)

3.2.1.1 Sun-Synchronous Orbits--This circular orbit offers the thermal design an advantage

because direct-Sun radiation impinges on one defined side of the spacecraft. The direct Sun
radiation on only one side means that the spacecraft has a true anti-sun surface from which to
radiate heat. Sun-synchronous orbits are defined by inclination and altitude, as was shown
earlier in Figure 2-9.

3.3 LIFE-CYCLE PHASES (OPERATING MODES)

Thermal controlwork isdominated by analysisand coordinationwith othersubsystems untilthe

spacecraftisfullyintegratedand ready forsystem test.From thethermal standpointthe

importantphases are: Ground Operations;Launch and Ascent; Prc-stabilizationand Transfer
Orbit;and FinalOrbit and Stabilization.Although itisusefultoconsiderthem separately,the

problem solved inone phase must not createa problem in anotherphase.

3.3.1 Ground Ot)erations

Ground Operations, except for thermal vacuum testing, are done in air, and thus the advantages
of cooling by convection can be employed. Since most space electronics work well in the
normal laboratory environment, 20°C and 40 percent relative humidity, little additional work is
usually needed to achieve acceptable temperatures. Exceptions include local cooling ducts to
control the high dissipation component and items that operate at temperatures below the local
dew point and may have to be bagged, shrouded, and flooded with dry nitrogen at the proper
temperature. If cryogenic temperatures are necessary for the checkout of a component, then a

system with a permanent vacuum may be required.

Shipping the completed satellite to the launch site also presents thermal problems and
winter/summer variations must be accommodated.

When the spacecraft is integrated to the launcher a new set of problems arise. Generally, the
spacecraft is less accessible and operations, such as spin balance or mating to a solid rocket
motor, are carried out at different sites.
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3.3.2 Launch and Ascent

During launch, the thermal environment is very transient and consists mainly of radiative heating
before the fairing is ejected and aerodynamic heating after it is ejected. In a daylight launch, the
solar flux will also have to be included along with the aerodynamic heating. Fairing
temperatures are normally provided by the launch vehicle supplier and by the radiative properties
of the fairing walls. After the fairing is jettisoned, the heating rates must be calculated from the
velocity and altitude profiles. Frequently, the heat rate normal to a flat plate is provided and can
be used as a worst case estimate. Thermal blankets are particularly vulnerable because of their
very low thermal capacity (small mass), but, any item with low thermal capacity is at risk since
the fluxes are greater than several equivalent suns.

For small satellites, the aerodynamic heating is more of a concern because thermal mass of the
spacecraft is lower and unique launch vehicle considerations exist. The Pegasus launch vehicle
attempts to maximize performance by jettisoning the payload shroud as early as possible. This
action may require additional thermal analysis to ensure that the spacecraft is not harmed.
Negotiation for a later separation time may be necessary.

I The limited thermal mass and unique launch vehicle characteristics associated with smallsats I

!

makes aerodynamic heating during boost an area of concern for small satellites. I
3.3.3 Pre-stabilization and Transfer Orbit

After launch vehicle separation, the satellite may be in an uncontrolled attitude and in an interim
orbit. In the interim orbit, the percent sun may be different, the operation mode is different, and
an interim attitude is used. The thermal design must work over an extended period of time, and
the satellite cannot coast through on thermal capacity as it can during the ascent phase. During
this period, many payload components are turned off, and the thermal control requirement is
expanded to wider survival temperature limits. Some items may not be deployed, such as solar
panels, sunshades, and antennas. In some cases, these items may be used to cover radiators,
which will maintain temperatures with lower power. Conversely, if the spacecraft subsystems
are creating any significant load power failure to quickly deploy solar arrays may create a
thermal "cocoon" effect. Locating the solar cells on the outside of the pre-deployment solar
panels increases this effect.

Small satellite designs must accommodate greater values and dispersions for initial attitude and
attitude rates. If low power actuators, such as magnetic torque rods, are used for initial attitude
capture, the time required to achieve a stable attitude can extend to six to eight orbits. Since the
attitude rates create a thermal averaging over the spacecraft surfaces, this time extension usually
does not present thermal problems.

3.3.4 Operational Qrl_i_ and Stabilization

Most of the spacecraft life will be spent in this configuration. Therefore, the thermal control
subsystem design is optimized for this phase, This environment is well defined, but may be
constantly changing because of the precession of the orbit and the changing operating modes.
The control of individual packages is critical. Operating limits are most stringent in this phase.
Control requirements are tighter and must be maintained for long periods of time. Life factors of
thermal control materials and devices must be considered, and sufficient design margin must be
included to account for these changes.
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3.4 SYSTEM INTERACTIONS

The thermal control subsystem interacts strongly with nearly, all other satellite subsystems.
Table 3-1 presents the interaction and dependence of the various spacecraft subsystems with the
thermal control subsystem. Thermal control subsystem interactions with the power, attitude
control, and propulsion subsystems are especially important. In addition, the spacecraft
operational modes must be considered in the overall design.

Table 3-1
Thermal Subsystem Interactions

Other Subsystems

ACS

Effect of Thermal Subsystem
on Other Subsystem

Fluid flow in loops

Effect of Other Subsystems on
Thermal Subsystems

Attitudeaffectsheatbalance power of
wheels.

Power Use of heater power to compensatefor Efficiencyof powerequipment
losses

Propulsion No effect Temperaturelimitsof propellants;
contaminationof coatingsby effluents

CommandandData Data andcommandfor housekeepingand Lowtemperaturerequirementsof
Handling control JosephsonJunctionDevices
Structure Additionofheat pipeschangesstiffness Low-conductivematerialspreclude

goodbi-directionalheat transfer
(compositesfor smallsatellites)

Communication Noeffect Antennaschangingorientationvaries
thermal loads

Laser Communication Opticsand laserrequirethermalcontroland
stability

Cryogenic Heat extractionfrom sensorscouldaffect
alignment

Large refrigeratorwith highheat load
requireslarge radiators

Electromechanical Deployable radiators No effect

Optics May requirespecialcoatingsand devices High heat loadsto be dissipated
for isothermality

Payloads Mustbe integratedwithinstrumentsand Require narrowtemperaturelimits
sensors

Environment No effect Contaminationof coatings

3.4.1 Elcq_rical Power Subsystem

The thermal control subsystem must reject the heat generated bythe electrical power subsystem
(EPS). The EPS sometimes generates more power than is needed because of a requirement for a

power margin and because all components may not operate simultaneously. This excess power
can vary over large extremes from a few watts (for a non-dissipative subsystem) to nearly several
hundred watts (for a dissipative subsystem). In either case, the excess must be rejected by the

thermal control subsystem in a controlled way. The thermal control subsystem must also
accommodate unusual changes in load requirements, such as happens during a low voltage shut
down in which all of the non-critical loads are removed from the bus. This situation may last

from a few minutes to several hours.

The battery presents unique design problems for the thermal control subsystem. Batteries
discharge and charge and sometimes are stored off line. In all of these cases, closer temperature
control is required than is required with most other components. Ten degrees centigrade, plus or
minus five, is typical. This tight control, coupled with the large variation in power dissipation in
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the battery from zero to tens of watts, makes battery temperature control one of the most difficult
aspects of the thermal design.

Another effect of the EPS on the thermal control subsystem is the location of the solar array. For
body-mounted solar arrays, the thermal control subsystem design is severely constrained because
most of the satellite surface area is covered with solar cells. Recently, the needs of scientific
instruments for more power have nearly eliminated body-mounted solar array in favor of
separately mounted solar panels.

3.4.2 Attitude

Choosing the type of thermal control subsystem to use depends on satellite attitude. The attitude
along with the orbit determines the direction of solar flux impingement on the satellite. This
factor is one of the primary factors in choosing a radiator location. The absence of solar flux on

a surface permits more choice in thermal control materials because the solar absorbing properties
of the materials do not need to be considered.

During the life of a satellite, the attitudes required by the mission may result in many different
solar flux impingement angles, which must be accommodated.

The type of attitude control can also affect the thermal control subsystem design. If the control is
Gravity Gradient with a long boom, a thermal consideration is boom bending. The attitude
control has little interaction with thermal once the final orbit and stabilization are established.

Using magnetic coils for control can require large amounts of power for substantial lengths of
time and then no power for longer time periods. Momentum wheels present different problems
because the power consumption is a function of temperature.

3.4.3 Propulsion

The thermal control subsystem design must keep the fuel and associated plumbing at
temperatures above the fuel's freezing point. Typically mono-propellant and bi-propeUant
systems employ hydrazine as the fuel. Hydrazine must be kept above 5°C. Before a jet is used,
the catalyst bed must be warmed to the proper temperature to prevent degradation of the
hydrazine. This requirement may require significant heater power.

3.4.4 Operational Modes

Spacecraft rarely remain in a single operating mode throughout their life even during the

operational phase. As a result, the power level changes, and the thermal distribution changes.
Large changes are seen between transfer orbits and final orbit. Frequently power availability is
less in the transfer orbit. In other cases, the EPS cannot support the loads full time so they are

duty cycled. This procedure means that active control may be necessary if thermal capacity
alone will not smooth out the transients. Limiting modes should be identified early in the design
so that limitations are not later imposed on operations.

Small satellites are especially susceptible to variations in the load power because the mass of the
launch vehicles for small satellites is limited, which time often limits available power and
instrument operation. For campaign modes, significant time may be spent in a high power mode,
followed by a significant time in an off-mode for battery recharging. This type of operation
results in extreme hot and cold thermal cases.
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3.5 DESIGNDETAILS

Throughoutthephasesof spacecraftmissions,theheatdissipatedintemally by componentsand
in theexternalheatingfluxesvariessignificantly. During theorbit transferphase,thepower
dissipationis usuallyvery low. In theon-orbitphase,thespacecraftis eitherthree-axis
stabilized,spinstabilized,or gravity-gradientstabilized.Dependingon themethodof
stabilizationandthemissionmodesof operation,powerdissipationvariesoverawide range.
Througheclipseperiodsandduringspacecraftoperation,non-criticalloads(usuallyinstruments)
areswitchedoff to providefor thesurvivalof thecomponents.Table3-2 depictstypical
spacecraftsubsystemandcomponenttemperaturerequirements.Thethermalcontrol subsystem
designbecomeschallengingwhenthespacecraftcarriesadimensionallystableplatform thatis
neededto accuratelypoint antennas,attitudesensors,and/orsupportshigh-power,low-
temperaturepayloads.

Table 3-2
Subsystem Design Temperature Levels

Operating Design Temperature
(degrees centigrade)

Subsystem/Component Maximum Minimum

CommunicationsSubsystem 65 -5
Transmitter 60 10
Antenna 70 -5

Command& Data HandlingSubsystem 50 -5
PowerSubsystem 60 0
Batteries 20 0

Solar ArrayMechanicalAssembly 90 -80
AttitudeControlSystem 60 0
PropulsionSubsystem 50 5
Note: - The designtemperaturesshownrepresentthe typicalrange withinthe subsystem.

Individualcomponentsmay have otherdesigntemperatureswithinthe designrange
shown. Acceptancetemperaturesare definedasdesignmaximumplus5 degrees
centigradeand designminimumminus5 degreescentigrade. Qualification
temperaturesare definedas designmaximumplus10 degrees centigradeand
design minimum minus10 de_raescenticjrade.

3.5.1 Thermal Designer Road Map

Because of payload requirements, the spacecraft orbital parameters and type of attitude control
subsystem are typically timed before design of the thermal control subsystem begins. The
spacecraft size to support the payload is fixed and the electrical power budget requirements are
also defined. The orbits that represent the spacecraft "hot" case and cold case must be
determined. Typically the cold case occurs when the Sun is in the spacecraft orbit plane
(Beta=0 °) because the Earth maximally occults the Sun during part of the orbit and lowers the
orbit average solar radiance flux input. The hot case occurs when the eclipse time is smallest.
For a high inclination orbit, this happens when Beta = 90 °, resulting in an eclipse time of zero.
The spacecraft receives full solar radiation for the total orbit time. Additional conditions, such as
maximum and minimum solar flux due to variations in the distance from the Earth to the Sun and

maximum and minimum power dissipation conditions, are also combined to produce a worst
case hot and cold case. The Beta angle variation is repetitive, and the time between cycles is a
function of orbit inclination and altitude. Figure 3-4 depicts a 95 °, high inclination orbit Beta
angle history that has a repeat period of about 2-1/2 years, while Figure 3-5 depicts a low 49 °
inclination orbit in which the solar cycle repeats about every 30 days (orbital altitude of 400 km
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for both cases). The cyclic nature of the Beta angle is driven by a combination of the Earth's
annual motion about the Sun and the precession of the satellite's orbit plane. For both cases, the
solar flux impinges on all sides of the spacecraft during each cycle.

The major tasks in developing an initial thermal control subsystem design are itemized below:

°

2.

3.

Determine the orbit environment parameters and establish resulting input flux levels.

Determine the internal electrical power requirements and quantify the temperature limits
for each component.
Identify the worst hot case and cold case conditions.

4. Locate and size the radiator(s) to accommodate the worst hot case.

5. Analyze the cold case to ensure temperature limits are maintained and provide active
control such as heaters, if needed.

6. Iterate between tasks 4 and 5 to obtain optimum design balance.

Additional tools, techniques, and materials to accomplish these tasks are depicted in Figure 3-6.

CONTnOL
• Louvers
• Variable Cond. HP
• Storage
• Heaters
• Insulation

• Orbit
- Sun
- Albedo _

- Earth IR

TRANSPORT

• Structure
• Cold Plate

• Heat Pipes
• Fluid Loops

• Microprocessors

;• High-power Density
j, Narrow Limits
_* Automation And Fault

Protection

I

I_ ANALYSIS

Computer Simulation
Nodal Analysis

! • IMPROVE TECHNIQUES
!• CAD/CAE

• Minimal Gradients

• Large Distances
• Optical Alignment
• Total Power
• Operational Modes

...................

!
• Radiators
• Coatings

i ° Low Sensitivity To

j Degradation
• Selective Location

j • High Efficiency

# •

TESTING

• Scale Model
• O-G DEMO
• Thermal/VAC

• Establish Cost-effectiveTechnique

i" Flight Experiments

Figure 3--6. Thermal Control Subsystem Design Tasks
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3.5.2 Internal Heating

The spacecraft can be viewed as a cocoon with a defined exit path for heat to radiate to the
environment. By understanding the orbit external environment and controlling the heat flux
escape rate, the internal temperature of the cocoon is controlled. Therefore, the internal design
task is to account for all heat sources as a function of time and operational modes. Each heat
source must be dissipated either by radiation or conduction to a radiating surface. The spacecraft
internal environment is usually separated from the external environment by wrapping the
spacecraft in a thermal insulating blanket called multi-layer insulation (MLI). Interface
boundaries are then designed to control heat flux movement.

Small spacecraft typically require 150-200 watts for the spacecraft subsystems plus the payload
power, which typically is less than 100 watts. Thus, the total power to be rejected from the
internal cocoon is approximately 300 watts.

3.5.3 External Heating

The emitted radiation from the Sun is constant within a fraction of i percent at all times.
However, due to the Earth's elliptical orbit, the intensity of sunlight reaching the Earth varies
approximately +4.9 percent, depending on the Earth's distance from the Sun. At summer

solstice, the intensity is at a minimum (1287 W/m2). It is at a maximum (1419 W/m 2) at winter
solstice.

Solar intensity also varies as a function of wavelength, as shown in Figure 3-7. The sun-
equivalent temperature is 5800K. The energy distribution is approximately 7 percent ultraviolet,

46 percent visible, and 47 percent near (short wavelength) infrared. The radiation energy emitted
by the Sun is at a much shorter wavelength than the radiation energy emitted by a body near
room temperature. This distinction allows the selection of thermal control finishes which are
very reflective in the solar spectrum, but are highly emissive to room temperature (long
wavelength) IR, as shown in Figure 3-7. These finishes minimize solar energy input and
maximize waste heat rejection from the spacecraft. White paint absorbs weakly in the short solar
wavelength band and emits strongly in the long IR wavelength band. The result is that a white-
painted surface runs cool in the sunlight.

The value of the Earth's albedo is highly variable. Reflectivity is greater over continental (as

compared to oceanic) regions and increases with decreasing local solar elevation angles and
increasing cloud coverage. Albedo increases with latitude because of increasing snow and ice
coverage, decreasing solar elevation angle, and increasing cloud coverage. These variations
make selection of albedo constant values for a thermal analysis rather uncertain. It is not unusual

to find variations throughout the industry. A good approximation is to assume the albedo to be
equal to 30 percent of the incident sunlight. During final design analysis, specific input values
similar to those in Table 3-3 are used for design concept verification.

The Earth achieves thermal equilibrium by balancing the energy absorbed from the Sun with the
energy re-emitted as long wave-length IR radiation. This balance is maintained fairly well on a
global annual average basis. The intensity of IR energy emitted at any given time from a
particular point on the Earth, however, can vary considerably. Factors determining this variation
include surface and air temperatures, atmospheric moisture content, and cloud coverage. The
highest intensities are over clear tropical regions. The intensity decreases with increasing
latitude and increasing cloud cover.
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The IR energy emitted by the Earth, which is around room temperature, is of approximately the
same wave length as that emitted by satellites. It is of much longer wave length than the IR
energy emitted by the Sun at 9500"F. Unlike short wave-length solar radiation, the Earth IR

loads can not be reflected away with special thermal control coatings since the same coating
would block the radiation of waste heat away from the spacecraft. Because of this fact, Earth-
emitted IR energy presents a particularly heavy backload on spacecraft radiators in low-altitude
orbits, which must emit energy at the same wave length.

Orbit average values of Earth IR can be used in most analyses, with recommended values for IR
heating being 250 W/m 2 for summer solstice and 225 W/m 2 for winter solstice. Table 3-4
presents specific values as a function of latitude and month.

Another form of environmental heating is aero-heating, which usually occurs in the altitude
region where free molecular heating predominates. This heating is usually only encountered
during launch just after the booster's payload fairing is ejected. It is desirable to drop the fairing
as soon as possible after launch to minimize the amount of dead weight which the booster must
deliver to orbit. The point at which the fairing is separated is often determined by a trade-off
between the desire to maximize launch vehicle performance and the need to protect the
spacecraft from excessive atmospheric heating. On-orbit free molecular heating should only be
assessed for spacecraft perigee altitude of less than 200 kin.

Table 3-4
Monthly Average IR and Albedo

(Stevens, Campbell, and Von der Haar)

Zonal Mean IR (W/M 2)

l.atutude

ide_)

80 70
70 60

60 50
50 40
4O 3O

30 20
20 10

10 0
0 -10

-10 -20
-20 -30

-30 -40
-40 -50

-50 .60
-60 -70

-70 -80

•80 -90

Month

I E M A m l i a s o ._

165 155 141b 173 189 207 207 199 178 170 163
157 149 154 183 197 211 212 207 186 175 160

165 164 170 t96 208 221 224 217 198 186 173
175 177 188 204 213 222 228 224 211 200 188

191 194 203 216 226 235 244 243 232 220 205
217 218 224 235 241 254 259 263 253 247 231

250 248 251 265 266 268 262 261 261 263 253
266 264 261 270 260 251 241 236 242 250 251

251 251 248 240 232 233 233 235 235 244 242

240 240 240 243 257 261 261 261 260 257 248
248 247 250 264 270 273 272 276 271 266 257

261 256 254 263 258 260 260 264 259 258 256
253 251 244 239 233 229 231 232 233 238 239

232 232 225 217 213 209 205 207 211 219 220
217 217 208 204 199 195 188 187 192 201 208

209 20,1 193 186 177 172 164 161 165 180 197
196 184 165 153 146 14,6 131 124 128 151 183

187 171 148 121 105 II0 104 94 9,1 126 170

D Min

177 146

156 1.19
167 164
182 175

198 191
222 217

251 248
259 236

250 232
246 240

253 247
262 25,1
2,19 229

229 205

216 187
209 161

220 12,1
IqO 94

Mm 157 149 146 121 105 i10 104 94 94 126 160 156

Av| 215 212 209 215 216 219 218 216 211 213 213 218
Max 266 26,1 261 270 270 273 .7. 276 271 266 257 .6.

.Mmtml

Av 8 Max

177 207

178 212
190 224
201 228

217 244
238 263

258 268
254 270

241 251
251 261
262 276

259 264
239 253

218 232
202 217

184 209
160 220

135 190
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3.5.4 Conceptual Design Steps

The following list delineates the thermal control subsystem conceptual design steps:

• Determine the internal power generated by subsystems and as a function of operational
modes and time.

• Determine the orbit profile characteristics, identify hot and cold cases, and size the total
external heat fluxes.

• Assume the spacecraft will be 100 percent covered with MLI except for locations of the
designed radiator. No external heat load is assumed for this covered area.

• Collect all heat and conduct it toward the radiator. Assume 85 percent through
conduction and 15 percent through radiation.

• Determine temperature drops in the pathway conducting to the radiator, especially for key
subsystem components.

• Position the radiator(s) on a spacecraft location that is optimized; i.e., least view angle of
the Sun, Earth IR, and albedo.

Determine appropriate radiator surface material/coating; i.e., if anti-sun, use white paint;
if Sun facing, use OSRs or silver Teflon. Use EOL emittance and absorption values.
Typically white paint EOL emittance is 0.2 and absorption is 0.8.

Do a preliminary energy balance. Use orbit average fluxes for Sun, Earth IR, and albedo

input fluxes. Use incident values and eclipse times to derive orbit average value at the
radiator proposed surface location on the orbiting spacecraft.

Q electrical + Q Sun + Q Earth IR + Q albedo =

radiator area x emittance(e) x Boltzmann constant (s) temperature (T) 4.

• Size radiator to maintain the desired temperatures of key subsystem components.

Add thermal control elements as required to meet the mission requirements (heaters, heat
pipes, louvers, etc.). Maintain as simple a system as possible. For small satellites,
additional concerns are minimal power consumption, weight, and shroud volume
requirements.

An approach to thermal design that has been widely used recently is the cold bias design. In this
approach, the spacecraft is designed to be just barely in thermal equilibrium under the worst hot
case conditions by using standard passive techniques. This generally results in larger than usual
radiators. During colder conditions, heaters are used to maintain the temperatures within the
desired range. The term "cold bias" comes from the fact that the spacecraft radiator is oversized,
thereby causing all components to run towards the cold end of their operating range. Then the
make-up heaters can be set to bring the components' temperatures to their normal operating
range. This type of design is very forgiving because the heaters dynamically control and
compensate for errors and degradation over time. This also allows for simpler pre-flight thermal
tests.
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3.5.5 Detailed Design Analysis

Once a design concept is identified, a detailed analysis fine tunes the design and predicts
spacecraft component temperatures under the range of flight conditions. Two generalized
computer programs are typically used. The first is a radiation program that defines the absorbed
energy on the spacecraft's external surfaces. This same program also defines the radiation-
exchange and view factors, which determine the radiation interaction between the spacecraft's
surfaces. Next the designer identifies analysis cases to be run and constructs a geometric math
model (GMM) and a thermal math model (TMM) of the spacecraft.

The GMM and TMM serve different purposes. The GMM is a mathematical representation of
the physical surfaces of the spacecraft and is used to calculate blackbody radiation couplings
between surfaces and heating rates due to environmental fluxes. The TMM is most often a
lumped-parameter network representation of the thermal mass and conduction and radiation
couplings of the spacecraft and is used to predict spacecraft temperatures. The radiation
interchange couplings and environmental heat fluxes calculated by the GMM are used in
constructing the TMM. Both the GMM and TMM use industry-standard codes. The most
common TMM code is SINDA. Other commercially available codes do exist, and some large

companies have their own internally developed codes.

3.6 HEAT-TRANSFER MECHANISMS

The basic heat-transfer mechanisms are radiation, conduction, and convection. Radiation is used

to control the overall energy balance between a spacecraft and space. Conduction is used to
control the energy flow among different areas of the spacecraft. Convection is unimportant to
the design of small spacecraft, except in the control the pre-launch environment, transfer orbits,
and very low altitude orbits.

3.6.1 Radiation

Thermal radiative transfer is a function of the temperature of the emitting and receiving bodies,
the surface materials of the bodies, the intervening medium, and the relative geometry. The heat
flux from a surface varies as the fourth power of its temperature. For heat rejection at low

temperature, a large area is required. This requirement may cause a geometrical problem in that
requirements for field of view, size, and weight must also be met. Also, for low temperature
instruments on small spacecraft with a limited amount of surface area, heat rejection may

become a problem.

I Heat rejection, especially for low-temperature sources, can be a significant problem for smallsats Ibecause of the limited area available for radiators. I
3.6.2 Conduction

Conduction is effective when adequate conduction paths are provided. Meeting this requirement
means more than selecting a material with suitable conductivity. It also means using conduction
pads, thermal grease, or metal-loaded epoxy for areas, such as unwelded joints, that do not
conduct heat very well. Metal-loaded epoxy is used only when high or repeatable conductivity is
essential to the design.

3.7 GENERIC TYPES OF THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS

Thermal control architectures may be broadly grouped into two classes: passive and active.
Passive techniques, such as sunshades, fans, coatings, or insulating blankets, do not require
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spacecraftresourcesandgroundinterventionto implement. Theyareusuallypreferredto active
controlsbecauseof thesimplicity, reliability, andlow costof suchsystems.Active thermal
control of thespacecraftrequiresuseof devices,suchasheatersor coolers,or changeof the
spacecraftattitude.

3.7.1 Passive Thermal Control

A passive thermal control subsystem uses conduction paths, geometry, coatings, insulation
blankets, sun shields, radiating fins, and heat pipes to maintain the temperature of spacecraft
components within the required limits.

3.7.1.1 Geometrym"Geometry" refers to manipulating the spacecraft configuration to optimize
thermal control. It may mean providing the required thermal radiating area, placing low-
temperature components in shadow, and exposing high-temperature components to the Sun or
burying them deeply within the structure.

3.7.1.2 Insulation Blankets--Insulation blankets are multilayer insulation consisting of layers of
aluminized Mylar or other plastic spaced with nylon or Dacron mesh. External coverings of
fiberglass, Dacron, or other materials may be used to protect against atomic oxygen attack,
micrometeoroids, etc.

3.7.1.3 _--Sun shields may be as simple as a polished aluminum sheet or gold-plated
aluminum. More sophisticated shields use silvered Teflon, which acts as a second-surface

mirror. It has silver on the back which provides reflectivity and Teflon on the other side which
provides high IR emissivity. Glass second-surface mirrors may also be used. They are more
efficient, but are heavier and may become brittle.

3.7.1.4 _--Radiating fins are often used to improve the radiation efficiency,
especially when a large surface area is required or large amounts of heat must be radiated. Fins

have some disadvantages. For example, large numbers of fins in circular configurations tend to
obscure the view to space. In addition, the ability to conduct heat through very long fins is
limited, thus decreasing the effectiveness of the fins.

3.7.1.5 Heat Pipes--Heat pipes are tubular devices that contain a wick which runs the length of
the pipe. The pipe is partially filled with a fluid, such as ammonia, and is connected between a
portxon of the spacecraft from which the heat is removed to a portion from which the heat is
being dumped (Reference 27).

Heat pipes have a much greater thermal conductivity than metals do. Also, heat pipes transport
thermal energy at small temperature differentials. Since they transport heat from internal

equipment to a radiator surface, they distribute dissipation, minimize hot spots, and provide heat
radiation at moderate temperatures.

3.7.1.5.1 Heat Pipe Applications--Heat pipe can be used to create isothermal surfaces and act as

a thermal transformer to change the flux density of the heat flow. One way heat pipes have
tested and flown is as variable conductance heat pipes, which were used to maintain a constant

temperature evaporator surface under varying load conditions. For this applications, the heat
pipe must be properly designed and plans for testing must include time for adequate ground
testing. Heat pipes are often bonded to a radiating fin to increase the efficiency of the heat
transfer. This configuration also optimizes the weight of the system for the energy dissipated.

3.7.1.5.2 Heat Pipe Operation-----Consider a simple horizontal heat pipe in equilibrium with an
isothermal environment. The liquid in the wick and the vapor in the vapor space are at
saturation. If heat is applied to the evaporator, raising its temperature, liquid in the wick
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evaporates,removingsomeof theaddedheat.The meniscusis depressedin theevaporatorsince
lessliquid is present.This processalsoraisesthelocal vaporpressuresinceit mustbesaturation
with theheatedliquid in thewick.

Thedifferencebetweentheincreasedcurvatureof themeniscusin theevaporatorwick andthe
unchangedmeniscusin thecondenserwick causesadifferencein capillary pressuresufficient to
pull liquid from thecondenserwick towardtheevaporator.This actionreplenishestheliquid in
theevaporatorwick. At thesametime,heatedvaporflows from theevaporatorto thecondenser,
which is at a lower pressure.When thisvaporcomesin contactwith coolercondensersurfaces,
it condenses.This cycle is shownschematicallyin Figure3-8.

Evaporator Transport section Condenser

!

_ _ _ Vapor Flow
Iii!_i_iii_ii!i!i!i_i_i:i:_iii!i!i!iii!i_iii_i_iiiii:`:.iiiiii_i__iiii_i_i_,¢1--- Liquid Flow

_111L1 k _ wi_ Capi"ary Wick System _ _ Jr Jl,_

Heat Pipe Wall
Heat In Heat Out

Figure 3-8. Heat-pipe Schematic

Since the latent heat of vaporization of most heat-pipe working fluids is high, only small
amounts of fluid must flow in order to transport significant quantities of heat. The driving

mechanism, the temperature difference between the evaporator and condenser wall, is also small.

Caution is required in using heat pipes to make sure that the hot end is not so hot as to dry the
wick completely, thus rendering capillary action ineffective in transporting new fluid into that
end. Similarly, the cold end must not be so cold as to freeze the liquid.

Heat pipes work quite differently in zero-g because of the absence of free convection, making
interpretation of ground test results a problem. To ensure adequate ground testing, the heat pipe
layout must be oriented so that it may be tested horizontally. The use of heat pipes in small
satellites is advantageous in that the thermal conductivity of a structural element can be increased
considerably without increasing aluminum face sheet thickness or adding aluminum doublers,
thereby avoiding adding excessive material (and mass). Thus, for small satellites that require
additional heat transport, heat pipes offer a mass-effective solution at the expense of some added
complexity in embedding or surface mounting the heat pipes with the structure and the additional
testing.

3.7.1.5.3 Types of Heat Pipes

3.7.1.5.3.1 Constant-Conductance Heat Pipes (CCHPs)---Elements of this most basic heat pipe
consist of a working fluid, a wick structure, and a surrounding wall structure. It need not be
shaped like a "pipe." Large flat plates several feet across have been built and tested for special
applications.

CCHPs are often categorized according to the type of wick structure used. The simplest design
consists of axial grooves in the wall of extruded aluminum tube. This class of wick is very
susceptible to gravity effects during ground testing, but is relatively inexpensive to produce and
very consistent. Heat-transfer capability is moderate, but sufficient for many applications.
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Groovesaretypically rectangularor trapezoidalin shape,but morecomplexshapessuchasthe
"teardrop"or "keyhole"havebeenextrudedwith difficulty.

3.7.1.5.3.2Variable-Conductance Heat Pities--These heat pipes use a gas reservoir, connected
to the end of the condenser, that is filled with a noncondensable gas to control the operating area
of the condenser as a function of evaporator temperature. In effect, the active-radiator area

becomes a function of the electronic box cold-plate temperature, with increasing box
temperatures leading to increased radiator areas. Although complicated models of the gas front
exist, the gas front may be considered an impermeable floating piston. If the temperature at the
cold plate rises, the vapor in the evaporator (at the saturation pressure of the liquid in the
evaporator) rises rapidly. The pressure of the mixture of control gas and vapor in the reservoir
must rise to compensate, so the "gas-front-as-piston" will retreat further into the condenser,

decreasing the volume of control gas. This opens up more of the condenser area to heat-pipe
operation. This is shown schematically in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9. VCHP Operation

A number of schemes have been flown, which differ mainly in the treatment of the reservoir

(some have wicks, some are kept hot or cold by exposure to different environments, and some
become elements of an active thermal control system, a heater is connected via a feedback

control to a sensor at the evaporator or payload). Sufficient control gas is usually present in the
reservoir to enable these pipes to function as gas diodes if the heat pipe is reversed.

3.7.1.6 Capillary_ Pumped Loops--The capillary pumped loop (CPL) is a two-phase heat-
transfer loop that uses a capillary structure to return liquid to the evaporator. The concept is still
under development, although several systems have flown as Shuttle experiments. It shows
promise when high heat-transfer rates must be sustained over relatively long distances. A
schematic of the loop in operation is shown in Figure 3-10. As heat is applied, vapor is vented
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from theevaporatorinto thecondenserduct,whereit beginsto condenseon thewall. Liquid
film on thewall iscarriedalongby thevaporflow, with thethermodynamicquality (theratioof
vaporto totalmass)of theflow dropping. At acertainpoint in the loop, surface-tensionforces
will predominate,andtheflow will consistof slugsof liquid mixed with collapsingbubblesof
vapor. By thetimeit reachestheliquid sideof theevaporator,pulled bycapillary forceswithin
theevaporator,thestreamwill consistsolelyof subcooledliquid.

Vent Structure
Wick Heat In

Evaporator

J
por Out

Heat
Out

Subcooling _ _,
Liquid Leg Condenser

Duct

High Velocity

Condensing Vapor Plus

Vapor Typical Liquid Wall
Bubble Liquid Film

"Slug"

I

Forces
_1_ I Predominate

I

Surface Tension I
Forces Predominate I

I

Figure 3-10. Capillary Pumped Loop Schematic

This device is essentially a heat pipe with the return flow of condensate to the evaporator in a

separate unwicked tube. The only wick in the CPL is in the evaporator, where it distributes
liquid from the supply tube over the actual evaporator surface.

A heat pipe can be used when the heat source and heat sink must be physically separated. If a
heat pipe is used, it is not necessary to mount all hardware to be cooled directly on radiator
panels, or to use relatively inefficient conductive couplings (This requirement tends to occur
when cooling boxes must be kept close to each other for more efficient electrical or microwave
design.). By the same token, heaters need not be mounted directly on hardware to be heated if a
heat pipe is employed. Heat pipes are also used to reduce temperature gradients in structures to
minimize thermal distortion.
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Thediodeheatpipewasfirst proposedasameansof connectingadeviceto two radiatorpanels
on oppositesidesof aspacecraft,with atleastoneof theradiatorsfreeof direct solarloadat all
times. Thediodeswouldcouplethedeviceto thecold radiator,while preventingheatfrom
leakingbackinto thesystemfrom theradiatorin theSun.

TheVCHPcanbeusedto controltheamountof activeradiatorarea,providingreasonablegood
temperaturecontrol without theuseof heaters.This designis attractiveif electricalpoweris
limited. This typeof designhasbeenflown ona numberof satelliteexperiments.If the
applicationrequiresmaintaininga boxor baseplateatvirtually aconstanttemperature,feedback
control (attheexpenseof someheaterpower)maybeemployed.A sensoron thebaseplateof
thedeviceto becontrolledcanberoutedto anon-boardcomputer,andwheneverthetemperature
dropsbelow thedesirablerange,heaterson theVCHPreservoirsareactivated,causingthe
controlgasto expandandblock off moreof theradiatorarea.If thetemperaturerisesabovethe
rangedesired,powerto thereservoirheatersis reduced,increasingtheactiveradiatorarea.This
conceptusuallyrequireslesspowerthanusingheatersdirectly on thebox or systemto be
controlled.

3.7.1.7 Finishes

In spacecraft thermal designs, wavelength-dependent thermal control coatings are used for
various purposes. Solar reflectors, such as second-surface mirrors and white paints or silver- or
aluminum-backed Teflon are used to minimize absorbed solar energy, and emit energy almost
like an ideal black body. To minimize both the absorbed solar energy and IR emission, polished
metal, such as aluminum foil or gold plating, is used. If it is desired to exchange energy within
the spacecraft compartments or among other components, black paint is commonly used.
Development and qualification of a new coating is normally unnecessary since many fully
qualified coatings exist.

For external surfaces of a spacecraft, the two important surface properties are the IR emittance
and the solar absorption. Figure 3-11 indicates the range of properties available for different

types of materials. Two or more coatings are sometimes combined in a checkerboard or striped
pattern to obtain the desired characteristics.

3.7.1.7.1 Thermal Surface Degradation--Thermal control finishes are affected in orbit by
charged particles, ultraviolet radiation, high vacuum, degradation caused by atomic oxygen, and
contaminant films. The result is in an increase in solar absorptivity and almost no change in IR
emittance. This result is undesirable because spacecraft radiators are sized to account for the
substantial increase in absorbed solar energy that occurs due to degradation over the mission.
These radiators, which are oversized to handle the high solar loads at end-of-life, cause the

spacecraft to run much cooler in the early years of the mission. The lower operating temperature
may mean vent heaters must be added to electronics components at their proper temperature.
Stable coating properties of materials minimize these problems.

The four types of thermal control surfaces are: (See Figure 3-12):

a) Solar reflector - Has a very low a/e ratio.

b) Solar absorber - Absorbs solar energy but emits only a small percentage of the IR energy.
Polished metal surfaces approximate solar absorbers.

c) Flat reflector - Reflects energy throughout the spectral range; i.e., reflects in the solar and
IR regions.

d) Flat absorber - Absorbs throughout the spectral range.
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3.7.1.8 Multilayer Insulatioll-Multilayer insulation (MLI) and single-layer radiation shields are
among the most common thermal control elements on a spacecraft. MLI blankets prevent
components from losing heat excessively or from becoming overheated because of
environmental fluxes, rocket plumes, etc. Most spacecraft are covered with MLI blankets that

have cut-outs. The cut-outs provide surface for internally generated waste heat to be rejected.
MLI blankets are also used to protect internal propellant tanks, propellant lines, solid rocket

motors, and cryogenic dewars. Single-layer radiation shields are used when a lesser degree of
thermal isolation is required. These shields are lighter, and they are cheaper to manufacture.

MLI is composed of multiple layers of low-emittance films. The simplest construction is a

layered blanket assembled from embossed, thin Mylar sheets (1/4 mil thick). Each layer has a
vacuum-deposited aluminum finish on one side which minimizes radiative heat paths between
the layers. The layers are aluminized on one side only so that the Mylar can act somewhat as a

low-conductivity spacer thereby reducing conductance. More complex, high-performance
construction uses Mylar film metallized on both surfaces (aluminum or gold) with silk or Dacron
net, Tissuglas paper, or "Super-Flock" whiskers as the low-conductance spacers.

Heat transfer through MLI is a combination of radiation, solid conduction, and, under
atmospheric conditions, gaseous conduction. The gaseous-conduction heat transfer is minimized

by allowing the insulation to vent to space or by using the insulation in an evacuated wall (such
as in the space between a cryogenic pressure vessel and the external vacuum jacket shell). The
performance of an MLI system can be severely degraded by the pressure of even very modest
amounts of gas. Solid-conduction heat transfer is minimized by keeping the density of the low-
conductance spacers between the reflective surfaces as low as possible and making the blanket
"fluffy" to minimize contact between layers. Radiation heat transfer is minimized by interposing
as many enclosing reflective surfaces (metallized sheets) as is practical.

3.7.2 Active Thermal Con_r91

Active thermal control of the spacecraft requires devices such as heaters and coolers, shutters or

louvers, or cryogenic materials to transport the heat which may be actively implemented by
pumped circulation loops.

3.7.2.1 Heater_--Ideally, thermal control of a satellite or component is achieved using only
passive techniques, such as surface finishes. Unfortunately, variations in environment and
component heat-generation rates, along with degradations of surface finishes over time, can drive

temperature variations in a passive design to ranges larger than some components can withstand.
Heaters are then required to protect components under cold-case environmental conditions or to
make up for heat that is not dissipated when an electronic box is turned off. A third common use

for heaters is to warm-up components to their minimum operating temperatures before they are
turned on.

3.7.2.1.1 Patch Heaters--The most common type of heater used on spacecraft is the patch
heater. It consists of an electrical resistance element sandwiched between two sheets of flexible

electrically insulating material, such as Kapton. The patch may have one circuit, or more than
one for redundancy. Redundancy is generally required on spacecraft systems since heater
circuits can fail. Sometimes the redundancy is provided within the patch and sometimes it is

provided by using two separate patches. The patch heater shape usually used is a simple
rectangular patch of standard dimension.

3.7.2.1.2 Cartridge Heater--A cartridge heater is often used to heat blocks of material or high-
temperature components such as hydrazine-thruster catalyst beds. Such a heater consists of a

wound resistor enclosed in a cylindrical metallic case. Attachment techniques include the use of
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aclampor smallbracketto hold theheateror insertionintoa drilled hole. Theseheatersare
typically aquarterinch in diameteranda few incheslong.

3.7.2.1.3ControlDevices-Heatersmaybeusedwith thermostatsor solid-statecontrollersto
provideprecisetemperaturecontrol of aparticularcomponent.Almost all heatershavesome
sortof controlovertheir operation.This typically involvesarelaythat is commandablefrom the
groundto enableor disablepowerto theheater,a fuseto protectthespacecraftfrom ashort
circuit, and,usually,a thermostatorsolid-statecontrollerto turntheheateronandoff at
predeterminedtemperatures.Moresophisticatedsatellitesusetheir on-boardcomputerto
monitortemperaturesandturnheaterson andoff usingrelays.

3.7.2.1.3.1Command--Thesimplestarrangementinvolvestheheater,a fuse,andaground
commandablerelayto turntheheateronandoff. Thisarrangementis usedfor heatersthatare
activatedonly for specialeventsor for heatersthatcanbeleft on all thetime. A typical
applicationrequiresheatingup thecatalystbedsonhydrazinethrustersto around100°Cbefore
thethrusteris fired.

3.7.2.1.3.2Bimetallic Switches--These switches are the mechanical thermostat for the heater.

Each switch is in a small hermetically sealed can and is driven by a snap-action bimetallic
actuator. The temperature at which the thermostat clicks on, known as its set point, is fixed for
any given thermostat. The dead band, or the difference between the temperatures at which the
thermostat turns on and turns off, is also important. A smaller dead band reduces the temperature
swing of the device being heated and reduces power consumption a little (since the average
temperature is lower). The smaller dead band also increases the number of cycles on the
thermostat itself and decreases its reliability. Dead bands less then 4°C are not recommended,

since the thermostat will experience "dithering" problems in which it rapidly cycles on and off.
This "dithering" can cause the set point to drift lower and can result in too low a temperature for
the component.

3.7.2.1.3.3 Solid-State Switches--Solid-state switches provide precise temperature control.

They use a temperature sensor that can be located with the controller or at a remote location.
Solid-state switches are often used to control the temperature of optical systems, sensors, and
electronics since the switches can maintain extremely tight dead bands (<0.1 °C). In addition to

providing more accurate control, solid-state switches also are more reliable and have a longer life

expectancy.

3.7.2.2 Coolers--Various cooling devices can be used as part of a common or independent

thermal control subsystem. Thermoelectric, or Peltier cooling, has been used with some success
for cooling small, well-insulated objects. The primary application is to use cooling detector
elements in IR observational instruments that are operated for long periods.

A cooling device that is often used is the cryostat. This device achieves cooling by expanding a
high-pressure gas through an orifice. Two-stage cryostats, using nitrogen in the first stage and
hydrogen in the second, have been used to achieve very low temperature. The nitrogen precools
the hydrogen to an initial temperature approaching the liquid temperature upon expansion. The
disadvantage of such systems is the use of a consumable gas, which limits the number of
operating cycles and operational lifetime.

For long-term cooling to low temperature, cryogenic fluids are used especially for IR
measurements. Cooling by expanding liquid helium through a porous plug can reduce a
telescope optical temperature to 4K, allowing observations at very long IR wavelengths without
interference from the telescope thermal noise. Lifetime is limited to the time it takes to deplete
the cryogen, usually 10 to 14 months.
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Liquid or solid cryogensaretypically not applicablefor smallsatellitecoolingapplicationsdue
to thelargemassrequiredfor missionsof morethanafew monthsduration. TheproposedWide-
Field InfraredExplorer(WIRE) satellite,a smallsat,usesasolid hydrogencoolerbutonly hasa
life expectancyof four months.

Sincetheobservinglife endswhenthecryogenis exhausted,eventhoughall othersystemsare
functioning,cryogenicmechanicalrefrigeratorsbecomeuseful. Theserefrigeratorscanachieve
temperaturesof 50K-60Kandsupportheatloadsapproximately100-300mW. A moredetailed
discussionof cryogeniccoolersis foundin AppendixA-1.

3.7.2.3 Louvers--Louversareamongthemostcommonactivethermalcontrol devices.They
provideaboutasix-to-onevariationin heatradiationfrom fully closedto fully open. Theyare
usedwhentheintemalpowerdissipationvarieswidely becauseof thecomponent'sdutycycle.

3.7.2.3.1_--The mostwidelyusedlouverassemblyis thebimetallic spring-
actuatedrectangular-bladetype,oftencalledavenetianblind. This typeof louverreduces
radiationthroughputby approximately33percent.

This arrangementof activators,housing,blades,andstructureisshownschematicallyin Figure
3-13. Eachlouverbladeis independentlyactuatedwith abimetallicclockspringaloneor with a
bimetallicclockspringusedin conjunctionwith acontroller. Thesecondoptioncandecreasethe
closed-to-opentemperaturerangefrom 7°C to aslittle as 1°C. Thenarrower1° closed-to-open
rangeis typically usedif the assemblyis exposedto solarillumination.

This deviceis reliable. Sinceeachlouverbladeis independentlyactuated,asingle-pointfailure
existsfor only onebladeat atime. This deviceis alsosimpleandlesscostly thansomeother
heatcontrol devices.However,it cannotbeasfinely tuned,andit usessurfacearealess
efficiently. It hasa2-inchmechanicalprofile thatis typically independentof bladesize,which
decreasesthemaximumspacecraftradius. This2-inchdimensionis significant for small
satellitesgiventheconstraintsplacedon theshroudvolume.

3.7.2.3.2Pinwheel Lo_wr_--The pinwheel louver consists of a lobed louver blade, an actuator
assembly, a guard ring, and a special radiator pattern, as shown in Figure 3-14. This louver may
be selected due to its low mechanical profile (less than 0.5 inch) or its tolerance of solar loads.
The louver will open passively through the action of a Bimetallic spring or may be driven open
using an electronic controller and a small heater on the spring. This type of louver reduces
effective radiator efficiency approximately 55 percent because the blades and supporting
structure reduce the clear view to space relative to a plain radiator of the same size.
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Louver
blade

Closed Partially open

Rotation

Fully open

I;

R:

Rotating

vane "_,_ 1

' i I, Honeycomb structure
IIIIIIII ATC IIIIIIII

Kapton insulator IIIIIIil _UM-=" Heater leadsTeflon radiator ....... , ........

Figure 3-14. Typical Pinwheel Louver

3.8 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.8.1 General Requiremen_

3.8.1.1 Payload Requirements--On recently-built small satellites, the load requirement for an
individual payload ranges from 3 watts to 50 watts, while the total payload, typically consisting
of three to five experiments, may require up to 110 watts orbit average electrical power for
normal operation. The temperature limits for the experiments during operation are in accordance
with Table 3-2. Frequently, the payload will require special thermal resources to hold unique
sub-elements at temperature levels either fighter than the spacecraft nominal variance or at a

particular temperature totally outside of the spacecraft orbit average. Special radiators may be
provided to accommodate these requirements. Typical special requirements may include sinking
thermal electric control (TECs) devices or providing a cold radiator around an instrument's

optics. TECs may require up to 15 watts of dissipation at sink temperature ranges between 0 °
and 15°C. Instrument radiators, which are most typically integral to the payload, may require 10
to 30 watts dissipating at sink temperature ranges of +5 ° to -50°C. The colder radiators are
usually associated with a cyrogenic instrument.

Additionally some experiments place secondary temperature control on the spacecraft structure.
This control is necessary to avoid structural distortions that may cause errors in pointing and
knowledge. In severe cases, this control could mean holding the structure end-to-end
temperature at just a few degrees temperature differential.

Generally, all internal components including the payload are painted black. Black provides the
most ideal radiative interface as it obeys the ideal emission and absorptivity laws. It makes the
analysis easier and the thermal design more forgiving.

3.8.1.2 Spacecraft Requirements--The spacecraft has several subsystems that require special
attention. These are the propulsion, power (batteries) and the structures subsystems.
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Thepropulsionsubsystemaspresentedearlieris only concernedwith maintainingthehydrazine
-5 ° above it freezing point at all times and preheating of catalyst beds.

Within the EPS, battery temperature limits are always more restrictive then the spacecraft orbit
average excursions. Additionally, depending on the orbit, the power dissipation associated with
discharge can be 20-30 watts and the battery must be held within a +10 ° limit. If two or more
batteries are used, they must be kept at the same temperature to +_3° . This requirement usually
mandates mounting them in close proximity to each other and using a doubler or strap. Because
of spacecraft mass balance requirements, multiple batteries are often placed on opposite side of
the spacecraft. In this case, heat pipes are almost always used to maintain a minimal temperature
difference between them.

I Heat pipes can be used to equalize the temperature of two batteries when they cannot be located I

I

in thermally identical environments, as is usually the case with small satellites. I
Additionally, the structure is usually responsible for controlling conductive heat flux flow to the
spacecraft radiator. The thermal designer must work hand-in-hand with the structural designer
to insure thermal conduction requirements are met. Often, trades are made to determine the best
solution. The simplest way to provide good conductive paths is to increase the mass of the path.
Structurally, spacecraft typically use .008" face sheets bonded to the honeycomb. For thermal
reasons, these sheets could increase from .020" to .030" if mass budgets permit in order to

promote better conduction. Particular hot spot areas are often minimized through use of
"doublers." Because of the limited weight margins associated with small satellites, alternate
more weight-efficient approaches include the use of thermally conductive graphite honeycomb
and face sheets and/or the use of embedded heat pipes. Typically a large spacecraft thermal
subsystem accounts for 8-12 percent of the spacecraft total dry mass, where it only accounts for

4-8 percent on the lower power -300 watt smallsats.

3.8.2 F_lture Requirements

Future requirements are driven by payload power. Table 2-11 shows that there are planned
smallsats with total loads as high as 320 W. In the future, it is reasonable to expect that the
average spacecraft will be required to provide a total -400 watts orbit average. The spacecraft
bus itself should remain stable at ~100 watts or decrease slightly based on new component

technology implementation, and the remaining -300 watts dedicated to the payloads.

3.9 CURRENT AND FUTURE PERFORMANCE

To understand the thermal capabilities of a smallsat that plans to use a Pegasus launch vehicle the

following parametrics are used to size available solar array area for power generation and
available radiator area for heat reject to the environment.

3.9.1 Packaging Parametrics

The objective of the parametric is to define the maximum solar array area and resulting
spacecraft side panel area (that can be used as a thermal radiator) for a spacecraft that is bounded
by a Pegasus shroud. The analysis utilizes a computer-aided drawing (CAD) system to configure
both single and bifold solar arrays on 4, 6, 8, and 12 sided spacecraft within the Pegasus static
launch envelope. The single array option installs one panel between the spacecraft and shroud
dynamic envelope, while the bifold allows panels to fold back on themselves, fitting two layers
within the allowed envelope. The analysis uses 3/4" thick panels and allows 1" between panels

and the spacecraft for deployment mechanisms.
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Table3-5 presentsthepackagingof thesinglearrayswhile Table3-6 presentsthebifold array
configurations. Figures3-15 and3-16 depicttheresultsof theCAD analysisandcalculatethe
rangeof solararrayareasfor thefour geometricspacecraftconfigurations.Note thatthecross-
sectionalareaavailablefor thespacecraftis largerfor thesinglepanel8- and12-sided
configurationscomparedto thebifold versions.

Table 3-5
Maximum Possible Area Single Solar Array Panels

SlC Sides
# of Panels

Total Array
Area * (m 2)

4 5.44
6 5.55

8 5.25
12 5.04

SiC Flat Side (Radiator)
Area (m2)

Per Side I Total
1.2 4.87

.8 4.82

.6 5.07

.42 5.12

SIC Volume (m 3)

0.90

1.02

1.17

1.23

*Note: So/ar ce/I packing factor of 0.9 was used for the rectangu/ar array section and O.7 for the tapered
region.

Table 3--6
Maximum Possible Area BiFold Solar Array Panels

SiC Sides
# of Panels

Total Array
Area * (m 2)

9.95

6 9.84

8 9.75

12 7.94

SiC Flat Side (Radiator)
Area (m2)

Per Side I Total
1.2 4.87

.8 4.82

.6 4.85

.42 4.78

SIC Volume (m 3)

0.90

1.02

1.01

1.08

*Note: Solar ceil packing factor of 0.9 was used for the rectangular array section and O.7 for the tapered
region.

3.9.2 Power Paramctriq

The objective of the analysis is to quantify the maximum power that a spacecraft limited by the
Pegasus launch vehicle could provide to a spacecraft on a LEO mission. For this analysis, it is

assumed that GaAs solar cells can generate 150 watts of orbit average power for every m 2 of
array in LEO. This also assumes the use of an orbit rate array tracking mechanism. Volume for
these mechanisms was accounted for in the array packing factor and in the mechanical spacing

between array panels and the spacecraft. Using the results of Table 3-5 we see the single array
packaging the maximum deployable array size would be 5.44 m 2 for the four sided spacecraft.
This would yield -815 watts of array output power. By comparison the bifold solar panel

configuration would yield ~ 1492 watts orbit average panel output power. It is additionally
understood that the array output is diminished by -50 percent for useful mission power as a
result of running the energy balance equation. Therefore the maximum usable mission power
that can be obtained in a Pegasus launch vehicle is 1492/2 or -750 watts. This would clearly be
enough for most smallsat missions. The few exceptions that require more (refer to Table 2-11)

are not feasible on a Pegasus launch vehicle.
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3.9.3 Radiator Sizing Parametric

The purpose of the analysis is to evaluate the maximum power the Pegasus bounded spacecraft
can handle thermally. Before using any of the output information presented in Table 3-5 we
must understand the LEO thermal environment of the spacecraft. This was done by using

simplified calculations using a one-meter cube spacecraft. The orbit average input
environmental heat fluxes on each spacecraft face were calculated as a function of 400 km and
800 km spacecraft altitudes and three different Beta angles (0 °, 45 ° and 90°). The resulting input
fluxes are presented in Table 3-7 column #6. Next the fluxes of column #6 are converted to
equivalent blackbody temperature in both Centigrade and Kelvin. See columns #7 and #8 of
Table 3-7. Lastly, using the radiation temperature equation equivalent heat rejection capabilities

for each spacecraft lm 2 surface as calculated for seven different temperatures between -10°C and
+50°C. For this calculation the spacecraft side was assumed to be all radiator and painted white,
thus the absorptivity was .2 and the emissivity was .8. Figures 3-17 through 3-22 graph the
power rejection capability of each spacecraft surface.

Reviewing Figures 3-17 through 3-22 shows that the anti-sun side of the spacecraft is best for
heat rejection to the environment. The next best side would be either the ram, wake or zenith.
All three have about the same orbit average capability. The last surface to be used would be the
sun side of the spacecraft. This is expected as the Sun directly impinges on this surface. The
curves are provided as a standard guide for determining the radiator size during the normal
design process. Our initial analysis will assume the spacecraft has a true anti-sun side. This can
occur as a function of a sun synchronous orbit or the spacecraft could be maneuvered to avoid
sun on one of its sides. The UARS spacecraft presently performs a yaw maneuver every 34 days
to avoid sun impingement on it radiators.

Using the anti-sun spacecraft surface the heat rejection to the nominal space environment for a

+40°C radiator temperature would be -380 per m 2 of radiator. For the Pegasus sized spacecraft
the largest surface area is provided by the four sided configuration. Using the 1.2m 2 radiator

provided by this configuration, the anti-sun surface would provide -450 of rejection. Provided
this area was available, this single surface could handle the thermal needs of most smallsat
missions. But clearly if the mission reached the full solar array capability (of -750 watts) this
single surface area would not suffice. Additional radiator area would need to be located between
the ram, zenith and wake surfaces. In total, these three additional surfaces all together could
supply over -900 watts of thermal heat rejection. This shows that there is sufficient radiator area
to reject the -750 watts provided to the mission by the the maximum Pegasus sized solar array.

Figures 3-17 through 3-22 also show the minimum power required to keep the radiator at
temperature above about -5°C. During the cold case this minimum power would not be
available, therefore louvers would probably be used to cover the radiators so as to reduce the

radiator space view to 0 m 2. VCHPs could also be used in a similar manner to accomplish
radiator shut down when it reached a predetermined low temperature. The use of louvers has the

disadvantage of reducing the equivalent radiator area by 50 percent to 70 percent. This would
not be a problem as the anti-sun, ram, wake and zenith spacecraft surfaces combined can reject
over -1300 watts. In the true sun synchronous orbit, each of these surfaces would have a

rejection capability the same as the anti-sun surface in Figure 3-17.

3.9.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, it felt that the thermal system could be developed to handle the maximum power
the Pegasus configured solar array can develop. It is also true that such a system would most
assuredly require the use of either louvers or VCHPs to keep the spacecraft from getting too cold
during the cold case orbits.
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Table 3-7
Sun/Earth Flux Inputs and Power Dissipation Per Square Meter

L,,,)

C_.-.,;_.-d Sun/E8_ inputs WlrrP2 Temperture

=-i i I I(km) I Direction Beta (°', E=rlh I R Albedo Total °C °K -10 -5

400 RAM 0 65 64 119 -59.0 214.0 121.8 138.8

400 NADIR 0 168 28.6 196.6 -30.3 242.7 59.7 76.7

400 ZENITH 0 0 86.9 86.9 -75.1 197.9 147.5 164.5

400 WAKE 0 56 64 119 -59.0 214.0 121.8 138.8

400 -NORMAL 0 66 7.4 62.4 -90.9 162.1 167.1 164.1

400 +NORMAL 0 55 7.4 62.4 -90.9 182.1 167.1 184.1

400 RAM 45 55 48.7 103.7 -66.2 206.8 134.1 151.1

400 NADIR 45 168 23.2 191.2 -32.0 241.0 64.1 81.1

400 ZENITH 45 0 61.5 61.5 -91.5 181.5 167.8 164.8

400 WAKE 45 66 48.7 103.7 -66.2 206.8 134.1 151.1

400 -NORMAL 45 65 5.2 60.2 -92.5 180.6 168.9 185.9

400 +NORMAL 46 55 131 168 -33.7 239.3 68.2 85.2

400 RAM 90 55 0 5IS -96.5 176.5 173.0 190.0

400 NADIR 90 168 0 168 -39.7 233.3 82.6 99.6

400 ZENITH 90 0 0 0 -273.0 0.0 217.0 234.0

400 WAKE 90 65 0 55 -96.5 176.5 173.0 190.0

400 -NORMAL 90 55 0 55 -68.5 176.5 173.0 190.0

400 *NORMAL 90 55 268 323 1.7 274.7 -41.4 -24.4

800 RAM 0 41.5 67.9 109.4 .63.4 209.6 129.5 148.5

800 NADIR 0 150 28.3 179.3 -35.9 237.1 73.6 90.6

800 ZENITH 0 0 85 55 -76.2 196.8 149.0 168.0

800 WAKE 0 41.5 67.9 109.4 .63.4 209.6 129.5 148.5

800 -NORMAL 0 41.6 6.6 47.1 -1032 168.8 179.3 196.3

800 +NORMAL 0 41.5 6.6 47.1 -1_1_9 169.8 179.3 196.3

800 RAM 45 41.6 64.2 96.7 -70.3 202.7 140.5 157.5

800 NADIR 46 160 28 178 -36.3 236.7 74.6 91.6

800 ZENITH 45 0 60.3 80.3 -92.4 180.6 168.8 185.8

800 WAKE 45 41.5 54.2 95.7 -70.3 202.7 140.5 167.5

800 -NORMAL 45 41.5 4 45.5 -104.7 168.3 180.6 197.6

800 +NORMAL 45 41.5 141.6 183.1 -34.6 _'_ ;4 70.5 87.5

800 RAM 90 41.5 0 41.5 -168.5 164.5 183.8 200.8

800 NADIR 90 150 0 150 ,-46.2 226.8 97.0 114.0

800 ZENITH 90 0 0 0 -273.0 0.0 217.0 234.0

800 WAKE 90 41.5 0 41.5 -108.5 164.5 183.8 200.8

800 -NORMAL 90 41.5 0 41.5 -108.5 164.5 183.8 200.8

800 +NORMAL 90 41.5 268 309.5 -1.2 271.8 -30.6 -13.6

Fronl/Rm Abso_on = 0.2 Emission = 0.8 I R = 237Wlm2 Sun = 1353W/m2

Radiator Power Dizipation WlmA2 O °C

0 10 301 40 J 50

156.8195.8 287.2 340.2 398.5

94.7 133.7 225.1 278.1 336.5

182.4221.4 312.8 365.9 424.2

156.8 195.8 287.2 340.2 398.5

202.0 241.0 332.4 385.5 443.8

202.0 241.0 332.4 385.5 443.8

169.0 208.0 299.4 352A 410.8

98.0 138.0 229.4 282.4 340.8

202.8 241.8 333.2 3862 444.5

169.0 208.0 299.4 352A 410.8

203.8 242.8 334.2 387.2 445.6

103.2 142.2 233.6 286.6 344.9

20e.0 247.0 338.4 391.4 449.7

117.6 158.6 248.0 301.0 359.3

252.0 281.0 382.4 435.4 493.7

20e.0 247.0 338.4 381.4 449.7

208.0 247.0 338.4 381.4 449.7

-6.4 _ R 124.0 177.0 235.3

164.4 203.4 294.8 347.9 406.2

168.5 147.5 238.9 291.9 350.3

184.0 223.0 314.4 367.4 425.7

164.4 20_.4 294.8 347.9 406.2
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary engineering reason used to select a smallsat subsystem technology or design aspect
is the performance/mass ratio. But ultimately, the real underlying driver is cost, which is closely
related to mass because of launch vehicle constraints. For very small satellites, the launch
vehicle costs can be several times the cost of the satellite, so living with the launch vehicle
limitations is vital to controlling program costs. Cost will make or break a spacecraft system.

As performance requirements increase while pressure remains to keep the hardware small, the
temptation is to add expensive new technology to achieve the desired performance. However,
there remains a concurrent need to reduce unit costs so as to make the system affordable. In the
long run, the affordability/benefit trade-off underlies the decision for or against the mission.
Viewed from the subsystem level, both aspects of the tradeoff can be supported. Affordability
can be supported thorough reduction of total subsystem hardware costs, and mission benefits can
be supported through improved performance or new (enabling) capabilities that the subsystem
provides for the payload.

4.1 REQUIREMENTS

The design process of most spacecraft to date has been driven by very specific performance
requirements per the science (payload) needs. From this initial design phase, the total cost could
be estimated. If costs exceeded budget, some of the requirements might be reduced, an
instrument removed, or the life or reliability reduced. Now it is becoming more common, and

more practical, for programs to begin with a fixed cost budget and more flexible mission
requirements. Instead of designing to a specific set of performance values, the engineer now
must design to specific costs goals. The objective of this initial design is now to determine the
specific performance capabilities, not to determine the total cost.

Changing to a performance-driven design process from the more traditional requirements-driven
approach is proving to be a difficult process for the aerospace community. Yet is must be dealt
with, as is an unavoidable outcome of the limited budget environment that is now prevalent.

Instead of using whatever funds necessary to build a spacecraft to perform a particular mission,
the process now becomes one of designing a generic spacecraft (or using an off-the-shelf design,
or some similar modular, expandable approach) to determine what sort of mission can be

supported on the given budget. "You take what you can get" with the resources that are made
available.

This requires sharp engineering judgment to obtain the best performance as a function of mass
and cost. Selecting the proper technology and setting an appropriate management style is key.
An example of how management influences this is by keeping the requirements modest.
Planning a small satellite mission with large numbers of power-hungry payloads will only lead to
problems. This drives up the array and battery size and stresses the thermal design. Specifically,
this makes the array more expensive, not just from a raw area point of view, but from the
stowage, deployment, and orientation devices that go with a large array. A large battery is not
expensive in itself, but it drives other factors like thermal control, and can be the major driver in
the overall thermal design.

Requirements based on simultaneous combinations of all worst-case conditions should not be
imposed. The subsystems should be designed for end-of-life performance, but it is very likely
that all of the worst-case conditions never actually occur at the same time. It is also possible that
one or more of these conditions could be relaxed, especially in coordination with another. For

example, a decision could be made that load requirement (or duty cycle) could be reduced at the
worst beta angles. This has enormous impact on the solar array size. Appropriate selection of
the launch date can often be made to achieve the most favorable EOL conditions.
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Realisticspecifictemperaturerequirementsshouldbeused.Thedefinition of hot andcold cases
shouldcombinereasonableenvironmentinputfluxeswith electricalloadconditions. Useof
combinedworstcaselimits burdenedwith additionalmarginscanleadto requirementscreepand
over-design.Thethermalsubsystemcanbevery forgivingwhenrunning hot if thepayloadscan
beduty cycled. If runningtoocold, heatersareaneasydesignsolution to correctthiscondition.

4.2 PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES

Beforetheengineercanevenbeginthedesignjob, theprogrammanagermustmakeseveral
decisionsthat influencethedesignprocess.

4.2.1 Risk

The battery performance values described in this report are based on conservative life predictions
accepted by NASA GSFC engineers based on available test data and prior experience.
Performance predictions from battery manufacturers based on their analysis and the design
features they have included will almost always be considerably better. However, their
information is not readily confirmed because of proprietary restrictions. The same is true of
many of the subsystem components. Management could accept the risk by using a higher battery
DOD. Too conservative a design leads to an oversized battery, which increase the mass and cost.
One could accept a shorter life, or a short life at a reasonable probability of success with an
extended mission at a lower probability, rather than a long mission that has built-in guarantees of
long life.

4.2.2 Redundan W

Redundancy is closely associated to risk. This topic has already been discussed in terms of
selective redundancy in electronics and in the discussion of multiple versus single batteries.
Note that multiple does not necessarily imply redundant. Just because there are two batteries or
two solar array panels, does not mean they have to be treated as redundant devices and be
completely cross-strapped. Some cross-strapping may be desirable and can be done with very
little cost impact. All components should not be designed as functionally redundant. The second
wing or battery provides a fail-safe or fail-operational capability.

4.2.3 Timely Deci_ion M_ing

An example of decisiveness is to determine early in the spacecraft design phase if the thermal
subsystem is to be active or passive. Then the design process should be submitted to a systems
analysis. The system engineer and the thermal subsystem engineer can often intuitively define
the best design approach. Mandate this approach, thus eliminating time, manpower and dollars
to perform trade-offs when the answer is already known. Clear direction as early as possible
eliminates the need for unnecessary trades, vacillation and confusion.

4.2.4 Paperwork

Strive to have the paperwork weigh less than the spacecraft.

4.3 DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Deciding what level of complexity or which off the shelf subsystem and components to use is not
an easy task. For smallsats, the seemingly obvious route is to select the simplest approach.
Generally, one expects that this results in the lowest cost and mass.
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However,a simplecomponentor designapproachmaynotalwaysbethebest. Forexample,if a
totally passivethermaldesignis baselined,it wouldappearto havelow hardwarecosts.But such
asystemrequiresconsiderableengineeringandtestingincludingacostly thermalbalancetest. If
acold biassystemis used,however,theanalysiscanprobablybereduced,thesystemwill be
forgiving androbust,andthethermaltestingcouldbegreatlyreduced.While theflight hardware
mightbemoreexpensive,thisapproachreducestheoverall life-cycle (program)costs.

Startingin the1980s,thethermal-designphilosophybecameoneof biasingthedesign to the cold
end of the permissible range and using heaters to adjust the temperature upward. This change
became possible because heater power was now a small percentage of total power requirement
on a large spacecraft. It permits economically significant shortcuts in the amount of expensive
testing required as the system is more robust. Heat-balance tests have also become simpler, with
solar simulation and vacuum environment usually not necessary. For small satellites, this

approach may not be possible due to mass and power budgets. However, it is usually the most
cost effective approach and should be used to minimize the small satellite cost wherever
possible.

Another basic design decision involves the use of standardized components. The EPS design
might call for a 15 ampere hour battery. But suppose no battery presently exists at that exact
size, but a space-qualified 19 ampere-hour design is available. It would make little sense to pay
for a costly qualification program just to save three or four kilograms in battery mass. This
consideration applies even for smallsats where mass is critical.

In the thermal area, the ultimate system would be one that handled from 150 to 1500 watts and
was able to hold the entire spacecraft at +_5°C regardless of orbit or environment. Such a system
exists. It is called a capillary pumped loop (CPL). Th CPL thermal bus accomplishes this
because it operates as a saturated two phase system and contains multiple evaporators and
condensers. While initial use of this bus might seem costly, consider a standard modular system
which could simply have evaporators and condensers added as needed, and remain self
regulating under all conditions of load and environment. Such a modular system could be built
by menu, and because it is self regulating, much of the engineering design and ground testing
could be eliminated.

4.3.2 Impact of Improved Technology

The trend in spacecraft from the beginning of the space program to the late 1980s has been
towards larger and more complex spacecraft. This trend has been largely driven by the desire to

fly scientific instruments of ever-increasing size, complexity, and sensitivity and to fly them in
combination to make simultaneous measurements. Since total program costs are driven up by

these large and complex satellites, the emphasis is now to develop space missions with more
tightly focused objectives that can be achieved quickly and cheaply on smaller satellites and
launch vehicles.

These trends are logically reflected in corollary trends in the spacecraft subsystems, including the

EPS. The trend toward larger spacecraft has led to the development of large power subsystems
capable of accommodating multi-kilowatt loads. In addition to total load capability, power
quality (better regulation, less noise, less EMI/RFI), and total system design have also become
required characteristics. Now that smallsats have become a recognized option, power designers
are looking for ways to squeeze every last bit of performance out of each kilogram of hardware.

Up to the present time, improved performance in the power system has been accomplished
primarily by using more or larger components. Recently, actual improvements in the designs,
components, and the devices used have been implemented leading to increased system
performance. These improvements include developments such as GaAs solar cells and single
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pressurevesselnickelhydrogenbatteries.To achievecontinuedimprovements,increaseduseof
new technologyandalternativeconceptsmustbeexplored.

4.3.3 Recommended Efforts

Because smallsats generally use the same technology as larger spacecraft, there are few specific
technologies that will prove exclusively valuable to smallsats. Certainly, any effort to reduce the
cost of existing technologies is laudable, even if the resulting system has the same performance.

The same performance for fewer dollars is a very worthwhile goal. High cost items in the power
and thermal area include solar arrays (which involve a considerable amount of touch labor) and
heat pipes. Reducing the size of components while maintaining their current performance will
also help smallsats. As has been noted earlier, mass very directly drives cost.

There are no enabling technologies on the near horizon that will generate any major
breakthroughs in the smallsat market. Today's thermal subsystem elements have been shown to
be able to handle the maximum heat dissipation that can be generated by the largest array that
will fit in a small launch vehicle envelope. The power subsystem components (batteries, solar
cells) are not likely to see huge performance increases. Small battery performance improvements
can be squeezed from current NiCd and NiH2 technologies, but NiMH batteries, once qualified
for space use, promise nearly a factor of two improvement in energy density. Therefore,
development of NiMH batteries for space use is recommended as a priority for both large and
small satellites.
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A. APPENDIX A - CRYOGENICS

This section is provided to show the state-of-the-art in cryogenic coolers. Each type of cryo
cooler will be identified, and its operation and some of its salient characteristics will be
explained. The information is based on general knowledge from the GSFC cryogenics group.

A.1 CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION

Cryogenic refrigeration is usually classified within two categories: open cycle and closed cycle.
Figure A- 1 shows the numerous cryogenic systems that can be used to develop cryogenic sinking
capabilities. For space applications, these systems use only the change of pressure of the coolant
to create cooling cycles and do not use any phase change of the coolant. The section will mainly
address dynamic regenerative systems as they offer the best hope of long life in space

applications.

Joule-Thomson[ JExpansion

J Stored High
Pressure Gas

J Open Cycle J

,,quidII so,,dIlsoporcr,ica'l

Stored Cryogens

Low Pressure, Low Temperature,
Thermally Insulated Container

LOW CAPACITY
CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION

Dynamic

Mechanical Systems

Regenerative

Stirling
Vulleumier
Gifford - McMahon
Postle
Solvay
Pulse - Turbo

I) Valved
li) Valveless
lii) Orifice

Non-regenerative

Claude
Joule - Bragton
Linde - Hampson
(Joule - Thomson)

Closed Cycle J t

J Static

Non-mechanical Systems I

J Sorption Compressors I

Passive - Radiative J

Magnetic

Thermoelectric I

Figure A-1. Classification of Low Capacity Cryogenic Refrigerators

A. 1.1 Stirling cycle

This system uses two pistons and is shown in Figure A-2.

The pistons are operated 90 ° out of phase. There are four cycles for one stirling phase. The first
piston, located at the heat sink, is called the compressor piston, and the piston located at the heat
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sourceis calledthedisplacer.Thesystemalsohasaregeneratormatrix section.This section
actsto impedetheinstantaneouspressurechangebetweenthecompressoranddisplacerpiston
volumes,andin doingso,absorbsheat. Whenthehigh pressureis generatedby thecompressor
piston,heatis removedfrom thesystemat its heatsink. Maximumsystemheatis removed
during thiscompressorcompressioncycle. However,testinghasshownthatall theheatwill be
dissipatedat displacerif it is allowedto run coolerthanthecompressor--soproperheatsinking
of thecompressoris imperative.Thecold finger mayhaveits payloaddirectly attachedora cold
strapcouldbeused.Thecold straphastheadvantageof reducingthemechanicalvibrations
causedbythe twosystemcompressors.Oftentheregeneratormatrix is combinedwith the
displacerasshownin FigureA-3.

Displacer

L_ m

Cold
Finger

li!:.iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Regenerator

Compressor

, IIIII
Heat Sink

Figure A-2. Stirling Cycle

Compressor
°

Cold
Finger

Heat Sink

Figure A-3. Displacer

Presently 80K Stirling cycle systems require -30 watts per watt of cooling, and 65K Stirling
Cycle systems require ~40 watts per watt of cooling. Stirling cycle one-stage coolers typically
do not go below 65K.

NASA's goal for the life of a sateUite's cryogenic refrigeration system is 50,000 hours. Present

day technology permits 5,000 hrs. System disturbances due to compressor vibration can be
reduced by using counterbalances which operate 180 ° out of phase with the two system
compressor pistons. Several systems exist that use piston counter balancers to minimize
vibration.
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A.1.2 Pulse Tube

This system, shown in Figure A-4, unlike the Stirling cycle system, has no moving parts
operating in the cold part of the system. This system uses one compressor to remove the bulk of
the heat. The displacer is replaced by a tube (that is analogous to a traveling wave tube) that is
connected to a coolant reservoir. A cryogenic cold finger is located at the regenerator and pulse
tube interface. This system has the same regenerative cooler operations as a Stirling cycle
system. The pulse tube efficiency is also comparable.

Reservoir Pulse Tube Regenerator

J_ li!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iilliiiii!!iliiiiiiiiiii!iii!ii!ii!iiiiiiiiiii_i_i_::_i_!_i_::_iiiiiiii::ii::i::ii

Cold
Finger

Compressor

Heat Sink

Figure A-4. Pulse Tube

This system may offer the best hope of a long life because it does not have moving parts at

cryogenic temperatures and is definitely compatible with smallsat applications.

The simple, reliable design of a pulse tube compressor makes it a good candidate for a smallsat
cryogenic refrigerator.

A.1.3 Reverse Brayton

This system is shown in Figure A-5.

Cold Plates

m

Compressor

Neat

Exchanger

Heat Sink

Figure A-5. Reverse Brayton
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The Reverse Brayton cycle cryogenic system consists of a compressor, a heat exchanger and a
gas bearing turbine. Presently these systems can provide 5 watts of cooling at 65K. This type of
system forces the high pressure gas through a turbine before it expands. During the compression
cycle, heat is given up at the compressor sink. This system is comparable to the Stifling cycle
system in power and weight efficiency. Potential problems for long life are recognized because
the turbine runs on a gas bearing. Bearing touch down and start up are the concern. This type of
system can be configured to cool multiple cold plates because the coolant flow path is a
continuous loop.

Miniature Reverse Brayton systems also exist. These systems typically are a total of 60-90
thousands of an inch in diameter, including the turbine. Such systems produce only a few
milliwatts of cooling at cryogenic temperatures.

A.1.4 Joule Thomson

. The Joule Thomson closed loop system consists of a compressor and an expansion chamber.
Single-stage Joule Thomson closed loop systems can attain 30-40K at 3-5 watts rejection
while double-stage Joule Thomson can attain 4K at ~10 milliwatts. The first stage of such a
system is typically a Stifling cycle system which is used to heat sink the second Joule
Thomson at ~50-65K. This first stagewould require ~100 watts to operate. Closed loop
Joule Thomson systems do not apply to small satellite systems because they are very heavy,

and require over 150 watts to operate.

. The Open-looped Joule Thomson does not have a compressor. It allows the coolant gas to

expand at a controlled rate and to escape to the ambient environment. This system can
provide 5K to 10K temperature at miUiwatts rejection for the limited life of the coolant gas.
This limited life is directly proportional to the coolant gas storage container size. A 20- to
30-liter dewar supply of helium could provide up to several hours of cryogenic operation.
This mass of the dewar and short lifetime makes this type of system impractical for use on
small satellites.

A. 1.5 M_lgnetic r_frig¢ration

Magnetic refrigeration uses the magnetic properties of superconductors to reduce temperature.
The process better known as "Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigeration" (ADR) alternately
magnetizes and demagnetizes paramagnetic salts materials to attain cryogenic capabilities of
~ 1K at .5 milliwatts rejection. The system can hold the cryogenic temperature for 19 hours
before it needs a refresh, which takes 1 hour. This system requires ~1 to 10 watts for the refresh.

The ADR second stage must be heat sinked to a low temperature cryogenic first-stage system,
such as an expendable helium dewar. Such a system would require a 30 to 40 liters of helium for
a reasonable 12-18 months lifetime. Its mass is more than 200 kg, making it impractical for use
on small satellites.

A.2 SUPPLIERS OF CRYOGENIC COOLERS

Suppliers of cryogenic coolers are listed in Table A-1. The table presents each company's
cooler, its type and capabilities, and the approximate cost per unit. Only systems that require less
than 65 watts are applicable for smallsats.
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Table A-1
Suppliers of Cryogenic Coolers

Supplier
Creare

TRW

Sunpower

Space
X
X

COM

Creare X
Mitsubishi, Fu X
Ball, BAE X
Ball, BAE X

TRW X

Hughes (flew 6/94)
Lockheed

X
X

BAE X

Hughes TI, Magnavox
TRW X

Life I I_f_tl O_/_ut Mala(Kg)

10 yrs 200 5 15
5 yrs 200 1 15
5 yrs 120 4 4-6
lOyrs 100 2 10
5 yrs 90 1.2 10
5 yrs 80 ,35 13-26
5 yrs 80 1.5 13-15

5 yrs 80 1.5 10
5 yrs 65 1 18
5 yrs 45 1.5 12
5yrs 40 1.2 10-15
3 mths 35 1 3

5 yrs 30 .4 5-6

Price

1-2M
1.1M
10K
1-2M
1-1.5M
1-1.6M
1-1.5M

1M
1.5M
1.5M
1.5M
15K
50OK

Type of Cooler

65" R. Brayton
35" Pulse - 2 comp
80" Stirling
60' R. Brayrston
70" Stirling
40" Stirling- 2 comp, 2 stage
55" Stirling- 1 or 2 stage,
2 comp
55" Pulse - 2 comp
65" Stirling
80" Stirling
80" Stirling
80" Stirling- Tactical
80" Pulse
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B. APPENDIX B - CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

This appendix lists the conclusions and observations related to design issues particularly relevant
to small satellites. These were highlighted by boxed text in the main body of this report. The

information has been categorized by topic.

B.1 GENERAL

Project managers must take an active role in maintaining and controlling realistic
performance requirements in order to minimize cost and complexity.

Smallsat costs and complexity are contained by designing according to the subsystems'
available capabilities rather than by unconstrained payload requirements.

• The relatively fixed load requirement of the spacecraft bus leaves proportionally less power
available for payloads on small satellites with a low total load power capability.

B.2 POWER PROCESSING

• A simple full linear shunt regulator, while somewhat inefficient, is a viable power processing
candidate for small satellites with very low load power requirements.

Several recent small NASA GSFC spacecraft use a sequential, staged linear shunt regulator

for power processing.

A digital shunt regulator improves its efficiency by disconnecting solar array sections that are
not required to satisfy the load requirement.

The development of microprocessor-controlled peak power tracking charge control circuits
has allowed this approach to be competitive with otherwise simpler direct energy transfer

power processing techniques.

Power processing electronics using high efficiency circuits and robust designs will provide
more performance and reliability benefits for smallsats than the use of completely redundant
units.

A centralized voltage regulator could be a viable option on smallsats if power distribution run

lengths are short enough to minimize voltage drops and noise.

Instrument payloads requiring a negative bus are most likely to be flown on smallsats, and
will require careful trade studies to meet this unique requirement in a cost-effective manner.

Although their relatively low total load power use suggests that high voltage power
distribution offers few benefits to smallsats, a thorough trade study on this topic could

identify any potential mass or cost savings.

B.3 SOLAR ARRAYS

The impact of atmospheric drag on solar array configurations is a significant issue for
spacecraft in low orbits.

As long as atmospheric drag is not an issue, a simple deployed, fixed, solar array panel is
often the simplest design solution for smallsats.
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Thelimited sizeof small satellitesmakesit moredifficult to avoid interferencebetween
payloadfields-of-view andsolararrayandotherappendagegeometry.

Solararraydegradationis negligiblefor circularEarthorbitsof 500km or less,regardlessof
cell type.

While theradiationtoleranceof GaAscellsofferslittle advantagefor mostsmallsats,its high
efficiencyresultsin smaller,lighter, andeasier-to-packagesolararrays.

Galliumarsenidesolarcellsoffer a significantreductionin arrayareacomparedto silicon,
butcarefulcosttrade-offsmustbemadebeforea final cell selectionis made.

• Newmulti-bandgapsolarcellscouldbevery beneficialto smallsatelliteswith severe
constraintsonsolararraysizeandmass.

• Solararraypanelsubstratesmadeof lightweightcompositematerialsoffer masssavingsfor
smallsats.

• Theuseof flexible substratesoffersthepossibility of significantsolararraypanelmass
reduction.

Solararrayconfigurationandarea,preciouscommoditiesonsmallsats,canbeoptimizedby
V " ! ° " " °e aluatmg the power subsystem s predxcted performance over the durataon of the mxsslon,

thus identifying more realistic worst-case conditions on which to set sizing requirements.

Future smallsats could achieve a total load capability of around 400 W with reasonable sized
solar arrays.

B.4 BATTERIES

• The lower battery capacity typical of smallsats cannot accommodate extended deployment
mode operations prior to solar array deployment and attitude stabilization.

• More efficient battery use can be achieved by simply increasing the maximum allowable
depth-of-discharge.

• Small nickel hydrogen batteries have been developed specifically for small satellite
applications and have been used successfully.

• Heat pipes can be used to equalize the temperature of two batteries when they cannot be
located in thermally identical environments, as is usually the case with small satellites.

• Improvements to current cell technologies and the introduction of new battery types, such as
nickel metal hydride, should offer significant improvement in battery energy density.

B.5 THERMAL

• The limited thermal mass and unique launch vehicle characteristics associated with smallsats
makes aerodynamic heating during boost an area of concern for small satellites.

• Heat rejection, especially for low-temperature sources, can be a significant problem for
smallsats because of the limited area available for radiators.
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Existing power and thermal subsystem technologies are more than capable of meeting the
performance requirements of the largest solar array-based power subsystem that can be
packaged into a Pegasus-class launch vehicle.
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